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First Aid for

Electric Shock

RESCUE.

In case of electric shock, shut off the high voltage

at once and ground the circuits. If the high voltage

cannot be turned off without delay, free the victim

from contact with the live conductor as promptly as

possible. Avoid direct contact with either the live

conductor or the victim's body. Use a dry board, dry

clothing, or other nonconductor to free the victim.

An ax may be used to cut the high-voltage wire. Use

extreme caution to avoid the resulting electric flash.

SYMPTOMS.

a o. Breathing stops abruptly in electric shock if

the current passes through the breathing center at

the base of the brain. If the shock has not been too

severe, the breath center recovers after a while and

normal breathing is resumed, provided that, a suf

ficient supply of air has been furnished meanwhile

by artificial respiration.

b. The victim is usually very white or blue. The

pulse is very weak or entirely absent and uncon

sciousness is complete. Burns are usually present.

The victim's body may become rigid or stiff in a

very few minutes. This condition is due to the action

of electricity and is not to be considered rigor mor

tis. Artificial respiration must still be given, as sev

eral such cases are reported to have recovered. The

ordinary and general tests for death should never

be accepted.

TREATMENT.

o. Start artificial respiration immediately. At the

same time send for a medical officer, if assistance is

available. Do not leave the victim unattended. Per

form artificial respiration at the scene of the acci

dent, unless the victim's or operator's life is endan

gered from such action. In this case only, remove

the victim to another location, but no farther than

is necessary for safety. If the new location is more

than a few feet away, artificial respiration should

be given while the victim is being moved. If the

method of transportation prohibits the use of the

Shaeffer prone pressure method, other methods of

resuscitation may be used. Pressure may be exerted

on the front of the victim's diaphragm, or the direct

mouth-to-mouth method may be used. Artificial res

piration, once started, must be continued, without

loss of rhythm.

b. Lay the victim in a prone position, one arm

extended directly overhead, and the other arm bent

at the elbow so that the back of the hand supports

the head. The face should be turned away from the

bent elbow so that the nose and mouth are free for

breathing.

c. open the victim's mouth and remove any for

eign bodies, such as false teeth, chewing gum, or

tobacco. The mouth should remain open, with the

tongue extended. Do not permit the victim to draw

his tongue back into his mouth or throat.

d. If an assistant is available during resuscita

tion, he should loosen any tight clothing to permit

free circulation of blood and to prevent restriction

of breathing. He should see that the victim is kept

warm, by applying blankets or other covering, or

by applying hot rocks or bricks wrapped in cloth or

paper to prevent injury to the victim. The assistant

should also be ever watchful to see that the victim

does not swallow his tongue. He should continually

wipe from the victim's mouth any frothy mucus or

saliva that may collect and interfere with respira

tion.

The resuscitating operator should straddle the

victim's thighs, or one leg, in such manner that:

U) the operator's arms and thighs will be ver

tical while applying pressure on the small of the vic

tim's back;

(2) the operator's fingers are in a natural po

sition on the victim's back with the little finger lying

on the last rib;

(S) the heels of the hands rest on either side

of the spine as far apart as convenient without al

lowing the hands to slip off the victim;

ii) the operator's elbows are straight and

locked.

t- The resuscitation procedure is as follows:

(I) Exert downward pressure, not exceeding

GO pounds, for 1 second.

(2) Swing back, suddenly releasing pressure,

and sit on the heels.

(3) After 2 seconds rest, swing forward again,

positioning the hands exactly as before, and apply

pressure for another second.

g. The forward swing, positioning of the hands,

and the downward pressure should be accomplished

in one continuous motion, which requires 1 second.

The release and backward swing require 1 second.

The addition of the 2-second rest makes a total of 4
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A. CORRECT POSl-
TIOS. Operatoras elbous

straight and locked. Vic
timas Joce turned awau

frost bent elbov and resting
on back of hand.

■. FORWARD SH ISO
1\D POSITIOXIXC OF
II.1XVS. Little linger
rests on last rib.

C. IH)WNWARD PRES-
Sl'RE. Arms and thighs
vertical.

D. REST POSITION.
Operator releases pressure
suddenly, swings back on
heels, and rests for S
seconds.

seconds for a complete cycle. Until the operator is

thoroughly familiar with the correct cadence of the

cycle, he should count the seconds aloud, speaking

distinctly and counting evenly in thousands. Exam

ple: one thousand and one, one thousand and two,

etc.

h- Artificial respiration should be continued until

the victim regains normal breathing or is pro

nounced dead by a medical officer. Since it may be

necessary to continue resuscitation for several

hours, relief operators should be used if available.

RELIEVING OPERATOR.

The relief operator kneels beside the operator and

follows him through several complete cycles. When

the relief operator is sure he has the correct rhythm,

ho places his hands on the operator's hands without

applying pressure. This indicates that he is ready to

take over. On the backward swing, the operator

moves and the relief operator takes his position.

The relieved operator follows through several com

plete cycles to be sure that the new operator has

the correct rhythm. He remains alert to take over

instantly if the new operator falters or hesitates on

the cycle.

STIMULANTS.

o. If an inhalant stimulant is used, such as aro

matic spirits ot ammonia, the individual administer

ing the stimulant should first test it himself to see

how close he can hold the inhalant to his own nos

tril for comfortable breathing. Be sure that the in

halant is not held any closer to the victim's nostrils,

and then for only 1 or 2 seconds every minute.

b. After the victim has regained consciousness,-

he may be given hot coffee, hot tea, or a glass of

water containing % teaspoon of aromatic spirits of

ammonia. Do not give any liquids to an unconscious

victim.

CAUTIONS.

o. After the victim revives, keep him LYING

QUIETLY. Any injury a person may have received

may cause a condition of shock. Shock is present if

the victim is pale and has a cold sweat, his pulse is

weak and rapid, and his breathing is short and

gasping.

b. Keep the victim lying flat on his back, with

his head lower than the rest of his body and his

hips elevated. Be sure that there is no tight clothing

to restrict the free circulation of blood or hinder

natural breathing. Keep him warm and quiet.

e. A resuscitated victim must be watched care

fully as he may suddenly stop breathing. Never

leave a resuscitated person alone until it is CER

TAIN that he is fully conscious and breathing nor

mally.

TLI5338-E
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WARNING

HIGH VOLTAGE

is used in the operation of this equipment.

DEATH ON CONTACT

may result if operating personnel fail to observe all safety precautions.

Voltages as high as 8,000 volts are used in the operation of this equipment.

These voltages are dangerous to life.

Do not change tubes or make adjustments inside this set with the high-voltage

supply on.

All hinged panels which can be opened by handles to give access to the inside of the

equipment are provided with interlocks to shut off the equipment when the panels

are opened. Panels screwed or bolted on do not have these interlocks. A few service

checks must be made inside the set with the high voltage on. When making these

checks, always have present another person capable of rendering first aid. Keep one

hand in your pocket while making high-voltage measurements. This precaution will

prevent your touching the electrical circuit with more than one part of the body at

one time.

Radio-frequency voltage as high as 4,500 volts may develop on the antenna of this

equipment group. Do not touch the antenna while the set is turned on.





This manual supersedes TM 11-801, 18 January 1943

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Section I. GENERAL

1. Scope

o. This manual contains instructions for the in

stallation, operation, maintenance, and repair of Am

plifier Group AN/FRA-2. In addition to these in

structions there are two appendixes covering a list of

references and an identification tahle of parts.

b. Official nomenclature followed by (*) is used to

indicate all models of the item of equipment included

in this manual. Thus Power Amplifier BC-340-(*)

represents Power Amplifiers BC-340, BC-340-A.

-B, and -D through -T ; Rectifier RA-22-(*) repre

sents Rectifiers RA-22. RA-22-A, and -C through

-H; Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*) represents

Water Cooling Units RU-2, RU-2-A, -B, and -C.

2. Forms and Records

The following standard forms will be used for re

porting unsatisfactory conditions of materiel and

equipment, or improper preservation, packaging,

packing, marking, loading, stowage, or handling

thereof :

a. DD Form 6. Report of Damaged or Improper

Shipment (Reports Control Symbols CS GLD-66

(Army), S and A-70-6 (Navy), and AF-MC-U2

(Air Force), will be filled out and forwarded as pre

scribed in SR 745-45-5 (Army), NAV DEPT

SERIAL 85POO (Navy), and AFR 71-1 (Air

Force).

b. DA AGO Form 468, Unsatisfactory Equipment

Report (Reports Control Symbol CS GLD-247).

will be filled out and forwarded to the Office of the

Chief Signal Officer, as prescribed in SR 700-45-5.

f. AF Form 54, Unsatisfactory Report, will be

filled out and forwarded to Commanding General,

Air Materiel Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base, Dayton, Ohio, as prescribed in SR 700-45-

5/AFR 65-26.

d. Use other forms and records as authorized.

Section II. DESCRIPTION AND DATA

3. Purpose and Use

a. Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2 (fig. 1) is a

10-kw (kilowatt) r-f (radio-frequency) amplifier,

used to amplify a c-w (continuous-wave) or fre

quency shift radi<?teletype signal over a continuous

frequency range of 4 mc (megacycles) through 26.5

mc.

b. The equipment consists of the following major

components :

(1) Push-pull Power Amplifier BC-340-(*)

(fig. 2).

(2) Rectifier RA-22-(*) (fig. 3), which sup

plies the high d-c (direct-current) voltage

to the amplifier tube plates.

(3) Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*) (fig. 4),

which is a closed circuit type water circulat

ing system.

(4) An installation kit (par. 11) to permit in

stallation and interconnection of the units.

c. This equipment is intended for use as a fixed

field station.

4. Application of Equipment

a. Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2 is designed for

use in connection with c-w 1-kw Radio Transmitter

BC-339-(*)' as an exciter. The output of Power

Amplifier BC-340-(*) is the same as the output of

the Radio Transmitter BC-339-(*) exciter, except

that it is at a much higher power level.

b. A simplified block diagram of the over-all sys

tem showing the relations between the various com-

iRadio Transmitter BC-339-(*) refers to the following models:

IiC-339. BC-339-A. -B. -C. -E. -F. -G. -H, -}. -K. -L, -M, -N,

and -O.

!
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FROM SURGE TANK

OUTLET OF BC-340-(*)

Figure 4. Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*), front view.

TM 801-25
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220 VOLT

50/60 CYCLE

THREE PHASE TM 801-8

Figure 5. Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2, simplified block diagram.



ponents and their interconnections is given in figure

5. Note that the radio signal originates in Radio

Transmitter BC-339-(*) and is fed to Power Am

plifier BC-340-(*) and then through a 600-ohm

balanced transmission line to the antenna. It is shown

that the power amplifier is supplied with high voltage

by Rectifier RA-22-(*) and is cooled by Water

Cooling Unit RU-2-(*). As shown in the block

diagram (fig. 5), the supply line for Radio Trans

mitter BC-339-(*), Power Amplifier BC-340-(*),

Rectifier RA-22-(*), and Water Cooling Unit RU-

2—(*) is a 220-volt, 60-cycle, 3-phase supply. How

ever, Power Amplifiers BC-340-D and -F through

-I, Rectifiers RA-22-C and -E through -H, and

Water Cooling Units RU-2-A and -C are also de

signed to operate from a 50-cycle, 3-phase, 220-volt

supply.

5. Technical Characteristics

-F through -I are also capable of operating

from a 50-cycle source.

o. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*).

Frequency range :

4 mc through 26.5 mc.

Exciter requirements:

R-f output of a radio transmitter producing from

400 watts up to 1 kw at any frequency

within the operating range of 4 mc through

26.5 mc.

Power output :

Delivers up to 10 kw to a transmission line with

a surge impedance of 600 ohms in keyed

telegraph service.

Signals :

Output is a c-w signal keyed at a rate of 300 words

per minute, 5 characters per word, Inter

national Morse code. Frequency shift radio-

teletype having a frequency shift of 425

cycles either side of the mean carrier fre-

■ quency.

Transmission line :

600 ohms balanced line ±200 ohms.

Tube complement :

Power Amplifier BC-340. four tubes 846. r-f

power amplifiers. Power Amplifiers BC-

340-A, -B. and -C through -I, two Tubes

JAN-129B, r-f power amplifiers. Two

tubes JAN-872A, mercury-vapor grid bias

rectifiers.

Supply line requirements :

200-volt, 60-cycle, 3-phase, 95 percent power

factor. Power Amplifiers BC-340-D and

Line current distribution :

With
key up

With
key down

Voltage

Current phase 1 . .

Current phase 2 . .

Current phase 3 . .

230 volts

28.2 amperes

23.0 amperes

17.0 amperes

226 volts

71.0 amperes

72.0 amperes

61.0 amperes

b. Rectifier RA-22-(*).

Supply line requirements:

220-volt. 60-cycle, 3-phase; fed through Power

Amplifier P»C-340-(*). -

Rectifiers RA-22-C and -E through -H are

also capable of operating from a 50-cycle

source.

Basic circuit :

Three-phase, full-wave rectifier.

( )perating characteristics :

Output voltage : from 3,750 to 8.250 volts dc.

Operating current : up to 3.45 amperes dc.

Voltage regulation : 7.5 percent between full load

and no load.

Efficiency : 90 percent.

Tube complement :

Six Tubes JAN-872A, mercury-vapor, half-

wave rectifiers.

r. Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*).

Supply line requirements :

Water Cooling Units RU-2 and -B, 220-volt,

60-cycle. 3-phase.

Water Cooling Units RU-2-A and -C, 220-volt,

50/60-cycle, 3-phase.

Coolant :

Approximately 35 gallons of distilled water.

Maximum operating temperature:

45° C.

d. Surge Tank.

Dimensions :

14.5-inch diameter, 30 inches long.

Capacity :

20 gallons.

Water level indicator :

Water Cooling Units RU-2, -A, and -C, float

type dial.

Water Cooling Unit RU-2-B, glass tube direct

reading.



6. Table of Components

Component

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) (fig. 2)-

Rectifier RA-22-(*) (fig. 3)

Water Cooling Units RU 2, -A, and -B.

or

Water Cooling Unit RU-2-C

Surge tank (fig. 6).

Installation kit

Instruction book-

Rcq
No.

Dimensions

Height
(in.)

83

79

47

38

14.5"ODby30"lg-

(See component

listing in par. 11 .)

11

Width
(in.)

42

54

52

40

8.5

Depth
(in.)

60

30

43

54

Volume
(cu ft)

122.5

95

61

54

3.4

'eight
(lb)

2,370

3,105

950

850

80

Note. This list is for general information only. See appropriate supply publications for information pertaining to requisition of spare

WATER IN

The size, w eight, and volume of each crate are given

in the following chart.

Number
of crates

TM 80i-45

Figure 6. Surge tank.

7. Packaging Data

a. When packaged for export shipment, the com

ponents of Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2 are placed

in moistureproof, vaporproof containers and packed

in 19 wooden export crates. A breakdown view of a

typical component packed for export is shown in

figure 17.

Note. Items may be packaged in a manner different from

that shown, depending on supply channel.

2

4 or 6.

Height
(in.)

96

35

37

34

15J4

26^

50

96

21 J*

17«

56

30

40

25

Width
(in.)

54

50

24

16

12

12H

59

51

20

W/s

30

21 H

45

14

Depth
(in.)

62

25

35

16

14

9$

38

62

15H

18J

36

MX

45

14

Volume
(cu ft)

186.0

35.32

17.91

5.0

1.5

1.83

67.43

175.67

3.94

2.65

35.0

9.0

47.0

2.82

Weight
(lb)

1,200

242

154

I20

100

62

1,230

1,100

80

45

1,000

105

1,500

120

Total weight (lb) 7,058



b. The following list indicates contents of each case. See packing list attached to each case for exact contents.

Case dimensions
(in.) Contents Notes

96 x 54 x 62 1 Power Amplifier BC-340-(») Less fragile and excessively heavy components.

Packed inside power amplifier cabinet.

35 x 50 x 25 See figure 23.

37x24x35

2—Power amplifier operating Tube JAN-872A.

1—Plate tuning capacitor assembly (C-5, C-3,

C-4, C-8, B-49)

See figures 8 and 25.

34 x 16 x 16

See figure 22.

15^x12x14

26^x12^x9^ ... Transformers T-1, T-3, and T-4

B-49 is shown in figure 23.

Two cases.

See figure 10.

See figures 6, 14, and 15.50x59x38 Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*) and surge tank.

96 x 51 x62 Less fragile and excessively heavy components.

Two cases.

21^x20x15^ ....

17f$ x 13^ x 18?/8 . .

Controller (SW-1)

56 x 30 x 36

Rectifier components and CH-1, T-2, and C-l.

30x21^x2454 (irid input assembly, antenna coupling capaci

tor, spare Tubes JAN-872A and fuse links.

40x45x45

25x14x14 Operating and spare Tubes JAN-129B or 846. Four cases or six cases.

8. Description of Power Amplifier

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) is a push-pull class

C power amplifier designed for c-w transmission

within a range of 4 tnc through 26.5 inc.

a. The front panel (fig. 2) contains the meters and

controls required for operation of the unit. The right

and left sides of the equipment and the bottom of the

front panel are louvered to permit proper air circula

tion for cooling purposes.

b. The right side of the unit has two doors, each of

which can be opened by two handles located near the

front of the unit. These doors swing open, giving

access to the inside of the power amplifier (fig. 7

or 8). An interlock safety switch is controlled by each

of these doors.

c. The left side of the unit is closed by two panels

that are screwed down. Removal of the lower panel

when the power is off on Power Amplifier BC-340-D

and -F through -I reveals the 50/60-cycle switch

(SW-12) of the voltage regulator (VR-1) (fig. 10).

d. The rear of the unit consists of two panels ; the

top panel has several large air holes covered with

loose wire mesh. The bottom panel (fig. 11) contains

the water INLET, water OUTLET, and DRAIN

valves and two terminal strips. The large contact

strip contains contacts 1 to 6, and the small contact

strip contains terminals 7 through 24. Internal con

nections from terminals 7 through 24 are made

through a large lead grommet. In addition, the lower

panel contains a bushing for the h-v (high-voltage)

cable and a ground stud.

e. On the top of the unit are two sets of large

stand-off output terminals and one set of smaller

input terminals.

9. Description of Rectifier

Rectifier RA-22-(*) is a h-v, three-phase, full-

wave rectifier designed to supply plate voltage to

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*).

a. The front panel of this unit (fig. 3) consists of

four sections and contains the meters and controls

required in the operation of the unit. One of the sec

tions is a hinged door that swings upward and locks

in position when fully opened, to facilitate replace

ment of tubes. The door controls a h-v interlock

switch. The front and sides of the rectifier are

louvered for ventilation.

b. The sides of the unit are removable panels that

give access to the inside of the unit (fig. 12 or 13).

10. Description of Water Cooling Unit

Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*) (figs. 4 and 14

or 15) is a water cooler used to circulate water and
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Figure 9. Poiver Amplifiers BC-340-A, -B, and -D through-H, inside left side.
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Figure 10. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, inside left side.
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HIGH VOLTAGE CA6LE BUSHING

Figure 11. Power . linplifier BC-340-(*) . lover rear view.

to dissipate the heat absorbed by the water during its

circulation within the vacuum tube water jackets and

the plate tuning coils. It consists of a motor, pump,

fan, and radiator.

I I . Installation Kit Items for Amplifier Group

AN/FRA-2

The installation kit is composed of the following

items :

lUain

No.

1

2

3

-1

,">

ti

7

8

9

10

Name and description Quantity

Lead covered cable, No. 14, solid 300 ft

Lead covered cable, No. 10, solid 400 ft

Lead covered cable, No. 8, stranded o0 ft

Lead covered cable, No. 0, stranded 1 200 ft

Lead covered cable, No. 7, stranded. - . I 30 ft

Switch, safety, TPST, 100 amp 1

Terminal TM-1 15 . .-' 18

Terminal TM-136 . . a j 6

Terminal lug, soldering, size $f6" I 36

I

Terminal lug, soldering, 50 amp, size 24

Ground Rod GP-26 I 6

It-.al.l

No. Name anil description Quantity

12 Pipe do]>e, 1 -11 > can 1 can

13 Soldering paste, 2-oz container 2 cans

14 Solder M-31 5 lb

15 Friction tape, cotton, black, 1 2-lb roll 1 roll

16 Rubber tape, black, J-^-lb roll.- 1 roll

17 Pipe fitting, plug, brass, ]/2" IPS.-- 3

18 Reducing bushing, rough finish, brass, male

and female thread, 1 J^-" IPS to 1 ' IPS. 2

19 Pipe adapter fitting, 1 " nominal solder fitting 5

for 1 " type K or L copper tubing to 1 "

IPS male thread.

20 Pipe adapter fitting, wrought copper y," 3

nominal solder fitting for y type K or L

copper tubing to 1 ,>" IPS male thread.

21 Pipe fitting all wrought copper, 1 " nominal 3

solder fitting for 1 " type K or L copper

tubing.

22 Tubing, general purpose, annealed copper, 50 ft

y2"\D.

23 Tubing, general purpose, annealed copper. 100 ft

1 ' IT).

12



Figure 12. Rectifiers R.4-22-A and -C through -G, inside left side.
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TM 801-28

Figure 13. Rectifier RA-22-H, inside left side.
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Figure 14. Water Cooling Units, RU-2-A and -B. rear view.

12. Running Spares

The following running spares are supplied :

Item Quantity

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) :

Tubes JAN-129B or 846 2

Tubes JAN-872A 2

Pilot light lamps, 10 w, clear 6

55

110

Rectifier RA-22-(*) : Tubes JAN-872A. . . 6

13. Additional Equipment Required

The following equipment is not supplied as part of

Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2, but is required for its

installation and operation :

Radio Transmitter BC-339-(*).

Antenna and antenna transmission lines.

Mounting hardware.

14. Differences in Models of Components

a. Power Amplifier Unit.

( 1 ) All the models except Power Amplifier BC-

340 have identical circuits, with minor varia

tions in the values of some of the circuit

components. Power Amplifier BC-340

differs from the other models in that it uses

four 846 tubes instead of two Tubes JAN

129B for amplifiers, two voltage regulators

(VR-1) instead of one, no parasitic sup

pressors, and no additional relay (RL-8)

in the filament circuit. In addition, many of

the parts have different values and reference

symbols.
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Future IS. Water Cooling I rit Rl -2-C, left side view.

(2) All the models except Power Amplifier BC-

340-1 have shorting bars and clamps for the

tuning of the plate tank coils. They also

use the restriction method of varying the

rate of water flow through the amplifier.

Power Amplifier BC-340-I uses tuning

screws for tuning the plate tank coils and

uses the bypass method for varying the rate

of water flow through the amplifier.

(3) Power Amplifiers BC-340-A. -B. and -E

are designed for operation from a 60-cycle

source only. The other models are designed

to operate from a 50- or 60-cycle source and

their voltage regulators have a 50/60-cycle

switch.

(4) Power Amplifiers BC-340-G and -I have

the same fuses as the other models but the

fuses have different reference symbols.

b. Rectifier Unit. All the models have identical

circuits, except for minor variations in circuit com

ponent values. However, because of this variation of

circuit values, some components in Rectifier RA-22

have different reference symbols than functionally

similar components in the other models. Rectifiers

RA-22, -A, and -D are designed for operation from

a 60-cycle source. The other models are designed for

operation from either 50- or 60-cycle source.

c. Water Cooling Unit. Only Water Cooling

Unit RU-2-B has the surge tank mounted on the

cooling unit. Water Cooling Units RU-2 and RU-

2-B are designed for operation from a 60-cycle source

only. The other models are designed for operation

from either a 50- or 60-cycle source.
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CHAPTER 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. INSTALLATION OF AMPLIFIER GROUP AN/FRA-2

15. Siting

a. External Requirements. Signals from this

equipment have a greater range if the antenna is high

and clear of hills, buildings, cliffs, densely wooded

areas, and other obstructions. Depressions, valleys,

and other low places are poor locations for radio re

ception and transmission, because the surrounding

high terrain absorbs r-f energy. Weak or otherwise

undesirable signals may be expected if the set is

operated close to steel bridges, power lines, or power

units. Choose, if possible, a location on a hilltop or

another suitable elevation. Flat ground is desirable.

Normally, transmission over water is better than over

land. See that drainage is adequate, to prevent flood

ing the interior of the shelter. If the equipment is part

of a communication center but is not installed within

the center, locate the equipment nearby. In locating

the antenna, avoid obstructions which are 2° or 3°

above the horizontal plane of the antenna, in the di

rection of the desired transmission. This is approxi

mately 200 to 300 feet at a distance of 1 mile from

the antenna.

b. Interior Requirements. The shelter for the

equipment must meet the following requirements :

( 1 ) The floor must be capable of sustaining the

weight of the equipment in a level position

without vibration.

(2) Sufficient space must be available for possi

ble repair work and for door swing, as

explained in subparagraph (4) below.

(3) There must be a ceiling height of at least 9

feet to allow for r-f transmission line in

stallation.

(4) Sufficient space must be allowed around the

transmitter so that the doors may be opened,

and sufficient space must also be provided

on one side of the equipment so that it is

possible to walk to the rear of the trans

mitter. Allow space (when possible) on the

sides of the transmitter to permit removal

of side panels when repair and maintenance

work is required. Except for these limita

tions, the transmitter may be located any

where convenient to the transmission lines

and external power connections.

(5) Adequate lighting for day and night opera

tion must be provided. Position the trans

mitter so that the panel designations may be

easily read by the operating personnel.

Artificial lighting should be accomplished

. with light bulbs placed so that the light falls

directly upon the panel. A portable drop

lamp and extension cord are convenient

assets for operating and maintenance

personnel.

16. Uncrating, Unpacking, and Checking

a. General. Equipment may be shipped in over

sea packing cases or in domestic packing cases. When

new equipment is received, select a location where the

equipment may Ik unpacked without exposure to the

elements and which is convenient to the permanent or

semipermanent installation of the equipment.

Note. Be careful in uncrating, unpacking, and handling

the equipment ; it is easily damaged. If it becomes damaged

or exposed, a complete overhaul might be required or the

equipment might be rendered useless.

b. Uncrating and Unpacking Power Ampli

fier Air Blower Assembly, Rectifier Air

Blower Assembly, Controller (Rectifier), and

Plate Tuning Capacitor Assembly.

(1) Remove the nails from the crate with a nail

puller.

(2) Remove the top and one side of the wooden

box. Do not attempt to pry off the sides and

the top ; the equipment may be damaged.

(3) Remove the waterproof and moistureproof

barriers, gaskets, and all wadding.

(4) Remove the desiccant that is taped to the

assembly.

(5) Remove all blocking, bracing, and felt.

(6) Loosen and remove the bolts that secure

the assembly to its mounting base.

(7) Carefully lift or slide the assembly from its

base.
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Caution: Be careful not to mar finish on

capacitor plates, not to crack insulators, and not

to bend the bottom plate.

r. Uncrating and Unpacking Grid Input As

sembly, Antenna Coupling Capacitor, and Am

plifier Electrical Spares (Including Tube

JAN-872A and Fuse Links).

( 1 ) Remove the nails with a nail puller.

(2) Remove the top and one side of the case.

(3) Remove all wadding and fiberboard filler

cells.

(4) Remove from the crate the cartons contain

ing the following items:

(a) Grid input assembly.

(b) Antenna coupling capacitor.

(c) Spare Tubes JAN-872A of the power

amplifier.

(d) Electrical spares.

(5) Carefully open the fiberboard carton con

taining the grid input assembly.

(6) Remove the excelsior and the inner carton.

(7) Remove the waterproof barrier material.

(8) Remove the moistureproof barrier and des-

iccant material.

(9) Open tbe close-fitting fiberboard box.

(10) Carefully remove all cushioning from

around the assembly.

(11) Repeat steps (5) through (10) above for

the carton containing the antenna coupling

capacitor.

(12) Carefully open the cartons containing the

spare Tubes JAN-872A of the power am

plifier.

(13) Remove all wadding.

(14) Carefully remove the tubes from the in

dividual cardboard cartons.

(15) Carefully unwrap the electrical spares.

d. Uncrating and Unpacking Power Ampli

fier Transformers T-1 (Bias Rectifier Plate

Transformer). T-3, and T-4 (Tube JAN-129B

or 846 Filament Transformer). Repeat steps (1)

through (8) of b above, omitting (4) and (6).

e. Uncrating and Unpacking Power Ampli

fier BC-340-(*) Cabinet, Water Pipe Assembly,

Grid Chokes, and Resistors.

( 1 ) Place the packing crate as near the operat

ing position as convenient.

(2) Cut and fold back the flat metal strapping.

(3) Remove the nails with a nail puller.

(4) Remove the top and then the sides of the

crate.

(5) Loosen the fastenings and open the cabinet

panels.

(6) Remove all felt and/or sponge cushioning.

(7) Remove waterproof barrier material and

moistureproof barrier material.

(8) Remove all wadding, blocking, and bracing.

(9) Remove the following cartons from Power

Amplifier BC-340-(*) cabinet compart

ments :

(a) The carton containing the water pipe

assembly.

(b) The carton containing the grid chokes,

plate chokes, and resistors.

(10) Open each of the above cartons.

(11) Carefully unwrap the contents of each of

the above cartons.

(12) Unwrap all wires, cables, and cords with

in the cabinet.

(13) Loosen and remove the six mounting bolts.

(14) Tilt the unit and then skid it forward

slightly, and carefully slide the cabinet off

the skid. Avoid bouncing the unit.

(15) Strip off all protective wadding and taping.

/. Uncrating and Unpacking Water Coils.

(1) Open the nailed wooden crate.

(2) Remove the waterproof barrier material.

(3) Open the fiberboard box.

(4) Carefully lift out each of the two coils and

remove all gummed tape.

g. Uncrating and Unpacking Plate Tun

ing Coils, Porcelain Tubing, Operating Tubes

JAN-872A (Amplifier), Lamps, and Instruc

tion Literature.

(1) Remove the nails from the wooden crate

with a nail puller.

(2) Remove the top and one side of the box.

(3) Remove all filler material and take out the

cartons containing the following items :

(a) Plate tuning coils.

(b) Porcelain tubing.

■ (c) Operating Tubes JAN-872A (ampli

fier).

(d) Lamps (operating and spares).

(c) The waterproof bag containing the in

struction literature.

(4) Open the carton containing the plate tuning

coils.

(5) Remove all filler paper and lift out each of

the two set-up boxes.
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(6) Open each of the two boxes and remove the

plate tuning coils.

(7) Remove all cushioning and gummed tape.

(8) Open the carton containing the porcelain

tubing.

(9) Remove all filler paper.

(10) Take out each of four set-up boxes.

(11) Open the boxes and remove the tubing.

(12) Remove all cushioning and gummed tape.

(13) Open the carton containing Tubes JAN-

872A.

(14) Remove each of the two individual tube

cartons.

(15) Open the individual tube cartons and re

move the tubes.

( 16) Carefully strip off the wadding.

(17) Open the carton containing the lamps.

( 18) Remove and carefully unwrap each of the

12 lamps.

(19) Open the waterproof bag containing the

instruction literature.

(20) Remove the instruction literature.

h. Uncrating and Unpacking Operating

Spare Tubes JAN-129B or 846.

(1) Unscrew the single screw indicated by the

black arrow (fig. 16) of the bird cage type

tube crate.

( 2) Remove the front panel by lifting it slightly.

(3) With a pair of diagonal cutters, carefully

clip the iron wire which holds the tubes.

(4) Grasp tube with one hand.

(5) Disengage the lower portion of the tube

from the spring-supported ring.

(6) Move the tube downward and slide it out

of upper ring.

i. Uncrating and Unpacking Oil Filled

Plate Transformer (Rectifier).

(1) Cut and fold back the flat metal strapping.

(2) Remove the nails with a nail puller and

remove the top and all sides.

(3) Slide the transformer near its position of

use.

(4) Cut away all metal strapping.

(5) Remove all the felt stripping.

(6) Slide or hoist the transformer into place in

the rectifier (par. 20d).

j. Uncrating and Unpacking Rectifier RA-

22-(*) Cabinet.

(1) Repeat steps (1) through (8) of e above.

(2) Repeat steps (12) through (15) of c above.

k. Uncrating and Unpacking Water Cooling

Unit RU-2-(*) with Surge Tank and Wall

Mounting Brackets.

(1) Place the packing crate as near the operat

ing position as convenient.

(2) Cut and fold back the flat metal strapping.

(3) Remove all filler material.

(4) Remove the top and one side of the crate.

(5) Remove all filler material.

(6) Remove the carton containing the surge

tank and wall mounting brackets.

(7) Open this carton and remove all filler ma

terial.

(8) Lift out the two wall mounting brackets

and carefully unwrap them.

(9) Lift the tank out and carefully unwrap it.

( 10) Remove the remaining sides of the wooden

crate.

(11) Loosen and remove the four carriage bolts.

(12) Tilt the skid slightly and carefully slide

the unit off the skid. Avoid bouncing the

unit.

/. Uncrating and Unpacking Installation

Kit.

(1) Repeat k (2) through (4) above.

(2) Open the waterproof bag to gain access to

the fiberboard boxes within the crates.

(3) Remove all filler material.

Figure 16. Amplifier Tube JAN-129B in shipping container.
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DRUM COVER

CORRUGATED FIBER80ARD

FILLER CELLS

NAILED WOOD
SHIPPING CONTAINER-

FIBERBOARD
DRUM

STEEL STRAP

SEALED WATERPROOF

BARRIER

TM80I-46

EXCELSIOR

Figure 17. Typical component packed for export shipment.

(4) Remove and open each carton in turn.

(5) Remove from the cartons each of the 23

different items comprising the kit (par. 11 ).

(6) Carefully unwrap each item.

Sole. Save the original packing cases and containers.

They can be used again when the equipment is re

packed for storage or shipment to field maintenance

repair shops.
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Figure IS. Plumbing installation diagram, all units in line.

17. Installation of Equipment

The material for plumbing and for the intercon

necting wiring of the basic equipment is supplied as

an installation kit and a component of Amplifier

Group AX/FRA-2. The component parts of this

installation kit (Signal Corps stock No. 2C2940-1)

are listed in paragraph 11.

a. Positioning Equipment. Wherever possible,

the equipment should be arranged as indicated on

the plumbing installation diagram (fig. 18). Some

alternate arrangements are illustrated in figures 19

and 20. It is recommended that both wiring and

plumbing be laid in ducts below floor level ; but in

cases where this is not feasible, every precaution must

be taken to prevent damage to plumbing or wiring.

( 1 ) It is not necessary to bolt the power ampli

fier and the rectifier units to the floor. If

possible, fasten the water cooling unit to

the floor, using the four holes provided in

the base for mounting the unit to the ship

ping skid. Expansion bolts 1/2 inch by 2

inches, for fastening to a concrete floor, or

lag screws, for a wooden floor, are not

supplied.

(2) Mount the surge tank so that the bottom is

at least 2 feet higher than any part of the

water circulating system. This will be at
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-MOUNTING BRACKET

1- 1/2" TUBE SHALL HAVE NO BENDS OF

LESS THAN 12 INCHES RADIUS: AND

I INCH TUBE, NOT LESS THAN 24

INCHES RADIUS.

2- LONG BENDS WILL BE USED IN UEU

OF FITTING WHERE POSSIBLE.

-DRAIN VALVE

-OUTLET VALVE

• INLET VALVE

TCOPPER TUBE

See Note I

RU-2-W

WATER COOLING UNIT
I'ADAPTER

TM 801-63

Figure 19. Plumbing installation diagram, all units on same floor.

least 1 foot higher than the top of the ampli

fier cabinet. Two wall mounting brackets

for the surge tank are supplied with Water

Cooling Units RU-2, -A, and -C. How

ever, the ^-inch by 2-inch wall bolts for

mounting these brackets are not supplied.

The surge tank supplied with Water Cool

ing Unit RU-2-B is designed for mounting
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I PIPE PLUG-

DRAIN VALVE

-OUTLET VALVE

-INLET VALVE

Figure 20. Plumbing installation diagram, units on different floor levels.

on Water Cooling Unit RU-2-B. If this

cooling unit is to be used on the same level

as the amplifier, the mounting on the cooling

unit will be found unsatisfactory unless the

mounting bars are extended to place the

tank at a higher level (fig. 21 ). As the ma-

a





terials for this change are not supplied, it

may be necessary to arrange some type of

wall mounting for the surge tank. Before

mounting this tank, refer to paragraph 18.

b. Plumbing.

Caution: Tubing supplied for piping water is soft

thin-wall copper and is easily dented or crushed.

Crushed tubing cannot be used.

(1) Both parts of a solder fitting are to be pre

pared by burnishing them with steel wool

until they are thoroughly clean and then

fluxing with solder paste. A blow torch is

required to heat the fitting after the tube is

inserted. The blow torch is available in Tool

Equipment TE-87-A, which is supplied to

major fixed-station installations. Preheat

the entire joint, so that solder will flow

freely when applied to the junction of the

fitting and the tube. Use the torch to insure

that solder has thoroughly filled the space

between the fitting and the tube and is visi

ble around the junction.

(2) Female pipe threads, of all fittings used

should be lightly coated with pipe dope.

Appropriate fittings will be inserted and

fully tightened before they are soldered.

Wrenches must not be applied where the

fitting will be crushed. Tubing may be cut

and formed next. A bending form, either a

grooved pulley of suitable size or the equiva

lent, should be used in forming, to prevent

kinking or crushing the tube. Elbows are

supplied for the 1-inch tube, but are to be

used only when longer sweeping curves are

impractical. Longer curves are desirable,

but should not be less than 12 and 24 inches

in radius for l/2- and 1-inch tubes, respec

tively. Pipe unions may be inserted in the

INLET and OUTLET lines. After the

tubing is cut and formed, solder it in ac

cordance with subparagraph ( 1 ) above.

(3) Piping must line up naturally. Do not force

it into desired position with flange bolts.

(4) Piping at the water cooling unit must be

supported independently of the pump, so

there will be no strain on the pump casing.

Such strain can also be produced by expan

sion and contraction due to temperature

variations, if the piping is not properly

arranged.

(5 ) For unusually long discharge lines secured

at each end, an expansion loop should be

provided to compensate for elongation of

the pipe caused by pressure. This loop

should be put into the straight run in the

form of a "U" The length of the loop should

be made approximately 20 times the diam

eter of the tubing, and the width approxi

mately 2 times the diameter of the tubing.

An alternate method is to provide a packed

slip joint instead of a soldered joint at one

end of the line.

(6) Permanent type antifreeze of any type must

not be used in this equipment, because of

the resultant high leakage current and elec

trolysis. Where temperatures are liable to

drop below freezing, the entire cooling sys

tem must be installed in a heated building

or drained when not in actual use. If this is

impossible, use only pure grain (ethyl)

alcohol as an antifreeze.

(7) The pipe or tubing used in the plumbing of

the water circulating system must be in

stalled so that all air can be removed from

the overhead pipes by opening the air cocks

and so that all water can be drained from

lower pipes, to prevent freezing in cold

weather.

18. Installation of Water Cooling System

The procedure outlined below is for Water Cooling

Units RU-2, -A, and -C and their respective surge

tanks. For Water Cooling Unit RU-2-B and its as

sociated surge tank, the procedure below has to be

modified because of the different type of water level

indicator and because the installation kit was designed

for the other models. How the procedure below is

modified will be determined by the material available

to the personnel installing the system. See figure 21

for one method of installing this type of surge tank.

Refer to paragraph i7b before starting this procedure.

a. Screw one of two J^-inch adapters, item 20 of

paragraph 11, into the surge tank in the appropriate

opening below the water level indicator (fig. 6), and

screw the other adapter into the appropriate opening

on top of the radiator of Water Cooling Unit RU-2-

(*) 14).

b. Cut and form a section of the J^-inch copper

tubing supplied in the installation kit ; this is to be

placed between the surge tank and the water cooling

unit (fig. 18). Make sure that the pipe extends suf-
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ficiently into the adapters to enable making good

soldered connections.

c. Insert one end of the cut and formed pipe into

one of the adapters. The other adapter will then have

to be removed and slipped on the free end of the pipe.

Now replace the adapter in position. Tighten fully

both adapters and solder them. The adapters cannot

be further tightened after soldering.

d. Screw one of two l^-inch reducing bushings

into the appropriate opening on top of the radiator of

the water cooling unit (fig. 14). Screw the other

bushing into the opening of the pipe coming from the

water pump (fig. 14 or 15). Tighten the bushings

securely.

e. Screw one 1-inch adapter into each of the two

reducing bushings.

/. Cut and form two sections of the 1-inch copper

pipe supplied in the installation kit ; this is to be placed

between the water cooling unit and the power ampli

fier, as shown in figure 18, 19, or 20. The total length

of pipe used between the water cooling unit and the

power amplifier should be as short as possible. One

hundred feet of 1-inch inside diameter tubing is sup

plied. In the event that more than 100 feet is required

at any installation, a large size of pipe and fittings

must be used throughout.

g. Place the two sections of pipe into position and

solder as explained in subparagraph c above.

h. The installation of the portion of the water cool

ing system inside the power amplifier is explained and

done with the installation of the power amplifier

components.

19. Installation of Power Amplifier

Components

Note. The order in which the various components are

listed is the order in which the components will be assembled

into the unit. As the components are installed in the unit, all

that require electrical wiring will be wired in accordance with

the power amplifier wiring diagram (fig. 88). The necessary

preformed wiring and electrical connections will be found

inside the unit.

a. Transformers T-1, T-2, T-3, and T-4- and

Choke CH-1 (fig. 9 or 10).

( 1 ) Mount transformers T-3 and T—4 with the

insulators facing down. T-3 is mounted on

two vertical supports between the grid shelf

(fourth or uppermost shelf) and the top of

the unit toward the rear and left side of the

unit. T-4 is mounted on two vertical sup

ports between the grid circuit shelf and the

top of the unit, toward the front and left

side of the unit. Four mounting holes are

provided for each transformer, with the

mounting hardware already inserted in the

holes.

(2) Mount transformers T-1 and T-2 and

choke CH-1 with their terminals facing

upward. These units are mounted on hori

zontal supports of the second shelf of the

unit. (See fig. 9 or 10 for the exact posi

tions.) Mounting holes are provided with

the hardware inserted in the holes.

b. Input Circuit Assembly (C-1. C-2, L-1.

and SW-1) and Chokes RF-1 and RF-2 (fig. 9

or 10 j.

( 1) Insert the two r-f grid chokes (RF-1 and

RF-2) into their respective fuse clips.

These clips are mounted in back of L-1 (see

fig. 9 or 10 for position of L-1) on the

vertical sheet metal plate that shields the

input circuit from the output circuit. The

clips are mounted so that the chokes are

accepted in a vertical position. Both coils

are identical. The two ends of the same coil

are different and must be properly installed.

Place each coil in its holder, so that the

greater spaced turns are at the upper ends.

(2) Mount the input circuit assembly onto the

top shelf. Position the assembly so that the

switch contacts (SW-1 ) face the rear of the

unit and the protruding shafts face the front

panel. The assembly is fastened onto the

grid shelf with two angle iron mounting

brackets, one at each micalex strip. The

component should be carefully alined, so

that mechanical connections can be made

between the shafts of C-1 . C-2, and SW-1

and the drive shafts that extend to the dials

on the front of the unit. Mechanical connec

tion is made by inserting the shafts into

their respective insulator connector assem

blies and tightening the setscrews. Mechan

ically connect C-1 and C-2 when in full

mesh and with the dial at 0. Mechanically

connect SW-1 when coil L-1 has maximum

inductance (greatest number of turns) and

the switch is in position 1.

c. Plate Tuning Capacitor (C-5), Neutraliz

ing Capacitors (C-3 and C^), and R-F Bypass

Capacitor (C-8). These units comprise one assem

bly (fig. 22). The upper plate of the r-f bypass ca

pacitor, C-8, is the base plate of the over-all capacitor

assembly, and the other plate of this capacitor is
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Figure 22. Plate tuning capacitor (C-5) assembly, including C-3, C-4, and CS,

capacitor (C-6) facing the front panel of the amplifier

cabinet is supported by two stand-off insulators, and

the end toward the back of the cabinet is supported

by one stand-off insulator. The counterweight is

mounted on the shaft at the front of the capacitor. Be

careful to properly aline and connect the drive shaft

with the capacitor shaft. The hardware for mounting

this unit is found inserted in the three mounting holes

in the top panel.

c. Porcelain Water Coils (D-7).

( 1 ) Although the two porcelain water coils are

referred to as the right and left coils, both

units are identical and interchangeable

(fig. 23).

(2) Position each of the coils so that the lead

pipe fittings at the bottom can be easily at

tached to the water coil fittings. The exact

mounted with four screws, directly on the angle irons

that comprise the third shelf of the amplifier cabinet.

Mount the assembly in place (fig. 9 or 10). Make

sure that the drive shafts for the plate tank capacitor

(C-5) and the neutralizing capacitors (C-3 and

C-4) are alined with their respective dial drive shafts,

that the two plates of the bypass capacitor (C-8) are

parallel, and that the four spacing bars holding the

upper plate are not bent. There should be an air gap

spacing of one-half inch between the plates. Make the

mechanical connections between the capacitor shafts

and their respective dial drive shafts in the same way

as for the input circuit assembly.

d. Antenna Coupling Capacitor (C-6) (fig.

7 or 8). This unit is mounted to the under side of the

top deck of the amplifier cabinet by means of three

stand-off insulators (fig. 7 or 8). The end of the
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L-2-1
V-| MOUNTING HOLES FOR TUN

ING SCREWS NOT IN USE
L-2-2

TUNING SCREWS
TM 801-18

Figure 25. Power Amplifier RC-340-I, plato tuning coils L-2-1 and L-2-2 with tuning screws

positioning of the coils is determined by the

four bolt holes provided for each coil ped

estal. Do not fasten down the coils firmly

until the bottom and top water fittings are

attached to the water coils. This will prevent

undue strain on the coils and the clamping

devices. The hardware for mounting the

coils is found in position in the coil mount

ing base.

(3) Notice that each coil is fitted at the bottom

with a leakage current terminal, but only

the terminal on the left coil is used.

/. Plate Tuning Coils (L-2-1 and L-2-2) (fig.

24 or 25).

(1) Before these coils can be mounted into the

unit, it must be determined which end of

each coil is the upper end, which coil is

mounted toward the rear, and which coil is

toward the front of the amplifier cabinet.

Each coil terminates at one end in a large

sweeping loop. This is the top end of the

coil and is solder-connected to the porcelain

tubing (not yet installed). The lower end of

each coil bears a screw fitting, and the turns

are so shaped that it is impossible to inter

change the rear coil with the coil mounted

toward the front of the unit. As a final

check, the correct assembly is such that the

coil (L-2-2) with the right-hand (clock

wise) winding is mounted toward the rear

of the cabinet, and the coil (L-2-1) with

the left-hand (counterclockwise) winding is

mounted toward the front of the cabinet.

Caution: Be careful when handling

these coils, since they may be easily de

formed. When tightening the connections,

avoid a direct strain on the coils.

(2) Place coil L-2-1 in position and connect
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—► INDICATES DIRECTION OF WATER FLOW

TM 801-83

Figure 27. Power Amplifiers BC-340, -A, -B, and

the screw fittings at the bottom of the coil g.

to their respective openings in the water lain

jackets (B-49). Bolt the top of the coil to

the stand-off which is located on the upper

frame crossbar. Install coil L-2-2 in the

same manner as coil L-2-1.

—D through -H , water circuit diagram.

Preformed Lead Water Piping and Porce-

Tubes.

( 1 ) The lead piping is provided assembled into

the correct form for placement in the unit.

However, lead piping has some degree of

flexibility, and slight adjustments and re
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FROM PUM

TO WATER

COOLING UNIT

O DENOTES TARGET

—» INDICATES DIRECTION OF WATER FLOW

Figure 28. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, water circuit diagram.

TM 801-32

forming can be accomplished if necessary.

Note. The lead piping must be held in place

until all connections to it have been made.

(2) Place two gaskets in each of the water

openings of the porcelain water coils. Now

place the lead water piping in position with

the correct pipes inserted into the water

coils. Screw down the clamping screw that

clamps the lead pipe into place. In the same

manner, clamp the lead pipes coming out of

the bottom of the unit to their respective

openings at the bottom of the water coils.
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TM 801-19

Figure 2l\ Power Amplifier RC-340-I, voltage regulator unit VR-1.

(3) Four, identical porcelain tubes are supplied

as connecting links between the lead piping

and the plate tuning coils. Each one is held

in position by clamping screws that go

through the spring clips on premounted

porcelain stand-offs. There are two such

stand-offs for each porcelain tube.

(4) Place one of the porcelain tubes fitted with

gaskets in position ; that is, between two of

the stand-offs, so that the lower end is over

one of the openings in the preformed lead

piping and the upper end is by the related

opening at the top of the plate tuning coil.

Now, using the three clamping screws pro

vided, clamp the lower end of the porcelain

tube to the lead pipe (fig. 26). Make sure

that two of the clamping screws go through

the spring clip on the porcelain stand-off.

Take one of the adapters provided for con

necting the porcelain pipe to the piping of

the plate tuning coil and clamp it to the

porcelain pipe. Insert the open end of the

plate tuning coil and make a good solder

connection. Repeat the above procedure for

the other three porcelain pipes.

h. Air Blower (BL-1) (fig. 7 or 8). The back

of the voltage regulator housing is provided with an

opening. Place the intake manifold of the air blower

into this opening until it is slightly under flush, and

holt down the assembly into the three mounting holes

provided in the shock-mounted base plate (fig. 23).

The hardware for this mounting is found inserted in

proper position in the base plate.

i. Chokes RF-3 and RF-4. Insert chokes RF-3

and RF-4 in their respective clips. For Power Ampli

fiers BC-340-A, -B, and -D through -I, see figures

7 and 8 for the location of these components. For

Power Amplifier BC-340, the location of these chokes

is also at the top right-hand side of the unit, but in

the center and parallel to each other.

j. Resistors. Resistors in Power Amplifier BC-

340 have different reference symbols than those in the

other models. However, the location of these parts in

Power Amplifier BC-340 can be determined from the

location of comparable parts in the other models.

Therefore the procedure below will be presented for

all the models by putting the reference symbols of the

part for Power Amplifier BC-340 in parenthesis next

to the comparable part for the other models.

(1) Insert resistors R-2 (R-5), R-4 (R-3a),

and R-5 (R-3b) in their respective clips

(fig. 7 or 8).

(2) Insert resistors R-6 through R-9 (R-6a

through R-6e). R-1l and R-12 (none) in

their respective clips (fig. 9 or 10).
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Figure 30. Tubes JAN-129B and JAN- 872A.

k. Fuses. The location of the fuses is the same for

all models (fig. 7 or 8). However, the reference sym

bols assigned to the fuses for Power Amplifiers BC-

340-G and -I are different from those assigned to

the other models.

(1) For Power Amplifiers BC-340-G and -I.

insert the 11 fuses, F-1 through F-1l, in

the bank of fuse clips (fig. 7 or 8). Insert

them in numerical order, starting at the top

with fuse F-l.

(2) For the other models, start at the top of

the bank of fuse clips and insert the fuses

in the following order : two 20-ampere fuses

(F-1), two 3-ampere fuses (F-2), two 6-

ampere fuses (F—3), two 6-ampere fuses

(P-5), and three 40-ampere fuses (F—4).

/. Power Amplifier Tubes.

(1) The four 846 tubes, V-1, V-2, V-3, and

V-4, for Power Amplifier BC-340 or the

two Tubes JAN-129B, V-l and V-2, for

the other models are installed in the same

way. Each tube is supplied with two thin

gaskets over the anode, both of which are

used in the assembly. Unscrew the flange

of the water jacket until the split rings are

easily moved back to allow the tube to be

placed in the socket. Carefully slip the tube

behind the plate tank coils and place into the

water jacket. Gently turn the tube while

pressing it down until assured that it is

properly seated. Make certain that the tube

is in the proper position to accept the elec

trical connections. Move the split rings into

place over the anode ring and turn the water

jacket flange clockwise until it holds the

tube firmly. Excessive tightening will result

in distortion of the flange, or it may damage

the tube. For the proper position of Tubes

JAN-129B, see figure 23. With the tubes

firmly clamped in their jackets, the filament

and grid connections are made. The leads

from these connections should be adjusted

so they do not result in any undue strain on

the tubes.

(2) Insert and rotate the two rectifier Tubes

JAN-872A in their respective sockets.

Make the necessary electrical connections

by attaching the clip leads to the plate

terminals.
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20. Installation of Rectifier Components

Note. The order in which the various components arc

listed is the order in which the components will be assembled

into the unit. As the components arc installed in the unit,

they are to be electrically wired in accordance with the recti

fier wiring diagram (fig. 88). The necessary wiring and

preformed electrical connections will be found in.cide the unit.

o. Choke CH-1 and Transformers T-2, T-3,

T—1, and T-5 (fig. 12 or 13). These five units are

mounted on two cross members which make up the

top shelf. The members run parallel along the width

of the rectifier cabinet, and the components are

mounted side by side on them (fig. 31). Transformer

T-2 mounts at the extreme right, followed by filter

choke CH-1 mounted on a base plate equipped with

an opening for air flow. The third component from

the right is transformer T-3 and then T-4, with T-5

at the extreme left. The hardware for mounting these

pieces is found in the component mounting holes.

set of bars, and T-6 mounts on the lower set. Mount

these components so that the heavy copper secondary

terminals are on the under side of the transformers.

Mounting hardware is provided in the mounting

holes.

c. Filter Capacitor (C-1) (fig. 32). On the

shelf situated immediately below current transformers

T-6 and T-7 is mounted filter capacitor C-1. This

component is fastened in place by two mounting

brackets. Each mounting bracket is fastened down at

both sides of the capacitor, with one screw through

each of the bracket mounting feet. The mounting

hardware is provided in the four capacitor mounting

holes.

. d. Plate Transformer T-1 (fig. 33). Using a

wrench,, turn the transformer detent to the extreme

counterclockwise position. This will aline the trans

former wheel dial numbers (position 1 extreme

counterclockwise) with the detent positions. Before

R-2 THROUGH R-19

27R

T-3 CH-i T-2

R-2i SG-I R-20SG-I R-20

" <"> rr

TM 801-6

Figure 31. Rectifier RA-22-(*) (except unlettered model),

top. cutaway view.

r*\ r\ r\ r\ r\ r\

\ jv-4 | fv-I [V-2 I |V-I

TM 801-5

Figure 32. Rectifier RA-22-(*), front, cutaway view.

b. Current Transformers T-6 and T-7 (fig.

32). The frame at the right side of the rectifier cab

inet contains two sets of crossbars, two crossbars per

set. Each bar is equipped with two countersunk

mounting holes approximately inches center to

center. Current transformer T-7 mounts on the upper

the oil-filled transformer can lie placed in the back of

the cabinet, remove the vertical frame member at the

center of the left side of the cabinet frame (fig. 12 or

13) along with the sheet metal panel attached to it by

taking out the two screws that hold the frame section

in place. Tn addition, loosen the front panel screws
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Figure 34. Rectifiers RA-22, -A, and -C through -G, controller assembly SlV-1.

and slightly tilt the panel away from the frame. This

is to allow room for alining and coupling the trans

former detent shaft to the drive shaft of the trans

former detent wheel. Slide the plate transformer in

its compartment and aline the detent shaft with the

drive shaft of the transformer wheel. Tighten the

front panel screws, making sure that the drive shaft

still engages the detent shaft.

e. Controller Assembly SW-1 (fig. 34 or 35).

Remount the vertical frame member and associated

sheet metal plate to the left side of the controller as

sembly by means of the two mounting feet on the left

s'ide of the assembly. Place the entire assembly into

position (fig. 12 or 13), fitting the lower right slotted

mounting foot over the protruding stud on the frame

of the unit and bolting the upper right foot to the

frame.

f. Air Blower BL-1. The air blower is placed into

the lower right-hand compartment (fig. 13) with the

air exhaust opening placed directly under the T-

shaped air duct. With the hardware provided, secure

the blower mounting base to the shock-mounted base

plate.

21. Connections

a. R-F Interconnections.

( 1 ) The transmission line from the Radio

Transmitter BC-339-(*) exciter unit to

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) consists of
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Figure 35. Rectifier RA-22-H,

two parallel lines of J4-inch copper tubing

spaced to give an input impedance of 600

ohms. However, since the r-f input line is

comparatively short, this spacing is not at

all critical. Cut the J^-inch copper tubing to

the correct length, and solder a lug on each

end. Connect the lines as shown on figure 36.

(2) The output of the power amplifier can be

switched ( by SW-3) to either of two trans-

a -TM 801-2!

controller assembly SW—1.

mission lines connected (as shown in fig.

36) to the two sets of large stand-off in

sulators located the same distance to the

right of the input terminals at the top of the

power amplifier. The spacing of these ter

minals is fixed at 1 foot, which necessitates

the use of No. 6 AWG solid copper wire for

the transmission line. If copper wire is not

available, either of the following can be
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TRANSMISSION LINE NO I

RADIO TRANSMITTER

BC-339-(")

COPPER TUBING- POWER AMPLIFIER

BC-340-W

TRANSMISSION

LINE

NO?

TM 801-69

l-'igurc 36. Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2, r-f interconnection diagram.

used: (0.162-inch diameter) copper tubing

or copper wire of the nearest size spaced so

that the distance between wire centers is

equal to 73 times the diameter of the wire

used. The length of this transmission line

will depend on the type of antenna used and

the best possible standing wave ratio.

(3 ) If No. 6 AWG copper wire is not available,

it becomes necessary to change the spacing

between the lines. This is accomplished by

placing an insulating spacer as close as

possible to the power amplifier output ter

minals (fig. 37).

b. Power Line and Control Circuit Inter

connections. \

( 1 ) Make the connections between Power Am

plifier BC-340-(*) and Rectifier RA-22-

(*) by using wire of the size indicated in

table I to connect the corresponding ter

minal numbers of the terminal strips at the

back of the units (fig. 38).

(2) Make all interconnection wiring in ac

cordance with the power line and control

circuit interconnection diagram (fig. 38).

In addition, utilize a safety switch and

grounding system as herein described. The

safety switch supplied is a triple-pole single-

throw unit rated at 100 amperes at 230

volts, with provision for a fuse in each phase.

Mount it on a convenient wall or post to

provide a junction for the power source and

-OUTPUT TERMINALS SPACER INSULATOR

TRANSMISSION

LINE

FRONT

NOTE; SPACER INSULATOR TO BE

PLACED AS CLOSE AS

POSSIBLE TO THE OUTPUT

TERMINALS
TM 801-70

Figure 37. Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2, method of chang

ing transmission line spacing.
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Table I. Minimum Wire Size for each Connection

American SiRiial Wire Connects

wire Corps diaro.
gage cable (in.)

From terminal To terminal

No. 0 ... . WC-631 0.325 1, 2, 3, power line.

No. 0 .... WC-631 .325 4, 5, 6, rectifier.

No. 10 . . . WC-<523 .102 Motor input, water cooling unit.

No. 14 . . . WC-621 .064 10 through 19, rectifier.

No. 10 ... WC-623 .102 20, 21, rectifier.

No. 14 . . . WC-621 .064 22, 23, power amplifier 13, 14, Radio Transmitter

BC-339-(»).

No. *7 ... .144 H-v cable bushing, power amplifier. . . H-v cable bushing, rectifier.

No. 10 . . . WC-623 .102 Grounding stud, power amplifier.

No. 10 . . . WC-623 .102 Grounding stud, power amplifier. . . . Grounding stud, rectifier.

No. 10 . . . WC-623 .102 Frame, water cooling unit.

No. 10 ... WC-623 .102 Frame, water cooling unit Ground rods 1 through 6, in turn.

No. 10 . . . WC-623 .102 Grounding stud, power amplifier.

This line is fed through the bushing provided at the rear of both the power amplifier and rectifier units, as shown in figures II and 38.

the power lines to the power amplifier. Drive

six Ground Rods GP-26 to their full depth

in damp earth, and space them not less than

3 feet apart. Using Cable WC-623, connect

a grounding cable to the ground terminal on

each cabinet, to the frame of Water Cooling

Unit RU-2-(*), and, in turn, to all ground

rods. Appropriate sizes of solder terminals

are supplied; after soldering them in place,

tape exposed portions with rubber Tape

TL-94 and then with friction Tape TL-83.

22. Service upon Receipt of Used or

Reconditioned Equipment

a. Follow the detailed instructions given in para

graph 16.

b. Check the used or reconditioned equipment for

tags or other indications pertaining to changes in the

wiring of the equipment. If any changes in wiring

have been made, note the change on the schematic

and wiring diagrams in this manual.

c. In general, give equipment a close visual inspec

tion. Check used equipment for—

(1) Loose connections,

(2) Broken wires.

(3) Dirty contact surfaces on switches and

relays.

(4) Burned, dirty, or marred variable capacitor

plates.

(5) Condition of the chokes.

(6) Improper operation of the time delay relays.

(7) Condition of the motors.

(8) Condition of the piping.

d. Check reconditioned equipment as listed in c

above. Check component parts against the schematics

at the back of this manual to determine whether :

( 1 ) Any parts are missing.

(2) Replaced parts (if any) are improperly

rated.

e. Check the operating controls for ease of rotation.

If lubrication is required, refer to the lubrication in

structions in section III, chapter 3.

j. Perform the installation and connection pro

cedures given in paragraphs 17 through 21.
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Section H. CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS

23. Controls and Instruments of Power

Amplifier BC-340-(*)

a. The following table lists the controls and instru

ments of the Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) front

panel and indicates their application :

Control or instrument

BIAS ON-OFF switch

(SW-4) (fig. 41).

BIAS kilovoltmeter

(M-3) (fig. 39).

BIAS ON pilot light

(PL^l) (fig. 40).

FILAMENT ON-OFF

switch (SW-5) (fig.

41).

FILAMENT voltmeter

(M-5) (fig. 39).

FILAMENT control

(R-10) (fig. 41).

FIL. ON light (PL-3)

(fig. 40).

GRID RANGE switch

(SW-1) (fig. 39).

GRID milliammeter

(M-2) (fig. 39).

GRID TUNING capaci

tor (C-2) (fig. 39).

HOURS meter (M-7)

(fig. 41).

INPUT COUPLING

control (C-1) (fig. 39).

LEAKAGE milliam

meter (M-6) (fig. 39).

LINE COUPLING con

trol (C-6) (fig. 39).

MAIN ON-OFF switch

(SW-10) (fig. 41).

MAIN ON pilot light

(PL-1) (fig. 40).

NEUTRALIZATION

control (C-3 and C—4)

(fig. 40).

PLATE ON-OFF switch

(SW-11) (fig. 41).

PLATE CONTROL

START-STOP switch

(SW-6) (fig. 41).

PLATE 1 ammeter

(M-1) (fig. 39).

PLATE 2 ammeter

(M-4) (fig. 39).

PLATE ON pilot light

(PL-6) (fig. 40).

PLATE OFF pilot light

(PL-5) (fig. 40).

PLATE TUNING ca

pacitor (C-5) (fig. 40).

TEMP. IN meter

(M-10) (fig. 40).

Function

Controls the grid bias circuit. In the ON position, a-c (alternating-current) voltage is applied

to T-1, the bias circuit plate transformer.

Measures grid bias voltage.

Red jewel signal light indicates when bias circuit is energized.

Controls the filament circuit. In the ON position a-c voltage is applied to filament transformers

T-2, T-3, and T^t.

Measures primary voltage of filament transformers T-3 and T-S.

Rheostat in filament circuit to control filament voltage.

Green jewel signal light indicates when power is supplied to filament circuit.

Rotary contact switch selects any one of six grid operating ranges by tapping off turns from

the grid tank inductance, L—1.

Measures power amplifier grid current.

For tuning the grid tank circuit to the proper operating frequency.

Records hours of operation of equipment. Meter is in the filament circuit ; therefore, it actually

records the filament operating time. For SO-cycle operation multiply the reading by 6/5.

Matches the impedance of the input transmission line to the grid tank circuit.

Measures current leakage through water system by connecting to electrical leakage terminal on

left water coil.

Matches the impedance of the plate tank circuit to the output transmission line.

Controls connection to 3-phase, 50/60-cycle power source.

Amber jewel signal light indicates when the power mains are connected.

Prevents oscillation in the amplifier.

Controls interconnecting lines 4, 5, and 6 to Rectifier RA-22-(*) and, therefore, application of

a-c power to rectifier unit.

This switch is a momentary contact push-button switch, which applies a-c voltage to the

primary of plate transformer T-1.

Measures total emission current of tube V-1.

Measures total emission current of tube V-2.

Red jewel signal light indicates when plate circuit is energized.

Green jewel signal light indicates when plate circuit is de-energized.

For tuning the plate tank circuit to the proper operating frequency.

Measures temperature in degrees centigrade of incoming water.



Control or instrument Function

TEMP. OUT mejer Measures temperature in degrees centigrade of outgoing water. Also acts as a water flow control.

(M-8) (fig. 40).

TRANS. LINE Connects output to either of two pairs of transmission line terminals on the top deck of the

SWITCH (SW-3) power amplifier cabinet.

(fig. 39).

WATER ON-OFF Controls water cooling system.

switch (SW-9)

(fig. 41).

WATER FLOW meter Indicates rate of water flow. Meter also acts as a water flow control.

(M-9) (fig. 41).

WATER ON pilot light Green jewel signal light indicates when the water cooling system is in operation.

(PL-2) (fig. 40).

| INPUT COUPLING |

GRIO TUNING

f' SIGNAL CORPS U S. ARMY S
POWER AMPLIFIER BC-340-(*)
SERIAL NO 1 0R0ER NO

tv It ! LINE COUPLING I

o

0

PLATE I "|

NEUTRALIZATION

Figure 39. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), front panel, top section.

TMBOI-IO
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b. The following table lists the controls of Power front panel and indicates their application :

Amplifier BC-340-(*) which are not located on the

Control Location Function

Line frequency

switch 50-60 (SW-

12) (fig. 29).

Coarse tuning

(fig. 24).

Coarse tuning

(fig. 25).

INLET water valve

(fig. 11).

OUTLET water

valve (fig. 11)

DRAIN water valve

(fig- 11).

AUX. VALVE

(fig. 7 or 8)

Mounted on voltage regulator (VR-1) at

lower left side of Power Amplifier BC-340-

D, -F through -I.

Tuning bars and clamps on plate coils L—2-1

and 1.-2-2 for Power Amplifier BC-340,

-A, -B, -D through -H.

Tuning screws in plate coils L-2-1 and L-2-2,

for Power Amplifier BC-340-I.

At lower rear of Power Amplifier BC-340-(*)

cabinet.

At lower rear of Power Amplifier BC-340-(*)

cabinet.

At lower rear of Power Amplifier BC-340-(*)

cabinet.

At right rear of lowest shelf of Power Amplifier

BC^340-(») cabinet.

Places the equipment in 50-cyclc or 60-cycle

operation, depending upon the supply line

frequency.

Varies the operating frequency range by short

ing out turns on the plate tuning coils.

Varies the operating frequency range by short

ing out turns on the plate tuning coils.

Controls flow of water into the unit. Refer to

water flow circuit diagram (fig. 27 or 28).

Controls flow of water out of the unit. Refer to

water flow circuit diagram (fig. 27 or 281.

In same line as OUTLET valve. Refer to water

flow circuit diagram (fig. 27 or 28).

Controls rate of water flow in entire water

circulating system. Refer to water flow circuit

diagram (fig. 27 or 28).

VIEWING WINDOW-

|PLATE CONTROL|

o . .6 , v 6
I PLATE

Figure 40. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) , front panel, center section.
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24. Controls and Instruments of Rectifier

RA-22-(*)

a. The following table lists the controls and instru

ments of the Rectifier RA-22-(*) front panel and

indicates their application:

Control of instrument Function

A.C. OVERLOAD jS 1 relay Breaks the a-c input circuit when phase 1 is overloaded.

(RL-1) (fig. 43).

A.C. OVERLOAD fS 2 relay Breaks the a-c input circuit when phase 2 is overloaded.

(RL-2) (fig. 43).

D.C. OVERLOAD relay Breaks the a-c input circuit when the d-c output circuit is overloaded.

(RL-3) (fig. 43) .

FIL. PRI. voltmeter (M-1) Measures primary voltage of filament transformers (T-2, T-3, T-4, and T-5).

(fig. 42).

LINE voltmeter (M-2) Measures the line voltage.

(fig. 42).

LINE VM. SWITCH (SW-3) Switches voltmeter M-2 across any one of the three phases.

(fig. 43).

OUTPUT kilovoltmeter Measures rectifier output voltage.

(M-3) (fig. 42).

PRIMARY VOLT CON Operates detent on primary of T-1 for changing the output voltage of rectifier RA-22-(*).

TROL handwheel (SW-S) As a result of ganging arrangement, operates SW-4.

(fig. 43).

o

o

FILAMENT

|PLATE CONTROL]

O O ^ s o_
I PLATE ! o

START

| WATER | | FILAMENT"| I BIAS |

our] oNf"] oun

y|0FF yOFF IJOFF

WATER FLOW

o

o O o

AIR LOUVERS TM 801-12

Figure 41. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), front panel, bottom section.
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b. The following table lists the controls of Rectifier

RA-22-(*) which are not located on the front panel

and indicates their application:

Instrument
or

control Location (fig. I2 or I3) Function

On plate transformer T-1. Left side rear of Indicates amount of oil in plate transformer

rectifier cabinet. T-1. Normal level can be seen in figure 13.

On plate transformer T-1. Left side rear of Indicates operating temperature of plate trans

rectifier cabinet. former T-1.

Valve On plate transformer T-1. Left side rear of For draining oil from plate transformer T-1.

rectifier cabinet.

o o o

o o o o o

|AC OVERLOAD t\\ \ AC OVERLOAD gg | | DC OVERLOAD"]

_iL^ , (T^ — -

TM 801-14

Figure 42. Rectifier RA-22-(*), front panel, upper section.
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Figure 43. Rectifier RA-22-(*), front panel, lower section.
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Section III. OPERATION UNDER USUAL CONDITIONS

25. Preliminary Starting Procedure

Perform the preliminary starting procedure given

below before using the starting procedure described

in paragraph 26.

a. Check paragraphs 32 and 33 for initial adjust

ments.

b. Set GRID TUNING caoacitor C-2 and GRID

RANGE switch SW-1 in accordance with the cali

bration curves of figures 60 and 61.

\'ote. In some cases it will be possible to use either of

two taps on switch SW-1. Use the tap that will give the

lowest reading for capacitor C-2.

c. Set INPUT COUPLING capacitor C-1 in ac

cordance with the calibration curves of figures 62

and 63.

d. Set NEUTRALIZATION capacitors C-3 and

C-4, PLATE TUNING capacitor C-5, and LINE

COUPLING capacitor C-6 in accordance with their

respective calibration curves.

Table II. Coarse Tuning Shorting Bars for Plate Tuning

Coils

Band
Frequency coverage

(mC

4.0 to 4.5,

4.5 to 5.5.

5.5 to 6.0.

6.0 to 7.0-

Shorting hurs
(inc 1

5 7.0 to 8.0.

6 8.0 to 9.0-

7--.

8--.

9--.

10-

11-

12-

13.

14.

9.0 to 10.0. -

10.0 to 11.0.

11.0 to 12.0.

12.0 to 14.0.

14.0 to 16.0.

16.0 to 19.0.

19.0 to 22.0.

22.0 to 26.")-

None

4.5 to 5.5-.-

5.6 to 6.0. --

6.0 to 7.0..-

7.0 to 8.0. --

8.0 to 9.0- -.

9.0 to 10.0.-

10.0 to 1 1 .0

11.0 to 12.0-

12.0 to 14.0.

14.0 to 16.0-

16.0 to 19.0.

19.0 to 26.5-

22.0 to *26.5 and

19.0 to 26.5.

Active
turns

20

17

14

1 1

!)

7

6

5

I

3

2

1

0

0

•For thia band, the two shorting bars are used. See figure 24 for the
• aI points for the 22.0- to 26.5-mc shorting bar.

( 1 ) For Power Amplifiers BC-340-A, -B, and

-D through -H, see figures 64 through 72.

(2) For Power Amplifier BC-340-I. see figures

73 through 81.

e. Make the necessary adjustments to plate tuning

coils L-2-1 and L-2-2, for operation at the desired

frequency.

(1) For Power Amplifiers BC-340-A, -B, and

-D through -H, set the shorting bars and

clamps in accordance with figure 24 and

table II. Table II shows the frequency range

divided into 14 bands and the shorting bars

necessary for each band. Determine in

which band the desired frequency of opera

tion falls. Note the shorting bars indicated

for that band and then fasten the proper

shorting bars on plate tuning coils L-2-1

and L-2-2. When fastening these shorting

bars in place, note that the clamping wedges

on the plate coils have a slant or pitch cor

responding to the pitch of the coils, and that

the corresponding inverted wedges on the

shorting bars are also arranged to fit the coil

pitch. This means that each plate tuning

coil has its own set of shorting bars. The

clamping yokes together with pins complete

the clamping assembly. Tighten the clamp

ing assembly with the fingers only. The pins

should be pushed into the wedge before

tightening the clamps, to avoid bending or

deforming the pins.

(2) For Power Amplifier BC-340-I. set the

tuning screws into plate tuning coils L-2-1

and L-2-2 in accordance with figures 25

and 82. Figure 82 shows the frequency

range divided into 11 bands and the posi

tions of the tuning screws for each band.

Determine in which band the desired fre

quency of operation falls. Note which turn

numbers are indicated by the positions of

the screw-head symbols in figure 82. Place

a tuning screw into each of the taps (fig. 25 )

corresponding to the turn numbers noted.

For band 11, note that tuning screws must

also be placed into the two taps marked HF.

/. Set TRANS. LINE SWITCH SW-3 for se

lection of the desired transmission line.

g. Connect a suitable antenna to the amplifier trans

mission lines.
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26. Starting Procedure

Note, If during the starting procedure an abnormal result

is obtained, see paragraph 45. Be sure that paragraph 25 has

been complied with before using this starting procedure.

a. Set the MAIN ON-OF switch (SW-10) at

ON. The amber MAIN ON light (PL-1) should

light.

b. Set the WATER ON-OFF switch (SW-9) at

ON. The green WATER ON light (PL-2) should

light. Check the water system for leaks (par. 32).

c. Set the FILAMENT ON-OF switch (SW-5)

at ON. The green FIL. ON light (PL-3) should

light.

d. Adjust the FILAMENT control (R-10) for.

a reading of 200 volts on the FILAMENT meter

(M-5).

e. Set the BIAS ON-OFF switch (SW-^) at ON.

The red BIAS on light (PL-4) should light.

/. Excite the power amplifier with one-half the

normal output from the exciter, Radio Transmitter

BC-339-(*).

g. Adjust, in order, GRID TUNING capacitor

C-2 and INPUT COUPLING capacitor C-1 for

maximum reading on GRID meter M-2.

h. Check final tuning of Radio Transmitter BC-

339-(*).

i. Apply normal output from the exciter to the

power amplifier.

;'. Readjust GRID TUNING capacitor C-2.

k. Note the reading of the GRID meter (M-2)

and then vary the PLATE TUNING control C-5.

If no dip is observed in the GRID meter reading, the

circuit is properly neutralized. Set the PLATE

TUNING control back to its original position. If a

dip in the GRID meter reading is observed, vary

the NEUTRALIZATION control in small steps. As

the point of neutralization is approached, the dip in

grid current will become smaller until, at the point

of neutralization, no dip is observed when the

PLATE TUNING control is varied. Further change

in the NEUTRALIZATION control will cause de-

neutralizatiomof the circuit. The correct setting is

exactly halfway between the point where the dip

disappears and the point where the dip returns.

/. Set the PRIMARY VOLT CONTROL (SW-

5) on the rectifier unit to position 1.

m. Set PLATE ON-OFF switch ( SW-1 1 ) at ON.

The green PLATE OFF light (PL-5) should light.

n. Press the START button of the PLATE CON

TROL switch (SW-6). The right contactor of the

controller (SW-1) of the rectifier unit closes with

an audible clap. The red PLATE ON signal light

(PL-6) should light. After 3 seconds a second clap

is heard, indicating that the second contactor has

closed.

Caution: Never key the exciter while pressing

this START button.

o. Depending upon the operating frequency, fol

low the procedure described in either (1) or (2)

below.

(1) When operating below 20 mc, adjust the

PLATE TUNING control (C-5) for min

imum readings on the PLATE 1 and

PLATE 2 meters. This should occur si

multaneously with a maximum reading of

the GRID meter.

(2) When operating above 20 mc, adjust the

PLATE TUNING control (C-5) for max

imum reading on the GRID meter M-2.

This should occur simultaneously with min

imum readings of the plate meters.

p. Check the neutralization adjustment by varying

slightly the PLATE TUNING control, C-5, and

noting the variations in the grid and plate current

meters. If the peak (maximum) grid current occurs

concurrent with a dip (minimum) plate current, the

amplifier is properly neutralized. If this does not

occur, reneutralize.

<;. Adjust LINE COUPLING capacitor C-6 for

a reading of 0.5 ampere or maximum on the plate

meters and then readjust the PLATE TUNING

control, C-5, in accordance with o above.

r. Increase the setting of the PRIMARY VOLT

CONTROL from 1 to 2.

Readjust PLATE TUNING control C-5 for

minimum plate current. Adjust LINE COUPLING

control C-6 for a reading of 0.75 ampere or max

imum on the plate meters. Check GRID TUNING

capacitor C-2 for maximum indication on GRID

meter M-2. Readjust PLATE TUNING control

C-5 for minimum plate current.

t. Increase the setting of the PRIMARY VOLT

CONTROL from 2 to 5. However, repeat s above

with each increased setting of the PRIMARY VOLT

CONTROL, while the LINE COUPLING, C-6,

is adjusted for the following readings on the plate

meters :

2 3 4 5

Plate meter reading 0.75 1.0 1.3 1.6

u. Check all meter readings against table III.
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Table III. Typical Operating Data

Rectifier RA-22-(*)

Line Fil pri Output
(volta) (volte) (kv)

220 233 7.5

217 231 7.45

2I8 232 7.45

Power Amplifier BC-340- I

Freg Fil
(volte)

Bias
(volte)

Grid
(ma)

Plate I
(amp)

Plate 2
(amp)(mc)

20 205 560 220 1.59 1.61

12 200 550 270 1.54 1.55

4 200 550 210 1.50 1.60

Power Amplifiers BC-340-A, -B. and -D through -H

Freq
(mc)

a Fil

(volte)
Bias

(volts)
Grid
(ma)

Plate 1 Plate 2
(ma) (ma)

22 200 620 350 1.5 1.44

27. Stopping Procedure

a. Press the STOP button of the PLATE CON

TROL switch (SW-6).

b. Set the PLATE ON-OFF switch (SW-11) to

OFF.

c. Set the BIAS ON-OFF switch (SW-4) to

OFF.

d. Set the FILAMENT ON-OFF switch (SW-5 )

to OFF.

e. Set the WATER ON-OFF switch (SW-9) to

OFF.

Caution : Do not perform f below until time delay

relay RL-3 shuts off the water supply. RL-3 has a

time delay of 1 minute.

/. Set the MAIN ON-OFF switch (SW-10) to

OFF.

Section IV. OPERATION UNDER UNUSUAL CONDITIONS

28. General

The operation of Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2

may be difficult in regions where extreme cold, heat,

humidity and moisture, sand conditions, etc., prevail.

In the following paragraphs instructions are given on

procedures for minimizing the effect of these unusual

operating conditions.

29. Operation in Arctic Climates

Subzero temperatures and climatic conditions asso

ciated with cold weather affect the efficient operation

of the equipment. Instructions and precautions for

operation under such adverse conditions follow :

o. Keep the equipment warm and dry. If the

equipment is not in a heated inclosure, fabricate the

structure as shown in figure 44. Figure 44 illustrates

one method of recirculating the heated air from the

cooling system to supplement the heating system of

the building and to control the temperature of the

water. Materials for this type of structure are not

supplied but may be salvaged from packing cases.

The hinged panels, shown in solid lines, control the

air flow and may be used to obtain the desired input

temperature of the water as indicated by the TEMP.

IN meter of Power Amplifier BC-34(>-(*).

b. Mercury-vapor tubes require more time to warm

up than vacuum tubes. Before turning on the plate

voltage, let the tube filaments heat for 10 to 15 min

utes, depending on the temperature of the surround

ing air. If the tube is not warm when the plate voltage

is turned on, the surge of high voltage may ruin the

tube. When operating in extreme cold, it may be

found that Tubes JAN-872A will not ignite. If this

condition is encountered, replace Tubes JAN-872A

with Tubes JAN-4B32. No further changes are re

quired.

c. Locate the equipment inside a heated inclosure

where there is no danger of a cold draft striking the

glass tubes when a door is opened. A sudden draft

of cold air is often sufficient to shatter the glass en

velope of a heated tube. If the inclosure is so con

structed that this precaution is impossible, place a

blanket or some barrier between the source of the

draft and the equipment.

d. In general, allow the maximum possible warm-

up time prior to equipment operation.

e . For further information on low-temperature op

eration, refer to TB SIG 66.

30. Operation in Tropical Climates

When operated in tropical climates, the equipment

may be installed in swampy areas, making moisture

conditions more acute than normal in the tropics.

Ventilation is usually very poor, and the high rela

tive humidity causes condensation of moisture on the

equipment whenever the temperature of the equip
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Figure 44. Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*), method for recirculating heated air.

merit becomes lower than the ambient air. To min

imize this action, place any means of heating near or

inside the equipment, such as large electric light bulbs.

3 1 . Operation in Desert Climates

a. Conditions similar to those encountered in trop

ical climates often prevail in desert areas. Use the

same measures to insure proper operation of the

equipment.

b. The main problem which arises with equipment

operation in desert areas is the large amount of sand

or dust and dirt which enters the motors and pump.

The ideal preventive precaution is to house the equip

ment in a dustproof shelter. Since, however, such a

building is seldom available and would require ait-

conditioning, the next best precaution is to make the

building in which the equipment is located as dust-

proof as possible with available materials. Hang wet

sacking over the windows and doors and cover the

inside walls with heavy paper.

c. If the ambient temperature is greater than 65" C.

(140.° F.), operate the unit at lower power; that is,

turn the handwheel of the PRIMARY VOLT CON

TROL to tap 4 or lower, depending on the ambient-

temperature.

d. Never tie power cords, signal cords, or other

wiring connections to flimsy supports. Desert areas

are subject to sudden wind squalls which may jerk

the connections loose or break the lines.

e. Take care to keep the equipment as free from

dust as possible. Make frequent preventive mainte

nance checks (pars. 36 and 37). Pay particular at

tention to the condition of lubrication of the equip

ment. Excessive amounts of dust, sand, or dirt that

come into contact with oil and grease result in grit,

which will damage the equipment.

/. For further information on precautions to pre

vent equipment failure due to dust or dirt infiltration,

refer to TB SIG 75.
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Section V. INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS OF EQUIPMENT

32. Initial Adjustments of Water Cooling

System

a. Water Cooling Unit RU-2-A is provided with

a variable sheave on the motor drive. For operation

from a 50-cycle power source, set this variable sheave

to give a pitch diameter of approximately 6.6 inches

to the motor pulley. For operation from a 60-cycle

power source, set this variable sheave to give a pitch

diameter of approximately 5.4 inches to the motor

pulley. However, the variable sheave has been set at

the factory for 60-cycle operation and it will be nec

essary to change it only when 50-cycle operation is

desired. This change is made by loosening the belt

tension (par (Ab ), loosening the setscrews in each

side of the variable sheave, and rotating the outside

halves of the double sheave clockwise to increase the

pitch diameter (counterclockwise moves the plates

apart and decreases the pitch diameter). After the

sheave is adjusted to the correct diameter, tighten

the setscrews and readjust the belt tension (par. 64/' ).

Water Cooling Units RU-2 and RU-2-B can not

be adjusted to operate from a 50-cycle power source.

Water Cooling Unit RU-2-C can operate from either

a 50- or 60-cycle power source without any changes

being made to the unit.

b. Fill the surge tank with distilled water or water

known to be free of harmful ingredients. The LEAK

AGE meter reading must not exceed 15 ma. Approx

imately 35 gallons of water are necessary for filling

the system, and the surge tank must be kept at least

three-quarters full.

c. For Water Cooling Unit RU-2-C, prime the

water pump (fill it with water). Make certain that

the casing and suction pipe are completely filled with

water. Unless this is done, the unit will pump air

instead of water.

d. Check paragraph 38 on lubrication of drive

motor of Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*) before

starting the water cooling system.

e. Set the water cooling system into operation by

performing the following :

(1) Turn the MAIN ON-OFF switch to ON.

(2) Turn the WATER ON-OFF switch to ON.

f. If in Water Cooling Units RU-2, -A, and -B

the water does not circulate properly, open the pet-

cock at the top of the pump casing while the pump

is running. This will allow the air that is trapped

in the pump to escape. Allow sufficient time for all

the air in the system to escape and then shut the

petcock.

g. Check the entire water system for leaks. Leaks

in the water system should not be repaired by further

tightening of the screws but by replacing the gaskets.

The lead piping is further sealed, if necessary, with

the pipe dope provided in the installation kit.

h. Remove the air from the water system by open

ing slightly the petcocks on either side of the back

of the WATER FLOW meter, M-9. A piece of

small rubber tubing can be used to prevent water

from running inside the equipment. Open the valves,

very carefully, one at a time. Do not open or close

them suddenly or the sudden surge of water, when

the air is removed, will damage the delicate move

ment of the WATER FLOW meter. Make sure that

all the air has been removed, by opening the petcocks

several times while the water is circulating and noting

whether the water is free of air bubbles. The above

procedure should also be followed after extended

stand-by periods of the equipment.

i. Set the AUX. VALVE control (fig. 23) so that

the WATER FLOW meter reads between 7 and 8

gallons per minute.

Shut down the water cooling system as follows :

(1) Turn the WATER ON-OFF switch to

OFF.

(2) Wait 1 minute, then turn the MAIN ON-

OFF switch to OFF.

33. Initial Adjustments of Electrical System

a. For Power Amplifiers BC-340-D and -F

through -I, set the 50/60-cycle switch (SW-12) on

the voltage regulator to the power line frequency of

either 50 or 60 cycles.

b. Remove the glass front of the TEMP. OUT

meter (M-8) and adjust the indicator for the 70° C

point. This will cause the electrical contacts of M-8

to close when the temperature of the outgoing water

exceeds 70° C.

c. Adjust the knurled knob on the front of the

WATER FLOW meter, M-9, so that the indicator

reads between 7 and 8. This will cause the electrical

contacts of M-9 to close when the water flow falls

below the indicator reading.
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d. Set the overload relays on the rectifier front

panel as follows :

(1) Remove the glass covers and adjust the

knurled thumbscrews at the bottom of each

relay.

(2) Set the two A.C. OVERLOAD relays to

a reading of 2.0 on the calibrated scale. The

scale of each relay is located adjacent to

the relay plunger and below the relay coil.

(3) Set the D. C. OVERLOAD relay to a

scale reading of 1.8.

e. Remove the small breather screw (fig. 33) from

the top of the oil-filled plate transformer (T-1). The

transformer is filled with 89 gallons of Esso Trans

former Oil, Universal No. 35, or equivalent.

/. Set spark gap distance on CH-1 in the rectifier

unit to 0.02 inch.
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CHAPTER 3

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

34. Tools and Sets Supplied with Amplifier

Group AN/FRA-2

No tools are supplied with Amplifier Group AN/

FRA-2. The necessary tools for the installation of

the equipment are supplied in Tool Equipment TE-

87—A, which is supplied as standard tool equipment

for all fixed stations.

35. Special Tools Issued for Amplifier

Group AN/FRA-2

No special tools are supplied for the installation,

repair, or maintenance of this equipment. However,

in order to safeguard personnel working on this

equipment, it is necessary to utilize some shorting

device to short to ground all points normally carrying

high potential. The equipment design incorporates

shorting devices, but the procedure of shorting out

all h-v circuits should become a habit to be performed

before trouble shooting or servicing the equipment.

The shorting stick shown in figure 45 is of simple

construction and will serve the purpose very well.

In using this stick, first inspect it to make sure that

it is in good condition, attach the grounding clamp to

a reliable ground connection, and then touch the hook

to all positive connections of capacitors and to all h-v

circuits. The hook on the end of the stick will enable

the user to hook the device to h-v point as protection,

in case the power should be accidentally turned on.

If this should ever happen, the h-v would be grounded.

Remember: Do not rely on bleeder resistors or

the automatic shorting device to discharge filter ca

pacitors. Short out the filter capacitors with a shorting

stick as a habitual precautionary measure.

,. . HEAVY COPPER HOOK
\

HARDW0OD STICK

DRY AND COAT WITH

CLEAR SHELLAC

caution: connect ground clamp ground before

using probe

remove shortjng stick before turning on power

LEGEND

ITEM NOMENCLATURE SIG C ST0CK NO. QUANTITY

1
BOLT W/NUTS 6L 803-2R 2EA

2 WASHERS 6L 30103-8 4 EA

3 C0PPER TUBE 62 3320-3.3 1 FT

4 C0PPER BRAID IF6CI-6 3 FT

5 CLAMP 321087-8.2 1 EA

6 TERMINAL LUG 3212080-3.26 1 EA

TM80I-I6

Figure 45. Construction of grounding stick.

Section II: PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES

36. General

Preventive maintenance is work performed on

equipment (usually when the equipment is not in

use) to keep it in such good working order that

breakdowns and needless interruptions in service will

be kept to a minimum. Preventive maintenance differs

from trouble shooting and repair since its object is

to prevent certain troubles from occurring.

Note. Operations described in this section are organiza

tional maintenance (see TM 38-650).

a. Use No. 0000 sandpaper to remove corrosion.

b. Use a clean, dry, lint-free cloth or a dry brush

for cleaning.

(1) If necessary, except for electrical contacts,

moisten the cloth or brush with Solvent,
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drycleaning (SD) ; then wipe the parts dry

with a cloth.

(2) Clean electrical contacts with a cloth mois

tened with carbon tetrachloride ; then wipe

them dry with a dry cloth.

c. To remove dust from inaccessible places, dry

compressed air may be used at a line pressure not

exceeding 60 pounds per square inch. Be careful,

however, or mechanical damage from the air blast

may result.

37. Performing Preventive Maintenance

The preventive maintenance operations which fol

low should be performed by organizational personnel

at the intervals indicated, unless these intervals are

reduced by the local commander.

Caution: Screws, bolts, and nuts should not be

tightened carelessly. Fittings tightened beyond the

pressure for which they are designed will be damaged

or broken.

a. Daily.

( 1 ) Clean exterior of cabinet.

(2) Check operation of panel lamps.

(3) Check meter readings (par. 26).

(4) Check water system for leaks.

(5) Check dials for improper settings.

(6) Check the oil level and temperature of the

plate transformer.

b. Weekly.

Caution: Disconnect all power before performing

the operations which follow. Upon completion, re

connect power and check the equipment for satis

factory operation.

( 1 ) Clean interior of cabinet and all parts ac

cessible without removal from cabinet.

(2) Inspect filter capacitors for leakage of

dielectric, for bulging, and for heating.

Section III.

38. Lubrication Instructions

a. General.

( 1 ) The type of lubricant to be used, the in

terval, and the specific instructions for lubri

cation of the air blowers, water cooling unit,

and miscellaneous items are given in the

subparagraphs that follow.

(2) Gasoline will not be used as a cleaning fluid

for any purpose. When the unit is over-

(3) Inspect transformers for excessive heating.

(4) Inspect fuses and fuse holders for corro

sion, cracks, and lack of tension sufficient

to insure good contact.

(5) Check vacuum tubes; replace if necessary.

(6) Check meters for zero adjustment.

(7) Check mounting clips for dirt and lack of

tension.

(8) Check relays for misalined contacts and im

proper timing.

(9) Check motors for binding and dirt.

( 10) Check dial shafts for loose coupling.

(11) Check the surge tank level for low water

supply.

(12) Check the spark gap on CH-1 in the

rectifier unit for incorrect spacing.

(13) Check air filters for dirt (par. 56).

(14) Inspect variable capacitors for dirt, bent

plates, corrosion, and signs of arcing.

c. Monthly. Make visual inspection of the items

which follow; correct and/or clean if necessary.

( 1 ) Tube sockets and pins, for loose contacts,

dirt, and corrosion.

(2) Filter capacitor terminals, for corrosion.

(3) Resistors, for blistering, discoloration, and

other evidence of overheating.

(4) Switches, for dirt, corrosion, loose contacts,

and unsatisfactory mechanical action.

(5) Wires, cords, and cables, for cracked, cut,

and frayed insulation. '

(6) Cable lugs and connectors, for looseness,

dirt, and corrosion.

(7) Tube water jackets B—19. for scale forma

tion.

(8) Targets, for insufficient length (par. 64ij).

(9) Motor drive belts, for slack (par. 64b).

LUBRICATION

hauled or repairs are made, parts should be

cleaned with solvent (SD).

(3) Carbon tetrachloride will be used as a

cleaning fluid only in the following cases:

on electrical equipment where inflammable

solvents cannot be used because of fire

hazard, for electrical contacts, including re

lay contacts and switches, and for items

specifically indicated.
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b. Air Blowers BL-1. The air blower of both

the power amplifier (fig. 7 or 8) and the rectifier

should have their sleeve type bearings lubricated after

about 1,000 hours of operation. One oil cup is pro

vided in each air blower motor for oiling the bearings,

and about 60 drops of Oil, engine (OE-10) should

be added.

c. Miscellaneous Items.

( 1 ) Capacitor bearings and shaft bearings have

been properly lubricated by the equipment

manufacturer. Relubricate these points each

month by applying a film of Oil, lubricating,

preservative, special (PL-Special).

(2) The detent cams have been lubricated by

the equipment manufacturer. Relubricate

these points each month by applying a film

of Grease, lubricating, special (GL).

(3) To prevent binding of the water valves and

petcocks, each month apply a few drops of

oil (PL-Special).

d. Drive Motor of Water Cooling Unit RU-

2-(*). Before placing the motor into operation for

the first time, and each month thereafter, add Grease,

general purpose No. 2 (WB), or equivalent, and

oil (OE-10), as follows:

( 1 ) Wipe clean the pressure-gun fitting and the

region around the fitting and relief plug or

the drive and bearing.

(2) Remove the relief plug.

(3) Free the relief hole of any hardened grease.

(4) With the motor running, add grease (GL )

until it is expelled through the relief hole.

Adding grease until new grease is expelled

tends to purge the housing of used grease.

(5) Run the motor about 20 minutes with the

relief hole left open, to allow excess grease

to be expelled.

(6) Clean and replace the relief plug.

Caution: Keeping dirt from the bearing

housing and the lubricant is very important.

Never use grease that was used before.

(7) At the fan end, the housing is provided

with a removable pressure relief (excess

grease) pipe, extending horizontally to the

outside of the fan casing. Remove, clean,

and replace this pipe before greasing.

(8) Add grease; removing, cleaning, and re

placing the relief pipe one or more times

during the greasing process.

(9) Add no more grease after grease is observed

in this pipe.

( 10) Clean and replace the pipe, which then will

act as a sump to catch excess grease when

expansion due to heating takes place.

(11) Be sure drain plugs of sleeve bearing hous

ings are tight. Fill each reservoir through

the oil-filler gage to within one-eighth inch

of the gage overflow level, using a good

grade of oil (OE-10).

e. Water Pump of Water Cooling Unit RU-

2-(*).

(1) Fill the two grease cups (point 6 of fig. 56)

with grease (WB), or equivalent.

(2) Apply the grease to the bearings every 24

hours of operation, by turning the grease

cups down by one turn.

Caution: Heating of bearings indicates an excess

of grease instead of a deficiency.

39. Lubrication under Unusual Conditions

a. Arctic Regions.

(1) General. Lubricants which are satisfactory

at moderate temperatures stiffen and solidify

at subzero temperatures, thus causing mov

ing parts to bind or become inoperative. Use

the correct grade of lubricant for operating

the equipment in arctic regions. When pre

paring the equipment for low-temperature

operation, see that lubricants used for mod

erate temperatures are thoroughly removed.

Even small amounts of such lubricants, if

allowed to remain, may impair the operation

of moving parts. Be sure to use the lubricant

specified for low-temperature operation.

(2) Preparing motors and pump. At low tem

peratures it is impossible to replace the

grease on the bearings by forcing in the

grease prescribed for low temperatures. At-

temps to do so result in overloading the

bearings with an unsuitable lubricant, which

solidifies at temperatures below 32° F.

(0° C). Wash the bearings in solvent (SD)

to remove all traces of the old lubricant, dry

them thoroughly, and lubricate with grease

(GL), as directed in paragraph 38.

b. Tropical Regions. High temperatures and

moisture due to rain, condensation, etc., may cause

lubricants which normally are satisfactory to flow

from moving parts and other surfaces. These bearing

surfaces will wear excessively, and hinges, shaft bear
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ings, and other parts will be damaged or destroyed

by rust and corrosion. Inspect the equipment daily

and lubricate it as required to insure efficient opera

tion, using lubricants suitable for high temperatures.

c. Desert Regions. Dust and sand infiltration into

the equipment causes grit in the lubricants and will

seriously impair and damage the moving parts of the

equipment. Hot dry temperatures cause the lubricants

to flow from moving parts, and conditions result

similar to those described in b above. Use lubricants

suitable for high temperatures. Inspect and clean the

equipment daily.

Section IV. WEATHERPROOFING

40. Weatherproofing

a. General. Signal Corps equipment, when oper

ated under severe climatic conditions such as prevail

in tropical, Arctic, and desert regions, requires special

treatment and maintenance. Fungus growth, insects,

dust, corrosion, salt spray, excessive moisture, and

extreme temperatures are harmful to most materials.

b. Tropical Maintenance. A special moisture-

proofing and fungiproofing treatment has been de

vised which, if properly applied, provides a reasonable

degree of protection. This treatment is explained in

TB SIG 13 and TB SIG 72.

c. Winter Maintenance. Special precautions

necessary to prevent poor performance or total oper

ational failure of equipment in extremely low tem

peratures are explained in TB SIG 66.

d. Desert Maintenance. Special precautions

necessary to prevent equipment failure in areas sub

ject to extremely high temperatures, low humidity,

and excessive sand and dust are explained in TB

SIG 75.

e. Lubrication. The effects of extreme cold and

heat on materials and lubricants are explained in TB

SIG 69. Observe all precautions outlined in TB SIG

69 when operating equipment under conditions of

extreme cold or heat. Refer to section III of this

chapter for detailed instructions.

41. Rustproofing and Repainting

a. When the finish on the case has been badly

scarred or damaged, rust and corrosion can be pre

vented by touching up bared surfaces. Use No. 00 or

No. 000 sandpaper to clean the surface down to the

bare metal ; obtain a bright smooth finish.

Caution: Do not use steel wool. Minute particles

frequently enter the case and cause harmful internal

shorting or grounding of circuits.

b. When a touch-up job is necessary, apply paint

with a small brush. When numerous scars and

scratches warrant complete repainting, remove all

components, leaving only the frames, and spray paint

over the entire case. Remove rust from the case by

cleaning corroded metal with solvent (SD) to soften

the rust and sandpaper to complete the preparation

for painting. Paint used will be authorized and con

sistent with existing regulations.

Section V. TROUBLE SHOOTING AT ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE LEVEL

42. Scope

a. The trouble shooting and repair work that can

be performed at the organizational maintenance level

(operators and repairmen) is necessarily limited in

scope by the tools, test equipment, and replaceable

parts issued and by the existing tactical situation.

Accordingly, trouble shooting is based on the per

formance of the equipment and the use of the senses

in determining such troubles as burned-out tubes,

cracked insulators, etc.

b. The paragraphs which follow in this section help

in determining which of the components, such as the

rectifier or amplifier, is at fault and in localizing the

fault in that component to the defective stage or item,

such as a tube or fuse.

43. Visual Inspection

o. Failure of this equipment to operate properly

usually is caused by one or more of the following

faults :

(1) Relay contacts burned because of overloads.

(2) Defective tubes.

(3) Burned-out fuses.

(4) Poor or broken switch contacts.

(5) Broken or loose connections.

(6) Water leakage.

(7) Door interlocks opened.

(8) Cracked or broken insulators.

b. When failure is encountered and the cause is

not immediately apparent, check as many of the above

items as is practicable before starting a detailed ex
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animation of the component parts of the system. If

possible, obtain information from the operator of the

equipment regarding performance at the time trouble

occurred.

c. Visually inspect the transmission line and an

tenna system for obvious abnormalities.

44. Trouble shooting by using Equipment

Performance Checklist

a. General. The equipment performance checklist

(par. 45) will help the operator to determine whether

the amplifier and the rectifier units are functioning

properly. The list gives the item to be checked, the

conditions under which the item is checked, the

normal indications and tolerances of correct operation,

and the corrective measures the operator can take. To

use this list, jollow the items in numerical sequence.

b. Action or Condition. For some items, the in

formation given in the action or condition column

consists of the setting of various switches and controls

under which the item is to be checked. For other items

it represents an action that must be taken to check the

normal indication given in the normal indications

column.

c. Normal Indications. The normal indications

listed include the visible and audible signs that the

operator should perceive when he checks the items.

If the indications are not normal, the operator should

apply the recommended corrective measures.

d. Corrective Measures. The corrective meas

ures listed are those the operator can make without

turning in the equipment for repairs. When reference

is made in the table to chapter 5, it indicates that the

trouble cannot be corrected during operation and that

trouble shooting by an experienced repairman is

called for. If the set is completely inoperative and the

recommended corrective measures do not yield re

sults, trouble shooting is necessary. However, if the

tactical situation requires that communication be

maintained and if the set is not completely inopera

tive, the operator must maintain the set in operation

as long as it is possible to do so.

e. Preparatory and Start Items. These items

should be checked each time the equipment is put into

operation.

/. Stop Items. These items should be checked

whenever the station is taken out of operation. Any

abnormal indications at this time are probably caused

by trouble in the set and should be corrected before

the next expected period of operation.

45. Equipment Performance Checklist

Item
No. Item Action or condition Normal indications Corrective measures

P

R

E

P

A

R

A

T

0

R

Y

INPUT COUPLING

control.

NEUTRALIZATION

control.

PLATE TUNING con

trol.

LINE COUPLING

control.

GRID TUNING con

trol.

GRID RANGE switch-

TRANS.

SWITCH.

LINE

Plate tuning coils-

All other switches.

Check the positions as de

termined by frequency of

operation and figures 62

through 81.

Check the positions as de

termined by frequency

of operation and figures

60 and 61.

Set for selection of the de

sired transmission line.

Check the settings of the

tuning screws or starting

bars as determined by

frequency of operation

and the coarse tuning

chart (fig. 82 or table II).

Set in off positions.
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s

T

A

R I

T

Item
No. Item

MAIN ON-OFF switch.

7 1 WATER ON-OFF

switch.

Action or condition

Turn to ON position.

Turn to ON position.

Normal indications Corrective i

8 . FILAMENT ON-OFF

switch.

9 | BIAS ON-OFF switch. .

E

Q

u

i

p

M

K

N

T

1'

e

h

F

0

R

At

A

N

C

i:

Turn to ON position-

Turn to ON position.

10 ; PLATE ON-OFF

switch.

II i PRIMARY VOLT

CONTROL.

12 PLATE CONTROL

START-STOP flush

button.

Turn to OX position.

Amber MAIN ON light

lights.

Green WATER ON light

lights.

Motor of Water Cooling

Unit RU-2-(*) is heard

operating.

Amplifier air blower BL 1

is heard operating.

When a temperature of

60° F. is reached in the

rectifier unit, the rectifier

air blower is heard oper

ating.

Green FIL. ON light lights. .

FILAMENT METER

M-5 reads 200 volts

Reset ripped MAIN switch.

Check power source.

Vary AUX. VALVE to cor

rect water temperature

Check TH-1.

Check relays RL-7 and RL-o.

Check fuses F-l and F-2.

Check fuses F 9, F-10, and

F-ll in models -G and -I

and F-4 in the other

models.

Check fuses F-5 and F-6 in

models -G and -I, and F-3

in the other models.

Check fuses F-7 and F-8 in

models -G and -I and F-5

in the other models. Check

TH-1 in the rectifier unit.

Refer to chapter 5.

Adjust FILAMENT control.

Red BIAS ON light lights- -j Check door interlocks

Check relay RL-6 and time

I delay relay RL -1 .

Check fuses F-3 and F-4 in

1 models -G and -I and V-2

in the other models.

Turn to position 1 .

Press the START button..

BIAS meter M -3 reads ap

proximately 550 volts.

Reading on GRID meter

M-2.

Green PLATE OFF light

lights.

LINE meter in rectifier

unit reads approximately

220 volts.

Reading on OUTPUT meter.

Right contactor of SW-1

clicks into position.

Check bias supply.

Check tubes V-3 and V—1 in

power amplifier unit.

Check tubes V-1 and V-2.

Check relay RL-4 and right

contactor of SW-1 .

Check h-v rectifier.

Check A.C. OVERLOAD 1,

A.C. OVERLOAD 2, and

D.C. OVERLOAD relays

in the rectifier unit.
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Item

No.

13

14

Iieu

PRIMARY VOLT

CONTROL.

15

16

17

18

19

PLATE CONTROL

START-STOP push

button.

PLATK 0 X -OFF

switch.

BIAS ON-OFF switch.

FILAMENT ON-OFF

switch.

WATER ON-OFF

switch.

MAIN ON-OFF switch.

Action or condition

Set to position 5-

Press the STOP button--.

Turn to OFF position

Turn to OFF position

Turn to OFF position

Turn to OFT position

Turn to OFF position only

after relay RL-3 has shut

off the water.

Normal indications

Green PLATE OFF light

goes off and red PLATE

ON light lights.

Left contactor of SW-l

clicks into position.

Reading on PLATE 1 and

PLATE 2.

BIAS meter reads 550 volts

GRID meter reads 100

to 270 ma (milliam-

peres).

PLATE 1 and PLATE 2

meters read 1.54 to 1.61

amperes.

Contactors of SW-l will re

lease with an audible click.

Red PLATE ON light goes

off and green PLATE

OFF light lights.

Green PLATE OFF light

goes off.

Red BIAS ON light goes off

Green FIL. ON light goes

off.

Green WATER ON light

goes off, if time delay

relay RL-3 has had 1

minute in which to open.

Motor of water cooling unit

stops operating.

Air blowers in amplifier and

rectifier units stop oper

ating.

Amber MAIN ON light

goes off.

Corrective measures

Check SW-4 in the rectifier

unit.

Check time delay relay on

SW-l.

Check tubes V-l and V-2 in

power amplifier.

Check tuning and neutraliza

tion.

See chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

THEORY OF EQUIPMENT

46. Block Diagram

(fig. 46)

a. Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2 is composed of

three units, Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), Rectifier

RA-22-(*), and Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*).

The power amplifier is driven by an external exciter.

The rectifier unit supplies the high voltage for the

power amplifier. The water cooling unit is a motor-

driven water pump and cooling radiator which circu

lates water through the power amplifier unit for cool

ing the p-a (power-amplifier) tubes.

b. The power amplifier is a push-pull, class C, r-f

amplifier. The output of the exciter is fed to the bal

anced grid circuit of the amplifier. Grid bias is fed to

the grid circuit from the grid bias rectifier. A typical

cross-neutralization circuit for push-pull amplifiers

is used. Rectifier RA-22-(*) supplies the high

voltage through the plate circuit to the plates of the

p-a tubes. The balanced r-f plate circuit is similar to

the r-f grid circuit and feeds the antenna output cir

cuit. Power is supplied to the filaments of the p-a

tubes from a voltage regulator.

47. Grid (Input) Circuit

(fig. 47)

a. The output of the exciter is fed through capac

itors C-27 and C-28, which block the bias voltage

from the input transmission lines, to the grid circuit.

The grid circuit is composed of two pi networks in

push-pull. Each pi network is composed of L-1, one-

half of C-1, and one-half of C-2 (B, fig. 47). The

purpose of such a network is for a nonresonant line

characteristic impedance match. It is used to trans

form the resistive load of the input transmission line

to the grid input impedance. C-1, L-1, and C-2 are

made variable to enable maintaining the proper im

pedance relationship at different operating fre

quencies.

b. Chokes RF-1 and RF-2 prevent rf from enter

ing the bias supply. A 1,000-ohm, 20-watt resistor,

with a length of wire across it, is placed in each of the

grid circuits. At high frequencies the wires that ap

pear to be shorting out these resistors (R-1l and

R-12) act as inductances. Therefore the combination

of resistance and inductance is used as a parasitic

RECTIFIER

RA-22-C)

HIGH VOLTAGE

P0WER SUPPLY

TO
ANTENNA

600 A
TRANSMISSION LINE

WATER PIPES

WATER COOLING

UNIT

RU-2-W

TM 801-4

Figure 46. Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2, block diagram.
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suppressor. That is, it suppresses the r-f grid current

that would be produced by unwanted h-f (high-

frequency) oscillations. Resistor R-1 is a bias re

sistor, used primarily as a protection for the p-a tubes

in case the bias supply should fail and relay Rh-A

(fig. 86) fails to operate. Capacitor C-7 bypasses rf

to ground.

c. In class C, r-f power amplifier operation with

the key down and without modulation, the rated d-c

grid current for the tubes (triode Tubes JAN-129B,

fig. 30) is 250 ma each, and the d-c grid voltage can

be as high as 1,500 volts. However, the grids in this

application are biased at about 550 volts and each grid

draws 110 ma. The grid current is measured on d-c

milliammeter M-2 (fig. 86).

48. Grid Bias Rectifier

(fig. 48)

This unit is a single-phase, full-wave rectifier which

uses two half-wave rectifier Tubes JAN-872A. The

rectifier filament current is supplied by transformer

T-2. Transformer T-2 is a single-phase unit and is

supplied with 220 volts at 50/60 cps (cycles per

second). The secondary supplies 5 volts at 15.0

amperes to the filaments of the rectifier tubes, and

regulation is adequate for quick starting of the tubes.

Each half of the secondary operates at 655 volts below

ground. The plates of the rectifier tubes are supplied

by transformer T-1. Transformer T—1 is also a

single-phase unit and supplies 655 volts ac. The bias

voltage rectifier output is fed to a single-section choke

input filter. The choke of the filter (CH-1) has an

inductance dT 4 henrys at 600 ma, and the filter capac

itor (C-26) is a 10-uf (microfarad) oil-impregnated

and oil-filled paper unit. The filter output in turn

appears across a bleeder bank of four 240-ohm re

sistors in series (R-6, R-7, R-8, and R-9), which

are used to improve regulation. A grid bias interlock

relay (RL-4) is provided so that if the bias rectifier

output drops or fails the relay will open and remove

amplifier plate voltage by causing relay RL-6 to open.

The coil of this relay (RL-4) is connected between

the negative end of the bias bleeder resistance (R-6,

R-7, R-8, and R-9) and ground. The grid bias is

measured with O- to 1-kv (kilovolt) voltmeter M-3

(fig. 86), in conjunction with the 1 -megohm external

multiplier, R-3.

49. Neutralization

(fig. 47)

One side of the grid circuit of tube V-1 is connected

to the plate of tube V-2 through the variable air di

electric neutralizing capacitor (C-4). The same ar

rangement exists between the grid of tube V-2 and

the plate of tube V-1, involving neutralizing capacitor

C-3. This is a typical neutralization arrangement used

C-28
2,000

INPUT
COUPLING

C-27
2,000

P.F-2

S-l

GRIO
RANGE

FROM

BIAS -

RECTIFIER

NOTESa.

FOR POWER AMPLIFIER BC-340-I
R-l IS 310 OHMS

ALL RESISTOR VALUES IN OHMS
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO

ALL CAPACITOR VALUES iN UUF
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

r

-VW-
R- i2

■ y

GRID
TUNINGas

L-l

R-ll
IK

TO
»• PLATE

CIRCUIT

AMPLIFIER

V-l
JAN -i29 B

[NEUTRALIZATION!

INPUT

L-l

7f

C-l _ f Cj^2

2 J~- 2

► TO
PLATE
CIRCUIT

AMPLIFIER

V-2
JAN-I29B

OUTPUT

TM 801-73

Figure 47. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) (except model BC-340), functional diagram of grid (input) neutralisation circuits.
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BIAS RECTIFIER
BIAS TO GRIDS OF

V-l AND V-2

VOLTAGE 220
FROM
3 0 SYSTEM

NOTES

!. FOR POWER AMPLIFIER BC-340-I R-6 THROUGH R-9
ARE 250 OHMS EACH „», ,

2 ALL RESISTOR VALUES IN OHMS TM80I-7I

l:igure 48. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) (except model

BC-340), functional diagram of grid bias rectifier.

in push-pull power amplifiers on radio transmitters.

Neutralization is necessary to prevent oscillations that

would otherwise occur as a result of the energy fed

hack from the output circuit to the input circuit of

the triode tubes through the comparatively high inter-

electrode plate-to-grid capacity. If permitted to occur,

such oscillations can produce currents large enough

to damage the tubes. With the grids and plates cross-

connected through C-3 and C—4, the energy fed to

the grid of V-1 through capacitor C^4 will oppose

the energy fed to this same grid through the inter-

electrode capacitance. Capacitor C-4 must be variable

so that the amount of energy fed through it can be

controlled. The same arrangement holds for the grid

of V-2 and neutralizing capacitor C-3. This method

of neutralization balances the circuit and makes for

better circuit stability.

50. Power Amplifier Plate and Output Circuit

(fig. 49)

a. The arrangement of the plate tank circuit is

similar to that of the grid circuit and consists of piate

tuning coils L-2-1 and L-2-2 and the two-section

variable air capacitors, C-5 and C-6. C—5 is the main

tuning capacitor that tunes the plate circuit over the

frequency range as set by the plate coils (L-2-1 and

L-2-2). Tuning the amplifier to different operating

ranges is accomplished by varying the inductance of

the tank circuit. This entails shorting out sections of

the plate tuning coils L-2-1 and L-2-2. For the low

est operating range, 4.0 mc to 4.5 mc, all the active

turns are required ; thus none are shorted out. At the

highest operating frequency, 22.0 mc to 26.5 mc, no

active turns are required ; thus all the turns are

shorted out. The plate tuning capacitor (C-5) has its

rotor connected through capacitor C-8 to ground.

C-8 serves as an r-f bypass, has a capacity of 265 uuf

(micromicrofarads), and is physically nothing more

than two parallel metal plates mounted directly be

neath main tuning capacitor C-5 (fig. 22). LINE

COUPLING capacitor C-6 is a split stator variable

air capacitor. Because of the balanced circuit, the

point between the two sections of C-6 is a virtual

ground for rf. High r-f potential is impressed across

C-6, and there is the danger of arc-over if the capac

itor is not set correctly.

b. B-f- voltage is fed to the plates of tubes V-1 and

V-2 from Rectifier RA-22-H, through r-f chokes

RF-3 and RF—4, respectively, and then through coils

L-2-1 and L-2-2, respectively, thereby placing the

tuning coils, chokes, and water jackets (B^49) at a

very high d-c potential. Capacitor C-18 and chokes

RF-3 and RF-4 prevent rf from entering Rectifier

RA-22-(*). Resistor R-2 is a current-limiting re

sistor when the B+ is grounded out through the

contacts of relay RL-6. Capacitors C-16 and C-17

block dc from the rectifier to the transmission lines.

FROM

V- I

L-2-i

C-6 OUTPUT

2

NOTE .

ALL CAPACITOR VALUES IN UUF UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIE0

TM 80i-9

Figure 49. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) (except model

BC-340), functional diagram of plate and output circuit.
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I filament"!

AMPLIFIER

R-IO

FROM

VOLTAGE

REGULATOR

C-23

O.OI UF -

->jAMr

R-5

AA/V

|fil on

PL-3

RL-8

NOTESa

FOR POWER AMPLIFIER BC- 340-1 R-4

AND R-5 ARE 6 3 OHMS EACH.

ALL RESISTOR VALUES IN OHMS

ALL CAPACITOR VALUES IN UUF UNLESS

OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

AMPLIFIER

V-2

JAN-I29B

TM 801- 3

Figure 50. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) (except model BC-340), functional diagram of filament circuit.

The water circulating system supplies a d-c leakage

path, because the water jackets are at a high d-c

potential. This leakage current is measured by

LEAKAGE meter M-6 (fig. 86) and should be kept

below 15 ma.

c. The output circuit is two balanced pi networks

in push-pull. Each pi network is composed of one-

half of C—5 and L—2-1, and one-half of C-6 (B, fig.

49). The purpose and theory of the output circuit are

similar to those of the grid circuit (par. 47), in that

the network matches the impedance of the output

circuit to that of the antenna transmission lines.

51. Filament Circuit and Voltage Regulator

(figs. 50 and 51)

a. The filaments of each of the amplifier Tubes

JAN-129B (V-1 and V-2) are supplied by separate

transformers, T-3 and T—4. Transformers T-3 and

T-4 are single-phase, and the windings are insulated

to withstand 3,530 volts peak value. The primaries

are supplied by 220 volts at 50/60 cps. The sec

ondaries are center-tapped and deliver 18.2 volts at

58 amperes of load current. The center tap carries a

maximum current of 2 amperes. Rheostat R-10, con

trolled from the front panel, controls the voltage sup

plied to the primary of the filament transformers.

Resistors R-A and R-5 are voltage-dropping re

sistors, which prevent full filament voltage from being

applied to cold tubes. Between 15 to 30 seconds after

the FILAMENT ON-OFF switch (SW-S) is

thrown, these dropping resistors are shorted out by

relay RL-8, permitting full voltage to be applied to

the primary. The rated 18.2-volt potential is thus

applied to Tube JAN-129B filaments without the

danger of burning them out. FILAMENT meter

M-5 measures the voltage applied to the primaries of

the filament transformers. Rf is bypassed around the

meter unit by capacitor C-23. The four capacitors,

C-10, C-1l, C-12, and C-13, bypass r-f currents

around the transformers. D-c ammeters M-1 and

M-A are marked PLATE 1 and PLATE 2, but are

connected into the filament return line. Thus these

meters actually read the total cathode current. True

plate current would be obtained by subtracting half

the grid current (as indicated on d-c milliammeter

M-2) from each of the plate meter readings.

b. All filament transformer primary voltages are

controlled by the automatic voltage regulator (VR-1 )

(fig. 51). This unit is the saturating iron type and

regulates the filament voltage to within 3.5 percent

of the nominal tube voltage. If the regulator were

omitted from the circuit, a change in input voltage

would cause a change in filament voltage. However,

with the regulator included, a large increase of input

voltage causes only a slight increase in magnetic flux,

due to the core of the regulator reactor being at

magnetic saturation. This in turn produces only a

slight increase in secondary voltage, thus maintaining

the secondary voltage of this transformer fairly con

stant. The capacitor placed across the primary of this

transformer produces a phase shift, and the value of

this capacitor is determined by the frequency at which

regulation is desired.
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50/60 CYCLE

SWITCH

6 IN o-4-oOUT6

NOTES: I. CONNECTIONS ARE

SHOWN FOR 50

2. TO RAISE OUTPUT

VOLTAGE MOVE LEAD

V TO TAP OF HIGHER

NUMBER OR LEAO'B*

TO LOWER NUMBER.

TO LOWER OUTPUT

VOLTAGE REVERSE

PROCEDURE.

3. ALL TERMINALS NOT

DESIGNATED ARE

ENCASED IN PITCH.

4.V0LTAGE REGULATORS

IN POWER AMPLIFIER

BC-340,-A,-B AND-E

ARE CONNECTED FOR

60 CYCLE OPERATION

AND DO NOT HAVE

THE 50/60 CYCLE

SWITCH (SW-12)

TM 801-72

Figure 51. Voltage regulator, schematic diagram.

52. Rectifier Circuit

(fig. 52)

a. The high voltage for the plates of Tubes JAN-

129B is supplied by a 6-tube, 3-phase, full-wave recti

fier circuit operating from a 220-volt, 3-phase, 50/60-

cycle power source. The six tubes are Tubes JAN-

872A mercury-vapor half-wave rectifiers. H-v ac is

supplied to the rectifier tubes by the large oil-filled

transformer (T-1). The input to the transformer

delta primary is 220 volts, 3-phase. 50/60 cycles, and

the output voltage per leg at the wye secondary can

be varied to give 2,810, 3,920, 4,470, 5,030, 5,600,

and 6,140 volts. This variation is accomplished manu

ally with the PRIMARY VOLT CONTROL hand-

wheel on the front panel. The control is marked by

numbers 1 through 6, number 1 yielding the 2,810

volts, number 2 yielding the 3,920 volts, and so on.

b. The polyphase rectifier circuit is essentially six

half-wave rectifiers. The tubes are arranged so that

full-wave rectification is obtained through each leg of

the secondary winding. The ripple in the output wave

therefore is small and has a fundamental frequency

six times that of the power supply. The rectifier out

put is filtered with reactor CH-1 and capacitor C-1.

No elaborate filter is required, since the circuit output

waveshape is a six-phase (360-cycle) ripple. The

choke has a pair of J^-inch sphere arc gaps mounted

on the wiring terminals and are referred to as SG-1.

The gaps are a protective device and are set so that

they will draw an arc when a voltage sufficiently high

to cause damage exists across the coil. Thus the ex

cess energy developed in circuit surges will be dis

sipated in the arc and will not destroy the coil. The

RECTIFIERS
JAN-872A I. FOR RECTIFIER RA-22-H R-2 THROUGH R-19 ARE 2,000

OHMS EACH ANO R-l IS 16 OHMS
2 ALL RESISTOR VALUES IN OHMS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO

7.5 KV TO
POWER AMPLIFIER
BC-340-I*)

TM 80i-44

Figure 52. Rectifier RA-22-(*) (except model RA-22), functional diagram of rectifier.
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voltage that must exist across the terminals to pro

duce an arc is dependent on the distance between the

spheres. The greater the distance, the greater the

voltage required for break-down. These gaps are set

a distance of 0.020 inch apart, which requires a break

down potential of 15,000 volts peak. The single-

section filter produces practically pure d-c voltage

which appears across an approximately 36,000-ohm

bleeder, to maintain good regulation in operation. The

bleeder consists of eighteen 116-watt resistors (R-2

through R-19) in series, and its current is included

in the 3.45-ampere output. Normally, the rectifier

output voltage can be adjusted to 3,750, 5,250, 6,000,

6,750, 7,500, and 8,250 volts dc, each at the rated

output current of 3.45 amperes. The output voltage is

measured by OUTPUT meter M-3. Resistors R-20

and R-21 are multipliers for the OUTPUT meter.

c. The filaments of three of these tubes (V-1, V-2,

and V—3) are fed by a single transformer, T-2 (fig.

85), rated at 216, 220, and 224 volts, 50/60 cycles for

the primary and rated at 5.0 volts, 20.25 amperes, and

center-tapped for the secondary. The other three

tubes, V—4, V-5, and V-6, are supplied by individual

transformers, T-3, T-4, and T-5, respectively (fig.

85). These three transformers have a primary rating

of 216, 220, and 224 volts at 50/60 cycles and a sec

ondary rating of 5.0 volts, 7.5 amperes, each. All the

primaries are regulated by the automatic voltage regu

lator (VR-1). The output of this voltage regulator

(VR-1) is measured by voltmeter M-1, which is

mounted on the panel of Rectifier RA-22-(*). This

rectifier circuit is highly efficient and yields an output

voltage far above the step-up effect of the transformer

(T-1 ) . Because of the delta primary and wye second

ary, the secondary voltages are 1.73 greater than they

would be with both connected in the same manner.

Since the rectifier circuit is 3-phase and full-wave

bridge, the average d-c voltage is 0.954 of the a-c

value, as compared to 0.636 for a similar single-phase

rectifier or 50 percent more efficient. Because of this

greater efficiency in the rectifier, the filter choke and

capacitor are much smaller.

53. Cooling System

a. Water Cooling Unit RU-2-C. This unit

(fig. 15) consists of a centrifugal type pump driven

by a 3-hp (horsepower), 3-phase, 50/60-cycle motor,

a 20" 4-blade fan also driven by this motor, and a

four-row radiator. The system contains a cylindrical

surge tank (fig. 6) with a capacity of 20 gallons; the

diameter is approximately 14 inches and the length is

approximately 30 inches. Under normal conditions

the tank is partially filled. The remaining volume

serves as a reserve to handle the thermal expansion

of water. The water level in the tank is shown either

by a float type dial indicator mounted on the face of

the tank or by a glass tube direct reading radiator.

For the dial type, as the water level varies, the internal

float moves accordingly and controls the dial needle.

The dial is a small circular type unit and is calibrated

from empty to full. The tank is mounted on wall

brackets that are placed at least 1 foot higher than

the top of the amplifier unit. This condition assures

that the system is replenishable without interrupting

service. The system operates by forcing water into

the power amplifier where it absorbs heat ; the water

is then fed to the four rows of the radiator cooling

coils where the heat is lost by radiation. The rate of

water flow is adjusted to between 7 and 8 gallons

per minute.

b. Power Amplifier Blower BL-1. The power

amplifier blower is driven by a single-phase. 220-volt,

50/60-cycle motor. The air fed to the blower is drawn

up through the air filter located beneath the voltage

regulator (VR-1) unit. This insures a draft around

the regulator, which, because of its location, is not

cooled appreciably by the air coming from the blower.

This air is not channeled through ducts but is directed

upward over the relays (RL-4, RL-8, RL-7, RL-5,

RL-3, RL-2, and RL-1), Tubes JAN-129B, and

the plate coils (L-2-1 and 1^-2-2),. and, in general,

produces a cooling air draft in the top section of the

amplifier.

c. Rectifier Blower BL-1. The rectifier air

blower, BL-1, is a duplicate of the one in the power

amplifier. The blower motor is connected across the

supply line through terminals 10 and 11 (fig. 85) of

the rectifier. Thermostat TH-1 is in series with the

line feeding the blower and will not close until the

ambient temperature is greater than 60° F.

(15.5° C). Since this control (TH-1) is mounted

above the rectifier tubes, the blower will not operate

unless required. When operating, the blower draws

in air through the louvered panel at the bottom of the

rectifier unit and up through the air filter. The blower

forces air into the vertical T-shaped air duct equipped

with five air holes at the top. The air then flows

around transformers T-2, T-3, T—4, T-5, choke

CH-1, and the rectifier tubes, and produces a cooling

air draft in the entire top section of the rectifier unit

(fig. 12 or 13).

d. Dust Filters. The filters are the permanent,
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baffle-impingement type and are made of crimped

galvanized screen wire mesh. These filters strain the

dust from the air before the air reaches the blowers.

To clean them, follow the instructions in paragraph

57.

54. Control Circuits

In order to ascertain the order of operation of the

various controls and relays, refer to the equipment

functional diagram (fig. 53) . Start at the top and read

downward. For the location of all the controls, see

chapter 2.

a. Starting. Since this equipment is designed to

operate at both 50 and 60 cycles, the voltage regulator

switch (SW-12) is the first control to be set (fig.

29). When all doors are closed, the panel interlocks

(single-pole, single-throw switches SW—7 and

SW-8) close. These switches control power to the

rectifier, the rectifier interlock system, and the ampli

fier grid bias rectifier circuit.

(1) The first step in the starting procedure

proper is to close the MAIN ON-OFF

switch (SW-10). This breaker is a three-

pole unit containing a thermal overload

heater element and a magnetic tripping de

vice, which will open the circuit when a 200

percent overload or greater is applied for

several seconds. However, the trips are not

sensitive enough to open the circuit as a

result of the instantaneous starting current

surge. A tripped breaker is indicated when

the switch handle has moved to the mid-

position, halfway between ON and OFF.

To reset, wait 1 minute to permit the

thermal element to cool, and throw the

handle to the OFF position to recock the

control ; then throw it back to ON. Thus,

the amber pilot light (PL-1) is turned on,

and the lines are energized down to the

contacts of normally open relay RL-7.

(2) The closing of SW-9, the WATER ON-

OFF switch, does not energize the coil of

relay RL-7 unless amplifier thermostat

TH-1 is closed. Under normal conditions

the thermostat is closed, since it is rated as

being closed below 140° F. (60° C.) and

will not open until 160° F. (71.1° C.) is

reached. The coil of relay RL-7 is energized

and the closing of the contacts supplies

power to the water cooling unit motor, recti

fier air blower, and power amplifier air

blower. Note that the rectifier air blower

line is controlled by rectifier thermostat

TH-1. The contacts of the thermostat close

with rising temperature and are normally

set to close at 60° F. (15.5° C.) but can be

adjusted up to 350° F. (176.5° C). The

water interlock relay (RL-5) normally is

closed and is controlled by the normally

open electrical contacts on both the tem

perature meter (M-8) for the outgoing

water and the water flow meter (M-9). The

former will close when the temperature

reaches 158° F. (70° C), thus shorting out

the electrical contacts of M-9 and energiz

ing the water interlock relay (RL-5) coil

which opens its contacts. The green

WATER-ON pilot light (PL-2) will thus

be open-circuited and will not turn on. A

similar condition will exist if the contacts of

the water flow meter (M-9) close, as a re

sult of the water flow dropping below the

7-gallon-per-minute setting, except that the

temperature meter (M-8) electrical con

tacts will be the shorted instrument. Since

phase 2 of the line has a return path through

the coil of relay RL-3, all portions of the

equipment already operating will continue

to operate, and the only indication thus far

that something is amiss will be the failure

of the green WATER-ON pilot light

(PL-2) to light. True protection, however,

is afforded, since under such conditions it

will be impossible to continue with the next

starting operation explained below. Under

normal conditions, relay RL-5 is not ener

gized and the green WATER-ON pilot

light (PL-2) will glow.

(3) Energizing the filament circuit by throwing

the filament switch (SW-5) to the ON

position puts the filament circuit across the

phase 1 to phase 2 line, across which pilot

light (PL-2) already appears. If this bulb

is not glowing because the relay contacts of

RL-5 are open, no voltage will be applied

to the filament circuit. This, therefore, is the

true protection afforded by the operation of

the water interlock relay (RL-5).

(4) In the event that step (3) above is carried

out before step (2) above (that is, the fila

ment switch (SW-5) is thrown before the

water switch (SW-9) ), the contact of relay

RL—7 would still be open and no power
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would be available to the filament circuit.

In this case it is not harmful to leave the

FILAMENT ON-OFF switch (SW-5)

ON and then to throw the WATER ON-

OFF switch. Thus the filaments would be

normally energized.

(5) Under normal conditions, closing the

FILAMENT ON-OFF switch (SW-5)

applies full power to the voltage regulator

(VR-1) and thus to the primary of ampli

fier bias filament transformer T-2, rectifier

filament transformer T-2 supplying the

three rectifier Tubes JAN-872A, V-1, V-2,

and V-3, rectifier filament transformer T-3

supplying tube V—4, rectifier filament trans

former T-4 supplying Tube V-5, and recti

fier filament transformer T-5 supplying tube

V-6. The voltage applied to the primaries

of filament transformers T-3 and T-4 ( sup

plying Tubes JAN-129B, V-1, and V-2,

respectively) is equal to the line voltage less

the voltage drop across a portion of the

4-ohm filament voltage control rheostat

(R-10), less the voltage drop across the

two 6-ohm resistors (R-4 and R-5) con

nected in series. This voltage is indicated on

the 0- to 250-volt a-c voltmeter, M-5. How

ever, after a time delay of 15 to 30 seconds,

the normally open time delay relay RL-2

trips, energizing the coil of relay RL-8. The

contacts of RL-8 close and short out the 12

ohms (R-4 and R-5) of filament dropping

resistance. The full-line voltage is thus

placed across the primary, and the rated 18

volts appear across the secondary.

(6) The green FIL. ON pilot light (PL-3) is

connected directly across the primaries of

filament transformers T—3 and T-4 and

therefore lights as soon as the FILAMENT

ON-OFF switch (SW-5) is thrown. The

functional diagram also shows rectifier

meter M—1 is a 0- to 250-volt a-c voltmeter

that meters the rectifier filament transformer

primaries. Also controlled by the FILA

MENT ON-OFF switch (SW-5) is the

amplifier hour meter (M-7), which indi

cates the number of hours of filament

operation.

(7) Closing the FILAMENT ON-OFF switch

(SW-5) also energizes the bias plate time

delay relay (RL-1). The normally open

. contacts of this relay close after 30 seconds

and permit the grid BIAS ON-OFF switch

(SW—4) to control the primary of the bias

rectifier plate transformer (T-1). If the

BIAS ON-OFF switch (SW-4) is closed

before the time delay relay (RL-1) is ener

gized, that is, before the FILAMENT ON-

OFF switch (SW-5) is closed, the plate of

the bias rectifier will receive no power, since

the contacts of the relay RL-1 will still be

open.

(8) Closing the BIAS ON-OFF switch

(SW-4) provides power to the plates of

tubes V-3 and V-4 of the power amplifier

grid bias circuit. Note, however, that the

contacts of the normally open grounding

contactor relay (RL-6) are in series with

the BIAS ON-OFF switch (SW-4) and

will therefore prevent this power from being

applied unless the relay (RL-6) coil is

energized. This relay (RL-6) coil is in

series with, and thus controlled by, the

normally open power amplifier door inter

lock switches (SW-7 and SW-8) and the

rectifier door interlock switch (S\V-2).

(9) Under operating conditions the doors are

closed, causing the contacts of the ground

ing contactor relay (RL-6) to close. This

permits bias rectifier plate power to be sup

plied when the BIAS ON-OFF switch

(SW^) is closed and causes the red BIAS

ON pilot light (PL^l) to light. The ampli

fier schematic diagram (fig. 86) shows that

included in the bias rectifier bleeder circuit

is the coil of the d-c grid bias interlock cur

rent relay (RL^)-). When the base circuit

is energized, this relay (RL-4) coil is ener

gized, causing its normally open contacts to

close. This in turn causes the green PLATE

OFF pilot light (PL-5) to operate, indicat

ing that all controls thus far have been

closed in proper sequence and that the next

step in the starting procedure can be carried

out.

(10) Application of plate power is controlled by

the controller unit (SW-1), which in turn

is controlled by the PLATE ON-OFF

switch (SW-11). Closing this switch

(SW-11) connects the supply line to the

rectifier and gives plate voltage control to

the controller (SW-1). The right contactor

of the starter (SW-1) is energized by

pressing down the START button of the



PLATE CONTROL switch (SVV-6), if

the a-c overload current relays (RL-1 and

RL-2) and d-c overload current relay

(RL-3) on the rectifier remain closed. Volt

age is thus applied between rectifier ter

minals 14 and 16 which, as shown on the

functional diagram (fig. 53), are tied to

points 14 and 16, respectively, on the power

amplifier terminal strip. Note that the dia

gram shows switch SW-4 in series with the

overload relays of the rectifier (RL-1,

RL-2, and RL-3). This switch (SW-^t)

is ganged with the primary voltage control

on the plate transformer (T-1) of the recti

fier and opens only when the voltage control

is being changed from one tap to another.

Thus, the right-hand contactor of the con

troller (SW-1) is energized when the

PLATE CONTROL switch (SW-6) is

pressed to the START position. When this

contactor is energized, line voltage less the

voltage drop across the series starting re

sistors (R-22, R-23, and R-24) is applied

to the primary of the h-v rectifier plate

transformer (T-1), lighting the red

PLATE ON pilot light (PL-6). The con

troller unit is equipped with a mercury type

time delay relay which, after 3 seconds,

energizes the left contactor, closes it, and

shorts out the series starting resistors

(R-22, R-23, and R-24). This action

causes full voltage to be applied to the

primary of the plate transformer (T-1).

When the START button of the momentary

contact switch (SW-6) is released, the

holding circuit is still energized as a result

of the action of the auxiliary contact on the

first contactor. The last operation is the

automatic opening of the normally closed

relay contact shown in the functional dia

gram, to extinguish the green PLATE OFF

pilot light (PL—5). If, during the starting

procedure, an abnormally large current is

drawn by the power amplifier, one or more

of the overload relays of the rectifier (RL-1,

RL-2, and RL-3) will trip. The tripped

relay will be indicated by the appearance of

the aluminum flag within the glass inclosure.

The relay resets itself instantaneously after

tripping, but the indicators do not. To rest

the indicators, pull the pin protruding from

the glass envelope at the center of the

knurled nut.

b. Stopping. The stopping procedure is the reverse

of the starting sequence outlined above, and it in

volves the operation of all the controls, relays, and

indicating devices mentioned above. When the fila

ment switch (SW-5) is open, the coil of the normally

closed water shut-down time delay relay (RL-3) is

energized. The water switch (SW-9) is opened and

after 1 minute the time delay relay (RL-3) opens

and shuts off the water supply. Then, and not before,

MAIN LINE switch (SW-10) can be opened. This

switch (SW-10) controls all power to the system

and, if opened before the relay (RL-3) trips, will

shut down circulation too soon and will prevent the

proper cooling of the tubes.
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CHAPTER 5

FIELD MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Note. This chapter contains information for field maintenance. The amount of repair that can be performed by units hav

ing field maintenance responsibility is limited only by the tools and test equipment available, and by the skill of the repairman.

Section I. PREREPAIR PROCEDURES

55. Tools, Materials, and Test Equipment

The tools, materials, and test equipment needed for

performing the prerepair procedures in this section

are listed below.

Tool Equipment TE-113 (Signal Corps stock

No. 6R38113).

Solvent (SD) (Fed spec No. P-S-661a).

Test Set 1-176 : Test meter ; 0 to 1,000 volts ac ;

0 to 5,000 volts dc ; 0 to 10 amperes ac ; 0 to

5 amperes dc ; 0 to 10 megohms.

56. Stripping

Most of the component parts of this equipment are

readily accessible and the method of removal is obvi

ous. However, the few special stripping techniques

necessary are listed below.

a. Removal of Water Cooled Tubes (Power

Amplifier). To prevent spilling water within the

unit when the tubes are removed, perform the follow

ing steps :

(1) Close the INLET and OUTLET valves at

the rear of the amplifier unit.

(2) Open the petcocks at the top of the two

vertical porcelain water pipes farthest from

the upper door at the right of the unit.

(3) Open the DRAIN valve at the rear of the

amplifier unit.

(4) Allow the water to drain out for 3 minutes.

(5) Loosen the rim of the water jackets from

around the tube gaskets.

(6) Disconnect all leads and remove the tubes.

Caution : Be certain to close the petcocks

and DRAIN valve before starting water

circulation again.

b. Removal of Rectifier Tubes JAN-872A

(Power Amplifier and Rectifier). To remove

rectifier Tubes JAN-872A. proceed as follows:

( 1 ) Remove plate caps.

(2) Turn tube counterclockwise in socket.

(3) Pull tube out.

c. Removal of Air Filters.

(1) Power amplifier. To remove the hori

zontally mounted air filter panel located

beneath the voltage regulator, take the fol

lowing steps :

(a) Remove the thumbscrews from the Iouv-

ered panel at the front of the amplifier.

(b) Remove the panel.

(c) Remove the thumbscrews immediately

above the panel ; do not let the air filter

fall.

((/) Lower the air filter out of the amplifier

unit.

(2) Rectifier. The air filter used in the rectifier

is exactly the same as the one in the ampli

fier. The unit is also horizontally mounted

several inches from the floor. To remove the

filter, proceed as follows:

(a) Remove the thumbscrews from the louv-

ered panel at the front of the rectifier.

(b) Remove the two thumbscrews which hold

the filter.

(c) Slide the filter forward and remove it

from the rectifier unit.

d. Removal of Fuses. Insert a screw driver in the

fuse holder and twist. The fuse then can be readily

removed from its holder.

c. Removal of Pilot Light Lamps. Unscrew the

jewel guard of the pilot lights on the front panel and

remove the screw base lamp by turning counter

clockwise.

57. Cleaning, Inspecting, and Testing

a. Cleaning.

( 1 ) To clean air filters, flush them with a solu

tion of grease solvent and hot water. Dry

thoroughly and dip in Oil, engine, preserva

tive (SAE 30-50). Drain off all excess oil

before replacing the air filter in service.
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(2) Remove any scale formation on the tube

anode or water jacket with a hard brush or

by dipping in a 10 percent solution of hydro

chloric acid. Do not brush the copper area

near the seal between the anode and glass

envelope. When using acid, take care to

keep this area free of acid. Clean out the

jacket with a hard brush. Perform this op

eration when the water is to be drained from

the system. The loosened scale will then be

flushed out. Then cover the portion of the

water jacket subject to friction or binding

with a thin film of oil to prevent corrosion.

b. Inspecting. The source of trouble may be de

termined by a visual inspection of the units. Inspect

the units according to the procedures outlined in

paragraph 37.

c. Testing.

(1) Test all the tubes by substitution. However,

when changing to new Tubes JAN-872A,

allow filaments to run for one-half hour

before applying plate voltage. To do this,

open both hinged doors on the amplifier and

start up in the normal manner. When chang

ing to new Tubes JAN-129B, allow fila

ments to burn for 10 minutes before apply

ing plate and grid voltage. Then apply low-

plate voltage and normal grid voltage for 15

minutes. Then apply normal plate voltage.

If flash-overs occur, repeat the procedure

for longer periods of time.

(2) Test the plate transformer oil as follows:

(a) Use a large-mounted glass bottle as the

sample container. Clean all bottles with

gasoline and dry them before using them.

Use a cork stopper.

(b) The sample for dielectric tests should be

at least 16 ounces, and if other tests are

to be made, 1 quart (32 ounces). Take

the test samples only after the oil has

settled for some time, varying from 8

hours for a barrel to several days for a

large transformer. Cold oil is much slower

in settling and may not settle at all. Oil

samples from the transformer should be

taken from the bottom of the drum. Use a

brass or glass thief for this purpose. Use

the same method for cleaning the thief as

for cleaning the container.

(c) When samples of oil are drawn from the

bottom of the transformer or large tank,

sufficient oil must be drawn off to make

sure that the sample will be composed of

oil from the bottom of the container and

not from the oil stored in the sampling

pipe. A glass receptacle is desirable so

that if water is present, it may be readily-

observed. If water is found, an investiga

tion of the cause should be made and a

remedy applied. If water is not present in

sufficient quantity to settle out, the oil may

still contain considerable moisture in a

suspended state. It therefore should be

tested for dielectric strength.

(d) For testing oil for dielectric strength, use

some standard device for oil testing. The

standard oil testing spark gap has disk

terminals 1 inch in diameter and spaced

0.1 inch apart. Clean the testing cup

thoroughly, remove any particles of cotton

fiber, and rinse out with a portion of the

oil to be tested.

(e) Fill the spark gap receptacle with oil;

both the oil and the spark gap should be

at room temperature or approximately

25° C. After filling the receptacle, allow

1/2 to 1 minute for air bubbles to escape

before applying voltage.

(/) The rate of increase in voltage should be

about 3,000 volts per second. Make five

breakdowns on each filling ; then empty

the receptacle and refill it with fresh oil

from the original sample. The average

voltage of 15 tests (5 tests on each of the

3 fillings) is usually taken as the dielectric

strength of the oil. Continue the test until

the mean of the averages of at least three

fillings is consistent.

(#) The dielectric strength of oil when

shipped is at least 22 kv, tested in the

standard gap. If the dielectric strength of

the oil in a transformer tests at less than

17,500 volts, the oil should be filtered.

New oil of less than the standard dielec

tric strength should not be put in a

transformer.
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Section II. TROUBLE LOCATION

Warning: When servicing the radio transmitter,

be extremely careful because of the high voltages ex

posed. Always ground the h-v line before doing any

testing. With the high voltage off, potentials as great

as 240 volts are still present in the transmitter. Keep

one hand in pocket when measuring socket voltages

with the probe. Before touching any part after the

voltage is shut off, short the part to ground by using

the shorting stick shown in figure 45.

58. Trouble-Shooting Procedures

The first step in servicing defective equipment is

to sectionalize the fault. Sectionalization means trac

ing the fault to the major component or circuit re

sponsible for the abnormal operation of the set. The

second step is to localize the fault. Localization means

tracing the fault to the defective part responsible for

the abnormal conditions. Some faults such as burned-

out resistors, r-f arcing, and shorted transformers

often can be located by sight, smell, and hearing. The

majority of faults, however, must be localized by

checking voltage and resistance.

a. Sectionalization. Careful observation of the

performance of the transmitter on the various bands

and while operating the various controls may section

alize the fault to a particular stage or circuit. Para

graph 45 shows normal operating indications. The

meter or signal light involved may indicate whether

or not the various stages are functioning. Check the

meter readings with table III.

b. Component Sectionalization and Local

ization. The methods listed below aid in isolating the

source of trouble. To be effective, the procedure

should be followed in the order given. Remember that

servicing should cause no further damage to the

equipment. First the trouble should be localized to a

single stage or circuit. Then the trouble may be iso

lated within that stage or circuit by appropriate volt

age, resistance, and continuity measurements. The

service procedure is summarized as follows :

(1) Visual inspection. Through this inspection

alone (par. 43), the repairman may fre

quently discover the trouble or determine

the stage in which the trouble exists. This

inspection is valuable in avoiding additional

damage to the units.

(2) Trouble-shooting chart. The symptoms

listed in this chart (par. 62) will aid greatly

in localizing trouble.

(3) Resistance and voltage measurements.

These measurements checked against the

values listed in paragraph 63 will help locate

the faulty component.

59. Trouble-Shooting Data

Take advantage of the material supplied in this

manual. It will help in the rapid location of faults.

Consult the following trouble-shooting data:

Fig. and
table Xo.

86.

85-

ss

87-

47.

19

28.

50.

38.

36.

48

53

Table IV-

Table V--.

58

Table VI -.

Description

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) (except model BC-

340), schematic diagram.

Rectifier RA-22-(*) (except model RA-22),

schematic diagram.

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*) (except model BC-

340), wiring diagram.

Rectifier RA-22- (*) (except model RA-22),

wiring diagram.

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), functional dia

gram of grid (input) and neutralization cir

cuits.

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), functional dia

gram of plate and output circuits.

Power Amplifier BC-340-I, water flow circuit

diagram.

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), functional dia

gram of filament circuit.

Transmitting equipment power line and control

circuit interconnections.

Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2, r-f interconnec

tion diagram.

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), functional dia

gram of grid bias rectifier.

Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2, control circuit.

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), resistance meas

urements.

Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), voltage measure

ments.

R-f output, waveshapes.

Rectifier RA-22-(*), resistance measurements.
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60. Test Equipment Required for Trouble

Shooting

The test equipment required for trouble shooting

Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2 is listed below. The

technical manuals associated with the test equipment

also are listed.

Test equipment Technical manual

Test Unit 1-176 or equal TM 11-2626

Electronic Multimeter TS-S20/U or equal TM 11-2654

Voltohmmeter TS-294C/U or equal TM 11-2624

I

61. General Precautions

Whenever a transmitter is to be serviced, observe

very carefully the precautions listed below. Careless

replacement of parts often makes new faults inevit

able. Note the following points :

a. Before a part is unsoldered, note the position of

the leads. If the part, such as a transformer, has a

number of connections, tag each of the leads to it.

b. Be careful not to damage other leads by pulling

or pushing them out of the way.

c. Do not allow drops of solder to fall into the set,

since they may cause short circuits.

d. A carelessly soldered connection may create a

new fault. It is very important to make well-soldered

joints, since a poorly soldered joint is one of the most

difficult faults to find.

e. When a part is replaced in the r-f circuit, it must

be placed exactly as the original one was. A part

which has the same electrical value but different

physical size may cause trouble in h-f circuits. Give

particular attention to proper grounding when replac

ing a part. Use the same ground point as in the

original wiring. Failure to observe these precautions

may result in decreased gain or possibly in oscillation

of the circuit. These precautions are especially true in

the grid circuits. The grid leads, to which resistors

R-1l and R-12 are attached, must be mounted in the

proper position without bending.

62. Trouble-Shooting Chart

The following chart is supplied as an aid in locating

trouble in Amplifier Group AN/FRA-2. This chart

lists the symptoms which the operator may see or hear

while making a few simple tests. The chart also indi

cates how to localize trouble quickly to the various

stages of the equipment. Once the trouble has been

located to a stage or circuit, a tube check and voltage

and resistance measurements of the stage or circuit

found defective should ordinarily be sufficient to

isolate the defective part. Normal voltage and re

sistance measurements are given in paragraph 63.

a. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*).

Symptom

1. Failure of amber MAIN ON sig

nal light (PL-1) to light when

MAIN ON-OFF switch (SW-

10) is thrown to ON.

2. Failure of green WATER-ON sig

nal light (PL-2) to light when

WATER ON-OFF switch

(SW-9) is thrown ON.

3. Failure of green WATER-ON

signal light (PL-2) to remain

lit when FILAMENT ON-OFF

switch (SW-5) is thrown to

ON.

4. Failure of green FIL. ON signal

light (PL-3) to light.

No deflection on FILAMENT

voltmeter (M-5) after FILA

MENT ON-OFF switch (SW-

S) is thrown to ON.

Probable trouble

la. Bulb defective

b. Tripping of MAIN ON-OF switch

(SW-10).

c. No voltage across the lines

2a. Bulb defective

b. Thermostat (TH-1) mounted on

voltage regulator (VR-1) case,

tripped because of excessive tem

perature.

3a. Bulb defective

b. Water interlock relay (RL-S) is

not closed.

c. Fuse (F-1 or F-2) is blown

4a. Bulb defective

b. No output from voltage regulator

(VR-1).

c. Short circuit in filament circuit..

Correction

la. Replace bulb.

b. Reset switch

c. Check with voltmeter.

2a. Replace bulb.

b. Check operating and ambient temper

atures.

3a. Replace bulb.

b. Increase water flow or decrease water

temperature.

c. Find reason for fuse blow-out and

replace fuse.

4a. Replace bulb.

b. Check connections to voltage regula

tor (VR-1) terminal board.

Check continuity of voltage regulator

(VR-1).

c. Find short and repair.
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Symptom

5. Failure of red BIAS ON signal

light (PL-4) to light after BIAS

ON-OFF switch (SW-4) is

thrown to ON.

6. Failure of green PLATE OFF

signal light (PL-5) to light after

BIAS ON-OFF switch (SW-4)

is thrown to ON. Green FIL.

ON signal light ( PI.-3) is on.

7. Failure of PLATE ON signal

light (PL-6) to light after the

PLATE ON-OFF switch (SW-

11) is thrown to ON and the

START button of the PLATE

CONTROL switch (SW-6) is

pressed.

13. Arc-over in PLATE TUNING ca

pacitor (C-5).

Probable trouble

8. Failure of filaments of all four

tuhcs in power amplifier to light.

9. Failure of any one lube filament to

light.

10. Excessively high currents indicated

on GRID milliammeter (M-2).

11. Excessively high currents on

PLATE 1 ammeter (M-1) or

PLATE 2 ammeter (M-4).

12. Abnormally low output

Sa. Bulb defective

b. Blown fuse (F-3 or F-4 in models

-G and -I, F-2 in the other

models ) .

c. Grounding contactor (RL-6) has

not operated.

6a. Bulb defective

b. Grounding contactor (RL-6) has

not operated.

c. D-C grid bias interlock current re

lay (RL-4) has not operated be

cause of no bias voltage from the

bias rectifier circuit of the power

amplifier.

7a. Bulb defective

b. Improper operation of controller

(SVV-1) contactor in the rectifier

unit.

c. PRIMARY VOLT CONTROL

detent microswitch (SW-4) of

oil rilled plate transformer (T-1)

in rectifier unit.

8. No voltage output from voltage reg

ulator (VR-1). Verify by check

ing FILAMENT VOLT

METER (M-5).

9a. Open circuit within tube

b. Poor contact to filament terminals

or to filament transformers.

c. Defective filament transformer

10a. Self-oscillation due to improper

neutralization,

b. Excessive excitation

11. Plate circuit adjusted out of reson

ance.

12a. Low r-f excitation

b. Low plate voltage

c. Low filament voltage

13a. Dirt and dust on capacitor plates. .

b. Insufficient loading of plate tank

circuit.

c. Excessive r-f excitation

Correction

5a. Replace bulb.

b. Find cause of fuse blow-out and re

place fuse.

c. Make certain that doors on power

amplifier and rectifier are closed.

If they are, shut down equipment

and check door interlock switches

SW-7 and SW-8 on power ampli

fier and SW-2 on rectifier.

6a. Replace bulb.

b. Same as item 5c above.

c. Check rectifier Tubes JAN-872A of

this circuit. With the aid of the bias

rectifier schematic diagram (fig.

48), check each of the components

of this circuit.

7a. Replace.

b. Check interconnecting wiring.

Check cable connections to controller

(SW-4).

Check connections to terminals of

controller (SW-1).

c. PRIMARY VOLT CONTROL

switch (SW-5) not locked into

switch contacts. Try hand-wheel to

make sure that contact is being

made. If this fails to rectify the

trouble, it is necessary to readjust

SW-4, located within transformer

T-1.

8. Check voltage regulator and conti

nuity between YR-1 and filament

transformers T-2, T-3, and T-4.

9a. Check tube for continuity,

h. Clean contacts and tighten connec

tions.

c. Check transformer for continuity.

10a. Readjust NEUTRALIZATION ca

pacitors C-3 and C-4.

b. Reduce exciter power.

11. Readjust PLATE TUNING capac

itor C-5 and LINE COUPLING

capacitor C-6.

12a. Adjust INPUT COUPLING ca

pacitor (C-1).

b. Check rectifier R-22 (*).

c. Increase filament voltage by varying

FILAMENT rheostat (R-10).

13a. Clean plates thoroughly.

b. Readjust LINE COUPLING capac

itor (C-6).

c. Readjust output coupling circuit of

exciter unit. Readjust INPUT

COUPLING capacitor (C-l).
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Symptom Probable trouble Correction

14. Arc-over in LINE COUPLING 14a. Uusually occurs at the higher oper 14a. Slight variation in distance between

capacitor (C-6). ating frequencies as a result of transmission line might suffice or

variation in transmission line and reduce transmission line impedance.

antenna impedance from 600

ohms.

b. Dirt and dust on capacitor plates. . . b. Clean plates thoroughly.

c. c. Check all the plates for mechanical

distortion. Straighten plates.

d. Undercoupling to transmission lines. d. Readjust LINE COUPLING capac

itor C-6.

15. Persistent blue haze throughout IS. 15. Replace tube.

amplifier tubes.

16. BIAS voltmeter (M-3) indicates 10a. Tube JAN-872A failure in grid bias 16a. Check connections to tube socket.

low grid bias voltages. rectifier circuit. Check tube. Replace if necessary.

b. b. Replace capacitor.

17. FILAMENT voltmeter M-5 in 17a. Filament time delay relay RL-2 re 17a. Check relay coil and coil connections.

dicates low filament voltage. mained open.

b. Defective voltage regulator VR-1 . . b. Same as item 4b above.

18. Chattering or hum noise coming 18. Relay noise due to :

from relays. a. Low voltage across relay armature a. Check line voltage. Check circuit of

which relay is a part

b. Contacts or armature not properly b. Check relay for cracks or distortion.

seated. Repair or replace if necessary.

b. Rectifier RA-22-(*)

c. c. Clean contacts.

Symptom Probable trouble Correction

1. Controller SW-1 contactor opens 1. Grid bias interlock relay RL-4 in 1. Readjust the relay RL-4 to hold at

when the exciter is keyed. power amplifier opens at keying the lower bias voltage produced by

current surge. the current surge. Reset overload

relay.

2. Chatter or hum heard coming from 2. Controller SVV-1 contactors chatter 2. Check line voltage ; may be too low.

equipment. or hum.

3. Opening of second controller SW-1 3. Tripping of an overload relav 3. Check indicator flags to determine

contactor immediately upon clos which relay tripped. Determine

ing. cause of overload. Reset flag.

4. Failure of second contactor on con 4a. Faulty time delay relay on control 4a. Check continuity of time delay relay

troller SW-1 to close after first ler unit SW-1. coil.

contactor has closed. Check contacts for corrosion.

Make certain that mercury cartridge

is in place at bottom of relay.

b. b. Check continuity of second contactor

5. D.C. OVERLOAD relay RL-3 5a. 5a. Find cause and replace resistor.

coil. Find break and repair.

opens. h. b. Retune.

6. Odd color glow within tubes 6. 6. Replace tube in question.

7. Failure of filaments of all six tubes 7. No voltage output from voltage reg 7. Same as item 4b of power amplifier

to light. ulator VR-1 unit in power ampli section (a above).

fier. Verify by checking FIL.

PRI. voltmeter M-1.

8. Failure of any one tube filament to 8. Filament transformers T-2, T-3, 8. Check transformers.

light. T-4. and T-5.

9. FIL. PRI. voltmeter M-1 indicates 9. Same as item 17a and b of power 9. Same as item 17a and b of power am

low filament voltage. amplifier section (a above). plifier section (a above).

10. Failure of air blower BL-1 to op 10 Blown fuses F-7 and F-8 in Power 10. Determine cause of fuse failure and

erate after ambient timperature Amplifiers BC-340, -G, and -I or replace fuses.

exceeds 60°F (15.5°C). fuse F-5 in the other models.
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Symptom Probable trouble Correction

11. OUTPUT kilovoltmeter M-3 indi 11a. Excessive current drain from recti

fier unit.

11a. Readjust power amplifier controls so

that tube cathode currents fall with

in proper operating values.

cates low output voltage.

b. Defective tube b. Replace tube.

c. Replace capacitor.

12. PRIMARY VOLT CONTROL 12. The stop within the transformer is

broken.

12. Remove the top of the transformer

and replace the bakelite stud on

each of the three switch wafers.

SW-S rotates past position 6

clockwise, or past position 1

counterclockwise, or both.

»

c. Water Cooling Unit RU-2-(*).

Symptom Probable trouble Correction

1. WATER FLOW meter M-9 on

power amplifier front panel in

dicates no water flow or insuf

ficient water flow.

Water pump

la. Check motor speed (see item 2 in this

table).

b. Lower discharge head.

c. Clean water pump.

d. Impeller is rotating in wrong di

rection.

d. Check drive motor direction of rota

tion. If wrong, interchange two of

the input lines.

e. For Water Cooling Unit RU-2-C,

these are indicated as COVER,

items 15 and 22, on the pump cross-

sectional drawing (fig. 56). When

these covers are worn out, replace

them. Follow the disassembly and

reassembly instructions given in

paragraph 65.

f. Impeller is damaged f. Impurities will damage the impeller.

It must be replaced. For Water

Cooling Unit RU-2-C, follow the

disassembly and reassembly in

structions given in paragraph 65.

g. Open air cock on pump or prime

2a. Improper voltage to motor

(par. 32c).

2a. Check voltage.

b. Binding of rotating elements b. Clean motor and pump assemblies.

c. Slack in drive belts c. Take up slack (par. 65).

d. Variable sheaves improperly set . . . d. Reset sheaves (par. 32n).

63. Checking Resistance and Voltage Measurements

The tables below will aid in determining the part or circuit at fault.

Table IV. Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), Resistance Measurements

Test set Possible component
at faultMeasure scale Resistance

150K L-2-1, RF-3, C-18, R-2, C-S, RL-6 contact

L-2-2, RF-4.Plate V-2 to ground 150K 1,040 ohms

150K L-1, RF-2, RL-1, R-6, R-7, R-8, R-9, RL^l

coil.

L-1, RF-1.

Secondary T-3, M-1,

Secondary T-4, M-4.

150K 1,430 ohms

Filament V-1 to ground 500 ohms

500 ohms

0

Filament V-2 to ground
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Table IV—Continued

Measure

Plate V-3 or V-4 to ground ....

Filament V-3 or V-4 to ground.

Coil RL-1

Coil RL-2

Coil RL-3

Coil RL-4

Coil RL-S

Coil RL-6

Coil RL-7

Coil RL-8

Test set
scale

150K ....

500 ohms.

Resistance

1,000 ohms

32

1,100 ohms

1,100 ohms

1,100 ohms

4 ohms

4,107 ohms impedance

160 ohms

4,107 ohms impedance

9,700 ohms impedance

Possible component

at fault

Secondary T-1, C-26.

Secondary T-2, CH-1.

Tabic V . Power Amplifier BC-340-(*), Voltage Measurements

Measure across

Coil RL-1

Coil RL-2

Coil RL-3

Coil RL^l

Coil RL-5

Coil RL-6

Coil RL-7

Coil RL-8

R-4 and R-5 with RL-8 open

R-4 and R-5 with RL-8 closed. . . .

T-2 secondary

Plate V-3 or V-4 to secondary T-1

Plate V-3 or V-4 to ground

CH-1

C-26

R-10 maximum

Voltage

222 v ac.

222 v ac.

205 v ac.

2.2 v dc

205 v ac.

205 v ac.

205 v ac.

222 v ac.

90 v ac.

0.

5 v ac.

650 v ac.

540 v dc

13 v dc

510 v dc

7.25 v ac-

Table VI. Rectifier RA-22-(*), Resistance M.?asurements

Measure

From

Term. 20

T-2 CT

Plate V^f, V-5, or V-6

Plate V-1

Plate V-2

Plate V-3

To

Term. 21 .

Ground . .

Ground . .

Plate V-2.

Plate V-3.

Plate V-1 .

Across

Coil RL-1

Coil RL-2

Coil RL-3

Coil time delay relay

Left contactor coil

Right contactor coil . . .

Test set
scale

500 ..

150M

500 .

500 .

500 0.15

0.15

2.7

150M 1,100

500 20

500 .. 20 ..

Resistance
(ohms)

0.15 . .

37,000

1.9 ...

16 ...

Possible component
at fault

T-2, T-3, T-4, T-5, M-1.

Bleeder resistors, C-l, M-3, R-20, R-21.

CH-1 or R-1.

T-1 Secondary.
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Section III. REPAIRS

64. Replacement of Parts

The major components of this equipment are

readily accessible and are easily replaced if faulty.

Complete information on mounting of components is

given in the installation section, paragraph 17.

a. Replacement of Targets in Water Fit

tings. Targets are located in each fitting in the water

system, representing a junction between the positive

end of the porcelain and the metal piping. They are

included in the positive fittings of the ceramic tubes

and the porcelain water coils. These targets consist

of a small plug into the end of which has been

soldered a length of copper wire. The size of this wire

is unimportant, except that the larger sized wire will

last somewhat longer. The size wire installed with

the equipment will give an indication as to the ap

proximate size most desirable. The purpose of these

target.; is to concentrate the electrolytic action be

tween water and metal upon the wire instead of the

metal parts of the fitting, and, therefore, the wire will

ultimately be dissolved by electro-chemical action into

the water stream. The wire must extend into the

water stream beyond the metal fitting by an appre

ciable amount, so that the electrical leakage current

will leave from the wire rather than from the metal

fitting, as the wire represents a shorter electrical path

to the target at the other end of the insulated water

column. A periodic inspection will indicate how fre

quently the targets must be replaced. Use copper wire

when replacing the targets, and make the wire long

enough to extend at least 1 inch beyond the lowest

portion of the metal fitting which comes in contact

with the water.

b. Replacement of V Belts for Water Cool

ing Units RU-2, -A, and -B.

( 1 ) Unlock the motor base and move the motor

toward the fan drive until it meets the stops.

Lock the motor in this position and remove

the old belts.

(2) Put on the new set of V belts. Do not roll

the belts on or use a tool, as these methods

will damage the belts. Always replace both

belts at the same time.

(3) Pull all the slack toward the motor sheave.

Unlock the motor base and move the motor

away from the fan drive until the belts are

stated in the sheaves.

(4) Start the motor and adjust the motor base

to obtain sufficient tension on the belts to

eliminate belt squeal caused by the slipping

of the belt. DO NOT USE ANY TYPE

OF BELT DRESSING.

(5) During the first 36 hours of operation, slight

additional tension must be applied to take

up the initial stretch and wearing-in or

seating of the belts in the grooves. After

the initial running-in period, reset the belt

tension to just beyond the point where the

belt squeal is eliminated.

(6) DO NOT TIGHTEN THE BELTS

MORE THAN NECESSARY. Excessive

tension reduces belt life and causes the bear

ings to overheat.

c. Parts List for Water Pump on Water

Cooling Units RU-2, -A, and-B (figs. 54 and 55).

Cat.
No.

No. req
105-64C

incl

No. req
702-721

incl

No. req
805-815

incl
Description

1 Body 1 i 1

2 Cover—opposite motor end 1 i 1

3 Cover—motor end --- - 0. i 1

4 Cover gasket 1 2 2

5 Cap screws, body cover 7 24 40

6 Flange—suction side. - 0 1 i

7 Gasket, suction flange 0 1 1

8 Bolts, nuts for suction flange. - 0 4 8

9 Flange—discharge side . 0 1 1

10 Gasket for discharge flange 0 1 1

11 Discharge flange, bolts, nuts. 0 4 8

13 Grcase cups 2 2 2

14 Pipe plug for suction 1 1 1

15 I'ipe plug for discharge - 1 1 1

15A Discharge pipe plug (top) 0 1

16 Pipe plug, knockout open 2 4 4

17 Pipe plug for drain 1 0 0

18 Pipe plug for packing lubricant- 0 2

19 Air cock. ..- . . - 1 1 1

20 Nameplate -. 1 I 1

21 Screws for nameplate, . 2 2 2

35 Liner—inner 1 1 1

36 Liner—outer . 1 1 1

40 Impeller assembly— . . 1 1 I

41 Impeller only- . 1 1 1

42 Shaft onlv 1 1 1

43 Locknuts for shaft - ... 2 2 2

15 Lockwashers for shaft 2 2 2
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Cat. No. req No. req No. req
No. Description . 405-64t 702-721 805-815

incl incl incl

49 Keys for shaft 2 2 2

50 Water slingers 2 2 2

51 Sleeve for shaft 1 0 0

55 Packing . . - i2 i2 i2

56 Packing gland 2 2 2

57a Eyebolt assembly (includes

next 5 items) 4 4 4

58 Evebolts onlv 4 4 4

59 Xuts for evebolts 4 4 4

60 Washers for evebolts 4 4 4

61 Pins for eyebolta--- 4 4 4

62 Cotter pins for evebolts 4 4 4

65 Ball bearings 2 2 2

66 Inner adjusting nut, bearing-.. 1 1 1

67 Outer adjusting nut, bearing. 1 1 1

68 Lockscrews for adjusting nut-. . 2 2

69 Inner cap for bearing 1 1 1

70 Outer cap for bearing 1 1 1

71 Bearing cap retaining screw 0 2

90 Flex, coupling—complete (in

cludes next 6 items) 1 1 1

91 Flex, coupling, pump half 1 i 1

92 Flex, coupling, motor half 1 1 1

93 Discs for flexible coupling 3 3 4

94 Setscrew, flexible coupling 2 2

95 Coupling setscrew wrench . 1 1 1

100 Base (not illustrated) 1 1 1

'Seta.

65. Disassembly and Reassembly Instructions

for Water Pump of Water Cooling

Unit RU-2-C

o. Disassembly of Water Pump. Follow instruc

tions below for disassembling the water pump. Refer

to the cross-sectional drawing (fig. 56) for part num

bers and to table VII for description. Read instruc

tions through entirely before starting to disassemble.

(1) Remove cover plate cap screws No. 19A.

(2) Loosen adjusting nut setscrews No. 29.

(3) Remove adjusting nut No. 25.

(4) Remove jam nut No. 24; use a socket type

wrench.

(5) Loosen packing gland evebolts No. 18A

and swing clear of gland No. 17A.

(6) Remove cover plate No. 22. If it should

stick tap lightly around Hanged edge to

loosen, or drive flat-edge tool (screw driver

or chisel) between flanges of cover plate,

and pump shell at several points around

shell. (Be careful not to break flanges.)

(7) Loosen ball bearing lock collar setscrew

No. 42.

(8) Hold lock collar- No. 39 with pipe wrench

and turn pump shaft with coupling until

lock collar loosens.

(9) Loosen coupling setscrew No. 4.

(10) Pull out shaft and impeller together, just

enough to remove pump half coupling No. 2

and Woodruff key No. 3.

(11) Now pull shaft and impeller clear of pump.

(12) Loosen setscrews No. 21.

(13) Remove impeller from shaft.

(14) Remove cap screws No. 19.

(15) Remove cover plate No. 15.

(16) Ball bearings can be removed from bear

ing arms by pushing them outward from

stuffing box side of cover plates after ad

justing nuts have been removed.

b. Reassembly of Water Pump. Follow proce

dure below for reassembling the water pump. Perform

c below first if necessary.

( 1 ) Follow in reverse order the procedure given

for disassembly.

Table VII. Description of Water Pump Components

Description No.

Coupling motor half.

Coupling pump half

Coupling key--

Setscrew

Adjusting nut

Grease cup

Adjusting nut.

Shell-.-

Impeller

Impeller key.

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

IS

19

20

Description

Packing

Coupling insert

Shaft

Ball bearing

Cover, left

Water slinger

(Hand

Eyebolt, nut , and washer

Cap screw

Gasket

21

22

2.3

24

25

26

27

39

Description

Setscrew.

Cover, right.

Ball bearing.

Jam nut.

Adjusting nut.

Clevis pin.

Cotter pin.

Lock collar.

29 ! Setscrew.

42 Lock collar setscrew.
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Figure 54. Water Cooling Unit RU-2, -A, and -B, water pump parts for series BR405 through BR646.

(2) Be extremely careful to make sure that all

inner surfaces of pump shell No. 8 are

absolutely free from scale, dirt, and burrs.

(3) This also applies to cover plate surfaces and

to all other surfaces ; otherwise the parts

will not fit properly and trouble will be en

countered in the assembly.

(4) Wash all parts carefully in solvent (SD).

(5) Make sure liquid slingers No. 16 are placed

on shaft when reassembling. These slingers

prevent the possibility of any liquid which

may leak from the stuffing boxes from enter

ing the ball bearing and washing out the

grease.

(6) Readjust impeller clearance (par. 68).

c. Repacking Instructions for Water Pump.

At the start of the reassembly process, check the

packing in the stuffing box. It may have become

dried out and hard. If so, renew it as follows :

( 1 ) Use a good grade of braided, graphited, and

lubricated asbestos packing.

(2) Remove the glands.

(3) Make sure the packing is cut to proper

length.

(4) Make sure the packing is compressed just

enough to slide readily without being

smashed while placing.
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Figure 55. Water Cooling Unit RU-2, -A, and -B, water pump parts for series BR700 and BR800.

(5) Pressure with the hand and fingers should

be sufficient for pushing the rows of packing

into place. If it is not, either the packing is

too large or some obstruction exists.

(6) Place glands into position and insert into

stuffing box.

(7) Let the pump run in.

(8) Always tighten packing glands when the

pump is running.

(9) Tighten just enough to prevent excess

leakage.

(10) Permit a few drops of liquid to drip per

minute ; this keeps packing from drying out

and prevents scoring of pump shaft.

d. Water Pump Alinement. Another adjust

ment sometimes required is the realinement of the

pump of Water Cooling Unit RU-2-C. All pumps

are properly alined at the factory by leveling the base

and bringing the pump and driving motor into exact

alinement with shims. Experience has proved, how

ever, that all bases, no matter how rugged, will

spring and twist during shipment ; therefore, it can

not be assured that the original alinement will be

maintained. Consequently, it is sometimes necessary
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Figure 56. Water Cooling Unit RU-2-C, water pump cross-section.

that the factory alinement be reproduced after ship

ment or after disassembly and reassembly.

(1) Place pump unit on its foundation, allow

ing approximately 1 inch between top of

foundation and bottom of base ; use wedges

to obtain proper spacing.

(2) Check top of base for level, using the same

wedges for adjustment.

(3) Tighten foundation bolts evenly and firmly

so that the base rests solidly on the wedges.

(4) Check the alinement at the coupling by

placing a straight edge across the coupling

flanges. This should be done at four points,

90° apart, on the coupling. The distance

between the faces of the coupling halves

should also be checked at four points with

a thickness gage. See coupling drawing

(fig. 57).

(5) The unit should be alined under the operat

ing thermal conditions, in order that con

traction and expansion due to these changes

in temperature may be taken into account.

(6) The coupling halves are to be brought into

perfect alinement by adjusting the wedges

under the base, which must at the same time

be level.

(7) Check the alinement after the piping has

been completed, using the straightedge and

OFFSET MISALIGNMENT

Figure £7. Water

ANGULAR MISALIGNMENT

Cooling Unit RU-2-C, water pump

PERFECT ALIGNMENT

STRAIGHT EDGE EXACTLY LEVEL ACROSS

COUPLING SHR0UOS. COUPLING FACES

ARE PARALLEL WITH DISTANCE BETWEEN

FACES EXACTLY THE SAME AT ALL

POINTS.

TM 801-7

alinement.
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thickness gage method. Since the unit was

alined before the piping was completed,

piping strains may be the cause of any mis-

alinement found and changes should be

made accordingly. If the stuffing boxes are

properly adjusted and the pump and drives

properly alined, the unit can be turned over

easily by hand.

66. Refinishing

See paragraph 41 on rustproofing and repainting.

67. Repair of Water Leaks

The entire water cooling system should be tested

with the amplifier in operation. Any leaks in the

exterior plumbing require draining the water from

the system. If the leak is at a pipe thread, the joint

must be melted loose, the fitting removed and doped

again, and then the joint reassembled and soldered.

If the leak occurs at a solder joint, melt the joint

loose, clean, and resolder. After the equipment has

been used for a time, vibration and electrolysis may

cause leaks at the solder joints, which will require

cleaning and resoldering of both parts.

68. Apparatus Adjustment

a. A complete list of adjustments required for the

operation of the unit is given in paragraphs 32 and 33.

b. After performing the complete lubrication pro

cedure lor the water pump of Water Cooling Unit

RU-2-C. it will be necessary to readjust the impeller

clearance. Refer to the pump cross-sectional diagram

(fig. 56) and perform the following steps:

(1) Partially screw in adjusting nut No. 25.

Make sure both adjusting nuts No. 25 and

7A are loose before starting the adjustment.

Leave adjusting nuts No. 5 and 7 slightly

loose.

(2 } Tighten adjusting nut No. 25 sufficiently

so that the shaft will not turn. (Take hold

of coupling and try to rotate.) The impeller

50 W.RM. 200W.PM.

100 W.PM. 300 W.PM.

W.PMU WORDS PER MINUTE

TM 801-39

150 W.PM.

Figure 58. R-f output, waveshapes.

is now rubbing against the cover plate on

the coupling side of the pump.

, ^ ) Loosen adjusting nut No. 25 just a fraction

of a turn or until the shaft can be rotated

freely. Now tighten adjusting nut No. 7A

and try to rotate the shaft again. If the pump

turns freely with no indication of impeller

rubbing, the pump is properly adjusted. If

rubbing still occurs, work the two adjusting

nuts back and forth until the pump does

rotate freely. Do not tighten adjusting nuts

too much ; bring up firmly by very light tap

of a hammer. After proper adjustment has

been obtained, lock adjusting nuts by tight

ening up the adjusting nut setscrews No. 29.

located in the bearing arms.
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CHAPTER 6

SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE AND DEMOLITION

TO PREVENT ENEMY USE

Section I. SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE

69. Disassembly

If disassembly of Amplifier Group AN/FRA—2 is

necessary, follow in reverse order the installation

procedure described in paragraphs 17 through 21.

Disassemble the equipment and prepare it for packing

in units similar to those in the original packing cases.

70. Repacking for Shipment or Limited

Storage

a. The exact procedure in repacking for shipment

or limited storage depends on the material available

and the conditions under which the equipment is to

be shipped or stored. Refer to paragraph 16 of this

manual on uncrating, unpacking, and checking ; and

follow in reverse order the instructions given.

b. Whenever practicable, place a dehydrating agent

such as silica gel inside the crates. Protect the crates

with a waterproof paper barrier. Seal the seams of

the paper barrier with waterproof sealing compound

or tape. Provide at least 3 inches of excelsior padding

or some similar material between the paper barrier

and the packing case.

Section II. DEMOLITION OF MATERIEL TO PREVENT ENEMY USE

71. General

The demolition procedures outlined in paragraph

72 will be used to prevent the enemy from using or

salvaging this equipment. Demolition of this equip

ment will be accomplished only upon order of the

commander.

72. Methods of Destruction

a. Smash. Smash the meters, controls, tubes,

switches, insulators, resistors, coils, piping, motors,

and capacitors, using sledges, axes, handaxes, pick

axes, hammers, crowbars, or heavy tools.

b. Cut. Cut cords and cables, using axes, handaxes.

or machetes.

c. Burn. Burn technical literature, tuning chart,

resistors, coils, and capacitors, using gasoline, kero

sene, oil, flame throwers, or incendiary grenades.

d. Bend. Bend panels, lead cabling, and chassis.

e. Explosives. Blow up the transformers, motors,

and cooling unit, using firearms, grenades, or TNT.

/. Disposal. Bury the destroyed parts in slit

trenches, fox holes, or other holes, or throw them into

streams.

g. DESTROY EVERYTHING.
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Figure .59. Amplifier Tube JAN-129B, filament voltage curve.
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SWITCH (SW-I)

FREQUENCY

(KILOCYCLES)

GRID RANGE
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CAPACITOR (C-2) DIAL READING

TM 801-50

Figure 60. Grid tuning capacitor C-2, calibration cun<c (4,000 to 16.000 kc).
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TM 801-51

Figure 61. Grid tuning capacitor C-2, calibration curve (16,000 to 26^00 kc).
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Figure 62. Input coupling capacitor C-l, calibration curve (4,000 to 16,000 kc).
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Figure 63. Input ccntpling capacitor C-1, calibration curve, (16,000 to 26,500 he).
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CAPACITOR (C-5) DIAL READING

TM 801 - 87

Figure 64. Power Amplifiers BC-340-A.-B, and -D through -H, plate tuning capacitor C-5, calibration curves (4,000 to

10,000 kc).
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Figure 65. Power Amplifiers HC-340-A -It itul I) through -II, plate timing capacitor C-5, calibration curves (10,000 to

16,000 kc).
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Figure 66. Power Amplifiers MC-340-A, -B, and -D through -H. plate tuning capacitor C-5. calibration curves (16,000 to

20,000 kc).
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Figure 67. Power Amplifiers BC-340-A, -B, and -D through -1I . plate tuning capacitor C-5, calibration curves (20,000 to

26J00 kc).
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Figure 6S. Power Amplifiers BC-340-A, -1i, and -D through -1I, antenna coupling capacitor C-f>, calibration curves (4,000

to 10.000 kc).
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Figure 69. Power Amplifiers BC-340-A, -B, and -D through -II, antenna coupling capacitor C-6, calibration curves (10,000

to 16000 kc).
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Figure 70. Power Amplifiers BC-340-A, -B. and -D through -H, antenna coupling capacitor C-6. calibration curves (16,000

to 22.000 kc).
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Figure 71. Power Amplifiers BC-340-A, -li. and -D through -H, antenna coupling capacitor C-6, calibration curi es (22,000

to 26,500 kc).
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Figure 72. Power Amplifiers BC-340-A, -B , and -D through -II, neutralising capacitors C-3 and C-4, calibration curve.
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Figure 73. Poicer Amplifier BC-340-I, plate tuning capacitor C-$,jalibration curve (4,000 to 10,000 kc).
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figure 74. Power Amplifier BC-340-1, plate tuning capacitor C-5, calibration curve (10,000 to 16,000 kc).
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Figure 75. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, plate timing capacitor C-5, calibration curve (16,000 to 20,000 kc).
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Figure 76. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, plate tuning capacitor C-5, calibration curve (20,000 to 26,500 kc).
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Figure 77. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, antenna coupling capacitor C-6, calibration curve (4,000 to 10,000 kc).
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Figure 78. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, antenna coupling capacitor C-6, calibration curve (10,000 to 16,000 kc).
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Figure 79. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, antenna coupling capacitor C-6, calibration curve (16,000 to 20,000 kc).
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Figure 80. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, antenna coupling capacitor C-6, calibration curve (20,000 to 26,500 kc).
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Figure 81. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, neutralising capacitors C-3 and C-4, calibration curve.
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Figure 82. Power Amplifier BC-340-I, plate tuning coil coarse tuning chart.
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Figure R7. Rectifier RA-22-(*) (except model RA-22), wiring diagram.
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APPENDIX I

REFERENCES

Note. For availability of items listed, check SR 310-20-3, SR 310-20-4, and the Department of the Army Supply Catalog

SIG 1.

1. Army Regulations

AR 380-5 Safeguarding Military Information.

2. Supply Publications

SIG 1 Introduction and Index.

SIG 10 Fixed Plant Maintenance Lists.

SB 1 1—47 Preparation and Submission of Req

uisitions for Signal Corps Supplies.

SB 11-76 Signal Corps Kit and Materials for

Moisture- and Fungi-Resistant Treatment.

3. Technical Manuals on Auxiliary Equipment

and Test Equipment

TM 11-472 Repair and Calibration of Elec

trical Measuring Instruments.

TM 11-836 Radio Transmitters BC-339, BC-

339-A. -B. -C, -E, -F, -G, -H, -J, -K, -L,

-M, and -N.

TM 11-2532 Test Set I-153-A (Analyzer,

Precision Model 856P).

TM 11-2626 Test Unit 1-176.

4. Painting, Preserving, and Lubrication

TB SIG 13 Moistureproofing and Fungiproof-

ing Signal Corps Equipment.

TB SIG 69 Lubrication of Ground Signal

Equipment.

5. Camouflage

FM 5-20 Camouflage, Basic Principles.

6. Decontamination

TM 3-220 Decontamination.

7. Demolition

FM 5-25 Explosives and Demolitions.

8. Packaging and Packing Instructions

a. Joint Army-Navy Packaging Specifica

tions.

JAN-D-169 Desiccants, Activated.

JAN-P-100 General Specifications.

JAN-P-106 Boxes, Wood, Nailed.

JAN-P-116 Preservation, Methods of.

JAN-P-125 Barrier Material, Waterproof,

Flexible.

JAN-P-131 Barrier Material, Moisture-

Yaporproof, Flexible.

b. U. S. Army Specification.

100-2E Marking Shipments by Contractors

(and Signal Corps Supplement thereto),

r. Signal Corps Instructions.

720-7 Standard Pack.

726-15 Interior Marking.

9. Other Publications

SR 310-20-3 Index of Training Publications.

Field Manuals, Training Circulars, Firing

Tables and Charts, Army Training Programs.

Mobilization Training Programs, Graphic

Training Aids, Joint Army-Navy-Air Force

Publications, and Combined Communications

Board Publications.

SR 310-20-4 Index of Technical Manuals,

Technical Regulations, Technical Bulletins,

Supply Bulletins, Lubrication Orders, Mod

ification Work Orders, Tables of Organization

and Equipment, Reduction Tables, Tables of

Allowances, Tables of Organization, Tables

of Equipment, and Tables of Basic Allow ances.

FM 24-18 Field Radio Techniques.

TB SIG 5 Defense against Radio Jamming.

TB SIG 25 Preventive Maintenance of Power

Cords.

TB SIG 66 Winter Maintenance of Signal

Equipment.

TB SIG 72 Tropical Maintenance of Ground

Signal Equipment.

TB aSIG 75 Desert Maintenance of Ground

Signal Equipment.
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TB SIG 123 Preventive Maintenance Practices

for Ground Signal Equipment.

TB SIG 178 Preventive Maintenance Guide for

Radio Communication Equipment.

TM 1-455 Electrical Fundamentals.

TM 11-310 Schematic Diagrams for Mainte

nance of Ground Radio Communication Sets.

TM 11-314 Antennas and Antenna Systems.

TM 11^55 Radio Fundamentals.

TM 11^99 Radio Propagation Handbook.

TB ll-499-( )* Basic Radio Propagation

Predictions.

TM 38-650 Basic Maintenance Manual.

10. Abbreviations

a-c alternating-current

cps cycles per second

c-w continuous-wave

d-c direct-current

h-f High-frequency

hp horsepower

h-v high-voltage

i-f intermediate-frequency

kc kilocycle

kv kilovolt

kw kilowatt

1-f low-frequency

ma milliampere

mc megacycle

meg megohm

p-a power-amplifier

uf microfarad

uuf micromicrofarad

r-f radio-frequency

v volt

1 1 . Glossary

For an explanation of the terms used in this

manual, refer to TM 11—155.

*A new TB in this series is issued monthly which gives propagation

predictions 3 months in advance.
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APPENDIX II

IDENTIFICATION TABLE OF PARTS

Note The fact that a part is listed in this table is not sufficient basis for requisitioning the item. Requisitions must cite

an authorized basis, such as T/O&E, T/A, T/BA, SIG 7-8-10, SIG 10, list of allowances of expendable material, or anoth

er authorized supply basis. For an index of available supply catalogs in the Signal portion of the Department of the Army Sup

ply Catalog, see the latest issue of SIG 1, Introduction and Index.
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ModeldesiRnation

Refsymbol

ABDEFGH

C-7,r10 

through

C-13.

C-16

through]

C-18

C-19

through

C-25.

C-27,

C-28.

C-26 C-1-.

Nameofpartanddescription

SignalCorp^
stuckNo.

POWERAMPLIFIERBC-340-A,-B,~E:4.0-26.5me;output10kw;powerinput
220v,60eye,3ph,29kw;8000vDCmax,3amp;incltubes,stationcomponents; steelcabinet83%"hx59J-3"dx42%"wdo/a;floormtd;u/wbutdoesnotinclRecti

fierRA-22,WaterCoolingUnitRU-2,andRadioTransmitterBC-398asexciter.

POWERAMPLIFIERBC-340-D,-F,-G,-H:4.0-26.5mc;output10kwjpowerinput
220v,50/60eye,3ph,29kw;8000vDCmax,3amp;incltubes,stationcomponents; steelcabinet83%*hx5914'dx42%*wdo/a;floormtd;u/wbutdoesnotinclRecti

fierRA-22,WaterCoolingUnitRU-2,andRadioTransmitterBC-398asexciter.

BLOWER,centrifugalvane:electricmotoroperated;nonportable;guarded;motor
1/6hp1425/1725rpm50/60eye,singleph230vAC;15*lgx12,4"hx114s"wd;

350cfmat1425rpmagainst0.5"staticpressure;515cfmat1725rpmagainst0.5"

staticpressure;singlespeedrelaycontrolled;directdrive;clockwiseup-blast;outlet 6%"x5";bladeandhousingdiecutsteel;pedestalmtg;threef-jj"mtgholeson5"x

4%'mtg/c;IlgElecsize#B12.

CAPACITOR,fixed:micadielectric;2000wf±5%;2500vdew;maxbodydimen'lg*

1%"wdxthk;JANtypeCM56B202.I.

CAPACITOR,fixed:mica;2000^.f±5'\ diamx3'h;JANtypeCM80B202J.

10,000vdew;maxbodydimen3"lgx34" CAPACITOR,fixed:mica;10,000w'±10';000vdew;maxbodydimen1lgx14*

wdxthk;JANtypeCM45B103K.

CAPACITOR,fixed:mica;2090mm"±5%;5000vdew;maxbodydimen3%"lgx1%"

wdxh;JANtypeCM70B202J.

CAPACITOR,fixed:paper;10/if±10%;lOOOvdcw;maxbodydimen3%*lgx1%"wdx

4%*h;JANtypeCP70E1FG106K(mtsw/bracketCP07FD5).

CAPACITOR,fixed:paper;15m"+10%,-2>^%;660vacw;HSmetalease;4^*x4'ji'x

3%"h;GEtype#67X44.

CAPACITOR,fixed:paper;10Mf+10%,-24%;660vacw;HSmetalran;Ws"x

3Wx3%*h;GEtype#67X42.

CAPACITOR,variable:airdielectric;2sect;57-870MMfpersect;0.060'airgap;14%'lgx 4%"wdx3%"h;%"diamx1*lgshaft;71platespersect;mycalexinsulation;2mtg

holesonmtg/c;Cardwell#XV-850-PDperdwg#SK-720.

C-7:Gridcircuitr-fbypass.
C-10throughC-13:Fila

mentr-fbypass.

C-16and17:Antennad-c

blocking.

C-18:B+r-fbypass.

R-fbypass,-lthrough

7,respectively.

R-finputblocking Biasrectifierfilter
V"It—1phaseshifter VII-1phaseshifter

INPUTCOUPLINGand

impedancematching.

3K5620222

3K8J20222

3K4510321 3K7020222

3DB10-167 3DB15-23 3DB10-83

3D9850V



CAPACITOR,variable:airdielectric;platemeshingtype;0.108"airnap;2sect;30-

200MMf;SLCcharacteristic;6000vpeak;12J4"lgxwdx5%"h;%"diamshaftx 2"lg;bracketmtg;4mtgholeseaendfor#10-32screws;mycalexinsulation;Cardwell

#TJ-200-UD.

CAPACITOR,variable:airdielectric;platemeshingtype;2sect;60-750nn\persect; 0.168"airgap;20',-"lgx9"wdx7%"h;shaftextendsbothends;0.375"diamx2"lg;

mycalexinsulation;three

#PJ-750-QD.

mtgholesoneasideofendplates;Cardwelltype

Gridtuning.

CAPACITORASSEMBLY,variable:c/o2neutralizingcapacitorsea20-27mi;plate tuningcapacitorgangedandmtdin2sectea60-195/V;15,000vdcwpeak;26}-"lgx 14J^"wdx14"ho/a;1fixedcapacitor,airdielectric,265pn!10,000vpeaktestvolts, steelshaft32}£"lgx%"diam,machinedto0.449'for3%"ononeendand&]4"on otherend;mycalexbasemtdoninscolumns3"lgx%"diam,24°x7"mtg/c;split

statorarcingement;watercooled;JohnsonEFperFedTele&Raddwg#F13B-6-14-3.

CIRCUITBREAKER:thermal;3pole;100amp,250vAC,125-250vDC;bakelite;
93g"lgx4}i"wdx411/f-"ho/a;instantaneous;manualreset;fourdiammtgholes

onlH'x7}4"ctr;Trumbull#ATB32100.

CIRCUITBREAKER:thermal;3pole;90amp,250vAC,50/60eye;6holesfor#8mtg screws,surfacemtg;bakelite;6"lgx4'^"wdx4}4"do/a;instantaneous;manual

reset;fourdiammtgholeson\%'x7}£'ctr;Trumbull#ATB32090.

CLEANER,air:glasswoolfiber;papercontainer,20"x25"x2";steelframemtd;Owens-

Illtype#DUSTOP.

COIL,RF1:choke;singlewnd,singlelayerwnd;unshielded;83turns#20SCE;7%'lgx \V\t,"diam;glassform;aircoreform1'ODx7YB-"lg;hasferruleoneaendYB-"lg

clampedw/#6-32x%"screw;mtsintwo60amp,600vfuseclips;markedRFC1
and2;23turnsclosewnd,59turnsspacedapprox5";CoilWindersInc#C\V944-2AC.

COIL,RF:choke;singlewnd,singlela

unshielded;81turns

<pace<

turn perinch,#16SCE;17"lgx1diam;glassform1*ODx17"lg;aircorehasferruleon eaend%"lgclampedw/#6-32xys"screw;mtsintwo60amp,600vfuseclips;marked

RFC3and4;CoilWindersInc#CW1007-2-5.

COIL,RF':gridtank;2wnd,singlelayerwnd;unshielded;13turnscadpicoppertubing

J4"OD;14jfg"lgx4%"approxdiam;ceramicform;aircore;tappedat34-1-,2,3,5,

7,13turns;CoilWindersInc#CW13147-3-2.

COIL,RF:platetank;singlewnd,singlelayerwnd;unshielded;20tur

nspa

rallel

copper

tubing14a"ODx%"ID;left-handwnd;selfsupported;aircore;approx22'-"lg*6"

OD;w/10"freelgatbottomand28"freelgattop;watercooled;ContinentalElec

tronics#648-L.

AntennaLINECOUPLING andimpedancematching. C-3andC-4:NEUTRALI

ZATION.

C-5:PLATETUNING.

C-8:Platecircuitr-fby

pass.

Mainlinecontrolswitch
Platepowercontrolswitch.

Airfilter.

Gridcircuitr-fchokecoils.. Platecircuitr-fchokecoils..

Gridtuningcoil-

Watercooledplatetuning

coil.

3D9200V3 3D9750V-1

3D918.-3

3H.O100-17

3Z9652AC.2

B-B-56-3
2C6398/15

2C2940A/C2

3C1084K-12



Refsymbol

L-2-2.

F-3,F-4.

F-2

FAC,F-5..

F-5through

F-8.

F^

F-9through!

F--.|

i

F-l

F-1and

F-2.

Modeldesignation
AIBiDIEIFiGIH

A-9.

(-2.

Nameofpartanddescription

Functionofpan

*

*

*

COIL,RF:platetank;singlewnd,singlelayerwnd;unshielded;20turnsparallelcopper

tubingVm"ODx%"ID;right-handwnd;selfsupported;aircore;approx221^"lgx6"

UD;w/10"freelgatbottomand28"freelgattop;watercooled;ContinentalElec

tronics#648-L.

FUSE,cartridge:3amp,250v;renewable;ferrulecont;fibrebody;nonindioating;2"lgx

%"diam;Jeffsonelec#B-0-003,FedspecW-F-803a,typeII.

FUSE,cartridge:6amp,250v;typeII;renewable;ferrulecont;fibrebody:nonindicating;

2"lgx9s"diam;Jeffsonelec#380-006,FedspecW-F-803a.

*|FUSEFU-15:cartridge;40amp,250v;renewable;ferrulecont;fibrebody;nonindi

cating;3'lgx%'diam;Jeffsonelec#B-0-040,FedspscW-F-893.typeII.

*

*

*
'
*

,
+

.1*!.
*
'
*

*

*

FUSEFU-32:cartridge;20amp,250v;renewable;ferrulecont;fibrebody;nonindicating;

2"\gxV2"diam;Jeffsonelec#B-0-020,FedspecW-F-803,TypeII.

FUSELINK:3amp,250v;renewallink;perFedspec#\V-F-803,typeII;Chase- Shawmut#3001(forF-3andF-4,usedinmodelG)(forF-2usedinmodelsA,B,D,

E,F,H).

FUSELINK:6amp,250v;ferrulecontmtg;2%"lgx\i'wd;instantaneousaction;GK •type#1097perspec#W-F-803;Jeffsonelec#B-0-006,(forFACandF-5,usedinModels

A,B,D,E,F,H)(forF-5throughF-8,usedinmodelG).

FUSELINK-196:20amp,2.50v;perFedspec#W-F-803,typeII;Economyfuse ,*K-220;Jeffsonelec#B-1-020,(forF-ACusedinmodelsA,B,D,E,F,H)(forF-2,used

inmodelGj.

FUSELINK-201:40amp,250v;renewallink;Economyfuse#R-240;perFedspec #VV-F-803,typeII(forF-4,usedinmodelsA,B,D,E,F,H)(forF-9,F-10,F-lAC

u>vdinmodelG).

GASKET:asbestos;rectangular;1Ji"lgx\y2'wdxHe*thk;w/ellipticalhole1*4'lgx

VA'wd,u/wconnector,Lapp#10648;Lapppart#9806.

GASKET:feedthrubushing;sheetlead;singlehole;2H"ODx1%'IDxHi*thk;Fed

Tele&Rad#F-41921-2.

Watercooledplatetuning

coil.

Biasandcontrolcircuit

fuses.

Poweramplifierandrecti

fierblowerfuses.

Watercoolingunitdriving

motorfuses.

Filamentcircuitfuses..

SignalCorps

stockNo.

Sparefuse Sparefuse.- Sparefuse. Sparefuse.

Porcelainwatercoilgasket..

3Z1901AC

3Z2606 3Z1915 3Z1932

3-003 3-006 3-020 3-040

2C2940/G1

2Z48S8.98



GASKET:feltcoveredmetal;rectangularshape;20"x25"xyg"o/a;IDofholearea

I8y-"x23^';p/oOwens-Ill"Dustop"airfilter.

GASKET:insulator;lead;6holesdiamequallyspacedon4%"diam;ODx

3%"IDxHe'thk;FedTele&Rad#F-13196-1.

GASKET:lead;for1"#10920Lapppipe;He*thk;1"IDx1M'OD;Lapp#11B-1(1

gasketperTube2J129B).

GASKET:lead;Hi'thkxH'ODxY-'ID;forfeedthrubushingB-23;FedTele&

Rad#F-4192-1-19.

GASKET:rubber;neoprene;forV-landV-2tubes;2%"ODx2%"IDxHe"thk;Fed

Tele&Rad#F-1679-1.

INSULATOR,standoff:ceramic,roundpost;4"lgx1"diam,two%'-20tappedholes;

Isolantite#348-L-4.

INSULATOR:ceramic;squarepost;glazed;1\i*lgx%"sq;eaendtappedfor#10-32

screw;Isolantite#594.a

INSULATOR,feedthru:umbrellashape;isolantite,glazed;2'^f-"o/ahx5%maxOD;

sixHi'mtgholesequallyspacedon4%"diam;antennafeedthru;Genceraco#1088-00.

INSULATOR,standoff:column;ultrasteatitew/brassendfittings;4%"x1"diam;end fittings1Yi"diamxJ^j"h;holeinctrofendtappedHi"-18xd;2holesinotherend K"-20xHe'd;'&"easideofctr;AFSdwg#XMP10-C5-42;FedTele&Rad

#F-9552-l.

INSULATOR,standoff:column;ultrasteatitew/brassendfitting,4%"lgx1"diam;
brassfittings1Y>"hxYi"d;ellipticalbase3"x1Y<>";two%"diammtgholeson2l/i"ctr;

collaronbasey2"hon1Y2"diam;1ctrholetappedHe'-18xHe'd;AFSdwg#XMP10-

C5-41;FedTele&Rad#F-13071-1.

INSULATOR,standoff:column,ceramic;3"lgx1%"diam;1holeinctrofeaend,
tappedHe'-18x%'d;iys"collarbothends;AFSdwg#XMP10-C5-40;FedTele&

Rad#F-13046-1.

INSULATOR,standoff:squarepillar;grade#L-3whiteglazedsteatite;1"lgx%"sq;

one#10-32x%"dtappedholeineaend;JANtypeNS3VV1208.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;glazedceramic;metalbaseplates;2"lgx1}4"diam;
one}4"-20hole,Yi"dineaend;nickelpicaponeend;Isolantite#407-L2;Genceraco

#D59A.

Airfiltergasket.

1"porcelaintubegasket.
Antennainsulatorgasket,.

V-landV-2tubegaskets.

Feedthruinsulator

Antennafeedthruinsulator. Capacitor(C-5)assembly

standoffinsulator.

Capacitor(C-5)assembly

insulator.

Capacitor(C-5)assembly

insulator.

Stand-offmountingin

sulator.

Stand-offmountingin

sulator.

B-B-56-3/1
2Z4868.40

2C2940/G2

2Z4868.41 2Z4868.42 3G1250-64.4 3G1450-20.5 3G1350-59 3G1300-70 3G1350-82 3G1250-48.12 3G3512-08 3G1300-20



BAC2
B-59. B34 B-35.

B-B-

D-7. D-23

-9„

PH

through

PL-6.

Modeldesignati

AIB

FlG|H

+

Nameofpartanddescription

Functionofpart

SignalCorps

stockNo.

INSULATOR,standoff:cylindricalpillar;grade#L-3whiteglazedsteatite;2'lgx%"

OD;one#10-32x%'dtappedholeeaend;JANtypeNS3W0316.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;whiteglazedsteatite,grade#L-3;3"lgx1*diam;

1holeeaendtappedK"~20x%*d;JANtypeNS3W0424.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;whiteceramic;glazed;4*lgx1J4"diam;ovalflangew/2mtgholesdiamon2%"ctr;completew/clampingplateandscrews;AlSiMag

#1854;Isolantite#414-D-4,Stupakoff#01449.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpillar;grade#L-3,ceramic;whiteglazed;2Yi"lgx1"

diam;K"-20xdineaend;JANtypeNS3W0420.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;grade#G;ceramic;glazed;2%"lgx%"OD;axial

tapholeeaend#10-24thdx%"d;AlSiMagtype#1014,specialtap.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundposttype;whiteceramic,glazed;5'hx1'diam;elliptical mtgbasew/twoholeson214"mtg/c;chromepifittings;bracketontophastwo

mtgholeson2\i"ctrfor}4"screw;waterpipesupport;Lapp#10924.

COIL,insulating:water;por;w/ofittings,28ftlg,\]4,"insidepipediam;for#232CH

watercoolingsystem;Lapp#9191.

INSULATOR:porpipe;1*size;30}4"lg;w/bronzefittings,chromiumpi;Lapp#10920..

INDICATOR,waterflow:metalscale0-12GPM;250v,20w;mercuryswitchcont;adjustedtocloseat8GPM;completew/1*#19Bsteamorificeand#20Bbronzeorifice

plate;4Ji*dx6*hx4'wd;Morey-Jones#98.

LAMP,pilot:10w;230v;candelabrascrewbase;clear;termbox;GEMazda#S-6;

WECo#ESR-697364.

Stand-offmountingin

sulator.

Stand-offmountingin

sulator.

Stand-offmountingin

sulator.

Stand-offmountingin

sulator.

Stand-offmountingin

sulator.

High-voltageinsulating

watercoils.

Waterpipe

Waterflowmeter

PL-1:MAINONsignal

light.

PL-2:WATERONsignal

light.

PL-3:FILONsignallight. PL-4:BIASONsignallight. PL-5:PLATEOFFsignal

light.

PL-6:PLATEONsignal

light.

3G3603-16 3G3504-24 3G1300-160.2

3G35O4-20

3G1250-40.10 3G1300-80.4 3G1460-28 3C1300-188
B-6220

2Z5895-3



METER,ammeter:DC;0-50ma;3J4"moldedphenoliccase;round;flushmtgpanel type;calibratedforuseonnonmagneticpanel;whitescalew/blackmarkingsand

pointer;JANtypeMR34W050DCMA.

METER,ammeter:DC;0-3amp;3}-"moldedphenoliccase;round;flushmtgpaneltype; calibratedforuseonsteelpanel0.091*thk;whitescalew/blackmarkingsandpointer;

JANtypeMR34W003DCAA.

METER,ammeter:DC,0-800ma;3^"moldedphenoliccase;round;flushmtgpanel type;calibratedforuseonsteelpanel0.09*thk;whitescalew/blackmarkingsand

pointer;JANtypeMR34W800DCMA.

METER,time:totalhr;elapsedtimeindicator;synchronousself-startingelecclock;

electro-mechanicalcontrol,directreading;automaticstartandstop;5%"hx4^"

wdx3!^"d;230v,60eye;two#10-32studson3}£*ctr;pressedsteelcase,lacquered
gray;GEtype#8KT-3A6,GEdwg#K-4115534;FedTele&Raddwg#F-31945-1A.

METER,voltmeter:0-300vAC;roundbakeliteflushmtg;Z}A"diamflangex2.80*

maxdiamx1.66*maxdiambody;±2%accuracy;approx167ohmsperv;calibrated for0.09"thksteelpanel;whitescalew/blackmarkingsandpointer;JANtype

MR34W300ACVV.

MOTOR,blower:AC;220v,50/60eye,singleph;1/6hp;1400-1750rpm;IlgElec

#KH-45;GE#5KH45AB2273(forusewithIlgElecVentBlower#B-12).

REACTOR:filterchoke;4hyat0.60amp;32ohmsDCresistance;3000vRMStest; openframe;6*lgx3%*wdx4%*h;two#8-32screwtermlg;four\i"diam

holes3'xf>Wetr;Amertran#S-19372.

REGULATOR,voltage:steel;input190-250v,13amp,60eye;singleph;output220v, 2130w;85%pf;23^"lgx16'wdx11h;4slotsformtgon22"x7^'mtg/c;

uncased;w/four5f-"-24termstuds;Raytheon#W-3456-A.

REGULATOR,voltage:input220v±10%;50-60eye;singleph;output220v±2%,

1%regulation;continuousduty;2130w,2500vAC,2500vpeakinsulation;23*

16';4mtgslotson22"xWt."ctr;FedTele&Rad#F98069-1.

RELAY,armature;SPST;normallyopen;contrating4amp220vAC50/60eye;\i'
diamsilvercont;singlewndcoil,DC;closesat0.6ampbutmustnotopenatreduced

currentof0.15amp:4ohmsDCfesistance;four#8-32studsoncoilandcont;2%,"

lgx3"wdx\%'h;Wthkbakelitebasew/three0.144"holeson2'x1%"ctr;fast

acting;Leach#1251,coil#596.

COIL:relay;220v,60eye;operatesat0.6amp;DCresistance4ohms;ODx%"

IDx^"lg;leadtermw/solderlugonend1"lgo/a;Leach#596for#1251relay(for

RL-4).

Leakagecurrentatwater

coiltargets.

-l:PlatecurrentofV-l.

M-4:PlatecurrentofV-2.

Gridcurrent.

Filamentoperatingtime.

Primaryvoltageoffilament

transformers.

Operatesblowerfan-

Biasrectifiercircuitfilter

choke.

Filamentcircuitvoltage

regulator.

Filamentcircuitvoltage

regulator.

Gridbiasinterlock.

B-9ar- 

B-1003-21 B-980-11 B-5959
3F8300-59 3H.0-98

3C323-2F

2Z7574.8 3H4991-2 2Z7587-10 3C1108-2



Modeldesignation

Rffsymbol

RL-5. RL-6. RL-7-

Naarneofpartanddescription

CONTACT:relay;}4"puresilver;slightlycrowned;6amp,115vAC;SPSTdouble

break,normallyopen;forLeach#1251relay;CollinsRad#409N34(forRL-4).

RELAY,armature:singlecont,singlethrow,doublebreak;normallyclosed;contrating 20am])220vAC,50/60eye;%"diamsilvercont;coilsinglewnd220vAC,50/60eye; 0.098amp;4107ohmsimpedance;ins;#10-32studsoncoilandcont;5"lgx3"wdx
2%'h;four0.169*holeson2%*xctr;fastacting;Dunco#BBUK-8or#84XXH.

COIL:relay;220vAC.60eye;0.076ampw/armatureopen;4590ohmimpedanceat

60eye;1%"ODx1J6'lg;WID;Dunco#80(forRL-5,RL-7).

CONTACT:relay;DPDT;135degbend;1movable"U"shapedmetalstrip%'wdx V\f,"thkdiamcontattachedtoopenends;lj(j*x2%"o/a;four?f-"diamcont

attachedon1*sqctr;%"diamx%"htapped#10-32hexcapnut;forDunco#BBUK-8,

new#84XXHrelay;Dunco#1950(forRL-5).

RELAY,armature:DPST;normallyopen;SPSTauxiliarycont,normallyclosed;double
polecontrated0.5amp,220vAC,50/60eye;singlepole0.5amp;7000vDCinsula

tion;%"diamsilvercont;singlewndcoil;220vAC,50/60eye;coilins;#10-32studs oncoilandcont;7"lgx5"wdx4°h;fourmtgholes6%"x4%"ctr;fastacting;Dunco

#CXE1324.

COIL:relay;220v,50/60eye;\ya"sqoutside!'Hi*sqinside.1"h;wireleadsw/solder

lugs;5"lgo/a;forDuncorelay#CXE-1324;Dunco#22-C-59(forRL-6).

CONTACT:relay;c/o2fixedcont%"diamattachedtoendofhexcapnut%"x%'h tapped#10-32;1fixedcont%"diamattachedtooneendofmetalstrip;3movable
conteaY%"diam;rated0.5amp,220vAC;normallyclosedpolecontinsfor7000v;

Dunco#CXE-1324(forRL-6).

RELAY,armature:3PST;normallyopen;contrating25amp,220vAC,50/60eye;
%"diamsilvercont;coil,singlewnd,220vAC50/60eye;0.098amp;4107ohms

impedance;ins;8studterm:4J4"lgx3'wdx2J^"h;fourmtgholestoclear#10-32

screws,2onfronton1%"ctrand2onrearon2%"ctr,2Y%"betweenctr;fastacting;

Dunco#8CXX.

CONTACT:relay;silvered;contrated25amp,220v,50/60eye;3polenormallyopen

3fixedcont%"diamattachedtoendofhexcapnut%"x%"htapped#10-32;3

movablecont3J4'x%'xVlt"metalstubs;Dunco#600,#11899forDunco#ATBD-8

or#8CXX(forRL-7,RL-8).

Functionofpart

Waterinterlock. B+grounding-

Waterflowcontrol-.

SignalCorps

stockNo.

2Z7587-10/1 2Z7593-4 2Z7593-4/2 2Z7593-4/1 2Z7593-98 3C1115-4 2Z7593-98/1 2Z7593-8
12Z7593-8/1



RELAY,armature:DPST;normallyopen;contrating3amp,220vAC,50/60eye;
H"diamsilvercont;singlewnd,220vAC,50/60eye;0.041amp;9700ohmsim

pedance;ins;#6-32studterm;2%"lgx1%"wdx2'h;fourmtgholestoclear#6-32

screw,2»%"x\y2'ctr;fastacting;Dunco#1BXX.

COIL:relay;220v,60eye;930ohms;900turns#36gawire;M'diamxlgcore;

\Y%"OD;Dunco#90for1BXXrelay(forRL-8).

RELAY:timedelay;dustproofcover;SPST,normallyopen220vAC,60eye,6amp; mercurytomercurycont;multiplewndcoil220vAC,1100ohmsnoninductive;ins; pigtailleadsoncoilandcont;four)4"mtgholeson3*horizctr;2?^'vertctr;6"lgx

2%"dx3%"wd;Adlake#902-72-1.

COIL:relay;220v,60eye;1100ohms;V/s'lgx21$6*diamcoilform;fortimedelay

relay#902-72-1;Adlake#187-1-171(forRL-1,RL-2,RL-3).

CONTACT:plunger;mercurycont;220vAC,Y±amp;fortimedelayrelay;b%"lgx1"

diam;2leadsprotrudefrombottom,1black#16AWGlead,12'lg;1greentracer

#16AWGlead,12'lg;Adlake#P-463904or#463266(forRL-1).

RELAY:timedelay;dustproofcover;SPST,normallyopen;220vAC,6Qeye,3amp; mercurytomercurycont;multiplewndcoil220vAC,60eye;1100ohmsDCre

sistance;6'lgx2V%dx334"wd,15-30secmake3/10secrelease;Adlake#902-72-2.

CONTACT:relay;forAdlaketimedelayrelay#902-722;singlecontnormallyopen;

mercurytype;3ampnoninductiveload;220v,50/60eye;15-30sec.timedelay;0.3

secrelease;o%'lgw/12'lgleads;Adlake#463291or#463912(forRL-2).

RELAY:timedelay;dustproofcover;SPST,normallyclosed;cont3amp220v,60cps; mercurytomercurycont;multiplewndcoil220vAC,60eye;1100ohmsDCresistance;
6'lgx2YS"dx3M"wd;four%'mtgholeson314"horiz,2%'vert;60secmake

3/10secrelease;Adlake#902-72-3.

CONTACT:relay;mercurytype;molybdenumelectrodes;phenolicandglasstube; singlecont,normallyclosed;220v,50/60eye;5amp;5%*lgx1'ODo/a;Adlake

part#463293or#463295(forRL-3).

RESISTOR,fixedcomp;1000ohms±10%;20w;6*lgx1'diam;uninsulated;2

sprayedmonelmetalferrulesonends;Carborundumtype#A(p/oparasiticsuppressor). RESISTOR,fixed:WW;310ohms±5%;120w;maxbodydimen&i"lgx1%'diam;

JANtypeRW11F311.

RESISTOR,fixed:WW;1000ohms±5%;120w;maxbodydimen8%"lgx1%»diam;

JANtypeRW11F102.

Filamentcircuitcontrol

relay.

Plategridbiascircuitcon

trolrelay.

Filamentcircuittimedelay. Waterflowshut-downtime

delay.

Gridcircuitparasiticsup

pressors.
Gridbias

B+groundingcircuit,cur

rentlimiting.

2Z7590-22 3C1115 2Z7587-9 3C1113-1 2Z7587-9/1 2Z7598-8

2Z7598-E1

2Z7587-36 2Z7587-36/1 3Z6100-151

3RW21301 3RW24332



SignalCorps

stockNo.

3RW11104 3RW20701

3Z7004 2Z8759.3 3Z9824-29.3 3Z9824-31.3 3Z9550.28 3Z9550.8

Functionofpart

Filamentvoltagedropping..
Biasrectifiercircuitbleeders.

FILAMENTvoltagecon

trol.

TubesocketsforV-3and

V-4.

Platecircuitpush-button

control.

Doorinterlocks

GRIDRANGEselector...
Transmissionlineselector.-

Coarsetuneplatetankcoil

L-2-1.

Coarsetuneplatetankcoil

L-2-2.

Nam:ofpartanddescription

RESISTOR,fixed:WW;6.3ohms±5%;120w;maxbodydimen8%'lgx15-f-"diam;

JANtypeRWUF6R3.

RESISTOR,fixed:WW;250ohms±5%;120w;maxbodydimen8%'lgx1%"diam;

JANtypeRW11F251.

RESISTOR,variable:WW;4ohms±10%;1900w;two34-20screwterm;stampedsteel
frame,13*diamxi%"d;opencase;J^'diamroundcadpisteelshaftapprox4"lg; lineartaper;inscase;normaltorque;mtsonpanelvv/tvvo#8-32screwson234"mtg/c;

WL#63-009.

SOCKET,tube;4contabovechassisbasemtg;2holesdiamon2%"mtg/c;ceramic base;3%"diamx1"h;brassnickelpishell;234"ho/a;phosphorbronzecont,cadpi;

nomarkings;JohnsonEF#211.

SWITCH,push:1form"C"break-make;8amp,600vAC;bakelitebody;6%"lgx
2%"wdx4:l9/i«"do/a;nonshorting;normallyclosed;screwterm;wallorpanelmtg;
3mtgholes%"diamon6"x6'x2%"ctr;covermarked"START-STOP"on2

buttons;GEdwg#K7866222,part#CR-2940-2-R4.

SWITCH,push:SPST;3amp,250v;6amp,125v;3amp,250v;closecktwhende
pressed;normallyopen;por;mtdinsteelbox;plate\yB-"x1Y\"\holerequiredll/f-"wdx

2VS"lgx1M"d;AH&H#2023.

SWITCH,rotary;2pole,6position;6contharddrawncopper;cadpi34"diamx

thk;shortingcont,mycalexinsulation;o/adimen\ZV%"lgx6"wdxlj-g"thk;2holes
drilledfor#10-32machscrews;4%"mtg/c;14R4"lgshaft;FedTele&Rad#F-

20077-14,AFS#XMP10-SW1.

SWITCH,rotary:DPDT;1cont,coppercoilpi;s4z"thkx34"diam;shortingtypecont;
mycalexinsulation,%"thk;WE"lgx10%'hx5%"wd;shaft13%'lgxM"diam;

2brassmtgbrackets;FedTele&Rad#F-13173-14(antennachange-over).

BARSET,shorting:shortingbarsw/clamps,setof13;c/o13shortingbars,ranging

from3"lgto22J4'lg;u/wtuningcoilsL-2-1;FedTele&Rad#F-15987-1-1to13.

BARSET,shorting:shortingbarsw/clamps;setof13;c/o13shortingbars,ranging

from3'lgto221a"lg;u/wtuningcoilsL-2-2;FedTele&Rad#F-13B-7-1-1to13.

n * * * * * * • * * *
Modeldesignation

G * * * * * * * * * *

F 4 * * * * , * * * #

K * * * * * * * • * *

D * • * * - * * * * *

B * * * * * * * •

A « * * + * * * * *

Refsymbol

R-4,R-5.

R 

throagh

R-9.

R-10 B-50 S-6

S-7,S-8-.

S-l

S-3 S-2-1 S-2-2



SWITCH,thermostatic:SPST;opens160°F.,closesHOT.;nonadjustable;4amp250v;
metalcase;2ys"diamx2%'maxwdx-%"thk;nonshortingsolderlugterm;mtg

holes-j^'diamon2%"diam90degapart;normallyclosed;operatesontemprise;

SpencerThermo"Klixon"jaC-2851-1.

SWITCH,toggle:3PDT;bakelitebody;2%'x2%'x2^'d;20amp,110v;10ampc

250v;locking;mtgbracketw/2mtgholesJfj*diamon3%"ctr;bindingscrewterm;

bakelitetogglearmx%"x1%'lg;AH&H#80891.

SWITCH,toggle:DPST;phenolic;3%'lgx1%'wdx2VS"do/a;30amp,250v;20

amp,600v;two#18-32tappedmtgholes,3?i-"mtg/c;3%"ctoc;screwterm;Vfe"x

156*panelslot;AH&H#6808-U.

SWITCH,toggle:DPDT;30amp,250v;bakeliteinsulation;2%'wdx3*lgx2%"d;

locking,normallyclosed;lugterm;twodiammtgholeson3^-*mtg/c;x1%"

panelslot;AH&H#8807-U.

SWITCH,toggle:SPST;3amp,250v;bakelitebody;3%'lgx1'wdx2*d;nonshorting;
locking,normallyopen#10-32screwterm;2holesclear#10-32on3}4"mtg/c;panel

slotVK"x\W0,AH&H#80149.

TRANSFORMER,power:platetype;input220v,50/60eye,singleph;tappedfor 240v;2500vRMStest;seed556va;1310v,4000vRMStest;uncased,coilandcore
open;aircoolant;varnishimpr;7jc-'x6%"x7%";4mtgslots,6?c-'*4J^*mtg/c;

priterm3studs#8-32thdonbakelitestrip;seedterm3studs#8-32thdonceramic

insulation;FedTele&Rad#F-11911-1;Kenyon#S7753.

TRANSFORMER,power:filtype;input220v,50/60eye;tappedat216vand224v;

seed5v,13.5ampCT;uncased,assembledw/castironandplates;5*x7%"x4J4";

5000vinsulation;4mtgslotswdxh/B-"lgon4*x3J«*mtg/c;4pristuds#8-32thd spaced1Hi'onbakelitestrip;3seedtermstuIs#10-24thdonbakelitestrip;FedTele

&Rad#F-11915-1.

TRANSFORMER,power:filtype;input220v50/60eye;singleph;singleoutputwnd;
18.2v58ampCT;2500vRMStest;aircoolant;9"lgx8^'wdx7^1'h;4mtgslots

on<6V\"x6%'mtg/c;Kenyon#F-36.

TRANSFORMER,power:voltageregulator;endcase;§%"lgx4J^"wdx4'/$"h;pri
rated190260vat13amp,60eye;seedrated220-230vat11.3amp;pri174turns, seed45.5tappedat35and40;4mtgfeetonS%"x6^'mtg/c;eight#10-24x%"lg

studterm;Raytheon#U5575(forVR-1).

TRANSFORMER:regulator;prirated198-242vat13.3amp;seedrated220vat11.35

amp+0.5%;7tapsonseed;nine#8-32x\-"lgtermmtdontermstriponside;encl case;6%*lgx3%'wdx4KTh;4mtgftonb\£"x<o%'ctr;Raytheon#U7185(for

V-Rl).

Operatingtemperaturecon

trol.

50to60cycleswitchfor

VR-1.

Biasrectifiercircuit.BIAS
ON-OFFcontrolswitch. FILAMENTON-OFFcon

trolswitch.

WATERON-OFFcontrol. Biasrectifierplatesupply. Biasrectifiercircuitfila

ment.

Tube129-B(V-landV-2)

filamentsupply. Voltageregulator. Voltageregulator.

2Z9489.20 3Z9858-8.68 3Z9864.2 3Z9862-1.3 3Z9857.98 2Z9601.21 2Z9600.90 2Z9600.44 2Z9614-76 2Z9614-77



SignalCorps

stockNo.

B-7010 B-7010.1

2J4B32

2J129B

B-7313
3G320-104 3G320-105 3G320-106 3G320-103

Functionofpart

Temperaturecontrolofout

goingwater.

Measurestemperatureof

incomingwater.

Half-waverectifiers

R-famplifiers

Gridbiasvoltage-

THERMOMETER:generalobservationtype;mercurythermoelement;0-100°C;

mercuryfilledbulb5*o/a;2>£*sensitiveportion,2}extensionw/eleccontrated 1/10ampat110v7w;mtgflangediam;body5%"diam;5"ironcase;w/1*union connectionandQ\iftofstaanbsssteelflextubingusedtocontrolwaterinlet;black

facew/yellownumerals;Tagliabue#14600.

THERMOMETER:temp;dialindicator;0to100°C;w/mercuryfilledbulb5*o/a;
2%*sensitiveportion,2}4'extension;5*ironcase;bodyb%*diamx2%*d;mtg

flange6J£*diamw/1*unionconnection;Tagliabue#14600w/oeleccont.

VOLTMETERIS-113:DC;0-1000vDC;3^"diamflangew/body2.8'diamx1%'d behindfl;flushmtgequippedw/extmultiplier;accuracy±2%D'Arsonvalmovement;

200ohmspervolt;calibratedfor%"steelpanel;3mtgholes0.156*diamon1.58"

radius.120degapart;2studterm^"-28thd;%'lg;Westontype#301.

INSULATOR,plate:rectangularshape;white,glassfabric,siliconresinlamuntreated;
12J^*lgo/a;1*wdxM*thk,6drilledholes0.209/diamonctrline2.656*,and

4.656"fromeaend;Lewytpart/dwg#B-7985.

INSULATOR,plate:rectangularshape;white,glassfabric,siliconresinlamuntreated;

14"lgo/a;1*wdxM"thk,8drilledholes0.147"diamonctrlinespaced0.250*,1.50,"

3.812*and6.124*fromeaend;Lewytpart/dwg#B-7986.

INSULATOR,plate:rectangularshape;white,glassfabric,siliconresinlamuntreated;
20?is*lgo/a;1*wdxYA*thk,4drilledholes0.209"diam,2spaced>£*from1side Ifa*fromeaend,other2spaced%"fromoppositeside0.469*fromeaend,4drilled holes0.272"diamonctrlinespaced3.25*and8.25*fromeaend:Lewytpart/dwg

#B-7397.

INSULATOR,plate:rectangularshape;white,glassfabric,siliconresinlamuntreated;
20%*lgo/a;1*wdxthk,4drilledholes0.209*diam,2spaced}£*from1side

J^"fromoppositeside0.469*fromeaend;Lewytpart/dwg#B-7988.

Nameofpartanddescription

TUBE,electron:JAN-4B32

TUBE,electron:JAN-129B.

i

lesignation
H * * * * * * « * *

G * * * * * * * * *

F * * * * * * *

E • * * * * * * *

Model D * * * * * * * * *

B * * * * *

A * * + * * * * *

Refsymbol

MAC

-10 V-3,V-4-. V-l.V-2..
-3



2.IdentificationTableofParnnrPower85mplPierBC-340-1

Rcf
symbol

C-l.

C-2-

C-3,C-4,C-5,

C-8.

C6.

C-7,C-10
throughC-13.

C-16through

C-18.

C-19through

C-25.
6-21

C-27,C-28.

Nameofpartanddescription

AMPLIFIER,RF:SigCAmplifierBC-340-1;4000to26,500kc;output10kw;59M'dx42^"wdx ho/a;powerinput220vAC,3ph,50/60eye,130amp;inel1setofsparetubesandlamps

and5setsofsparefuses;mtdinmetalcabinet.

CAPACITOR,variable:airdielectric;platemeshingtype;dualsect;57to870ntfpersect;SLCchar acteristic;0.060*airgap;2500vpeaktestv;14%/lgx414"wdxZ%"h;diamx1"lgshaft; extensionshaftadj;72brassN.P.platespersect;360degrotation;glassfabricsiliconresininsula

tion;studterrry2mtgholeson14^«*mtgc;Cardwellpart#XV-850-PDperdwg#SK-720.

CAPACITOR,variable:airdielectric;platemeshingtype;dualsect;30to211/x/ufpersect;SLCchar acteristic;0.168"airgap;15,000vpeaktestv;\1XA"\%x§%"wdx5%'h;%"diamx2"lgshaft; extensionshaftadj;21polishedaluminumplatespersect;360degrotation;glassfabricsiliconresin insulation;studterm;bracketmtg;4mtgholes4*x2J^"xl£fj*mtg/ceaendfor#10-32screws;

Cardwellpart#TJ-200-UDperdwg#A9027.

CAPACITORASSEMBLY:c/o2variableneutralizingcapacitorsea20to27mil;platetuningcapaci torgangedandmtdin2sectea60tol9oM/if,15,000vdewandlfixedcapacitor,airdielectric,265n/if, 10,000vpeaktestv;26^'lgx14J^"wdx14*ho/a;steelshaft32^"lgx%"diam,machinedto 0.449'for3%"ononeend6J4"onotherend;mtdoninscolumns3"lgx1%"diam,24"x7"mtg/c;

Lewytpart/dwg#D7543-41.

CAPACITOR,variable:airdielectric;platemeshingtype;dualsect;60to750^persect;SLC characteristic;0.168"airgap;15,000vpeaktestv;20%*lgx9"wdx7%"h;shaftextendsboth ends;0.375"diamx2"lg;extensionshaftadj;35polishedaluminumplatespersect;360degrota tion;glassfabricsiliconresininsulation;studterm;threex/i"mtgholeson6"x19'Vi-'mtg/c;

Cardwellpart#PJ-750-QDperdwg#A-9208.

CAPACITOR,fixed:mica;2000»tf±5%;2500vdew;JANtypeCM56B202J;specJAN-C-5. CAPACITOR,fixed:mica;2000«if±5%;10,000vdew;JANtypeCM80B202J;specJAN-C-5.
CAPACITOR,fixed:mica;10,000^f±10%;600vdew;JANtypeCM45B103K;specJAN-C-5.

CAPACITOR,fixed:paperdielectric;10Mf±10%;1000vdew;JANtypeCP70E1FG106K;mts

w/bracketCP07FD5;specJAN-C-25.

CAPACITOR,fixed:mica;2000«if±5%;5000vdew;JANtypeCM70B202J;specJan-C-5.

Functionofpart

SignalCorps

stockNo.

INPUTCOUPLINGandim

pedancematching.

GRIDTUNING.

C-3andC-4:NEUTRALI

ZATION.

C-5:PLATETUNING.

C-8:Platecircuitr-fbypass. AntennaLINECOUPLING

andimpedancematching.
C-7:Gridcircuitr-fbypass.

C-10throughC-13:Filament

r-fbypass.

C-16andC-l7:Antennad-c

blocking.

C-18:B+r-fbypass.

C-19throughC-25:R-fby

pass,M-lthrough-7,

respectively.

Biasrectifierfilter.

R-finputd-cblocking.



Ref
symbol

D-7.
SW-10. SW-11.

RF-1,RF-2..„ RF-3,RF-4-

L-0,

1^2-1.

Nameofpartanddescription

CAPACITOR,fixed:paperdielectric;15pj+107c660vacw;HSmetalcan;1%'lgx4%'

wdx3%"h;pyranolfilledandimpr;2solderlugtermontop;nohitgroundconnections;nomtg

furnished;p/oVoltageRegulatorVR-1;GEpart#67X44.

CAPACITOR,fixed:paperdielectric;10Mf+10%~2V2%;660vacw;HSmetalcan;lgx3?i'-"
wdx3%"h;pyranolfilledandimpr;2solderlugtermontop;nointgndconnections;nomtg

furnished;p/oVoltageRegulatorVR-1;GEpart#6X44.

COIL,insulating:water,whiteporglazed,22"hx12"diam,.ofittings;28ftlgextended,\Yi'

insidepipediam;fourJ^"holeson45,$"mtg/c;forwatercoolingsystem;Lapp#9191.

CIRCUITBREAKER:thermal;3pole;100amp,220vAC50/60eye;bakelitecase;5%"\gx4}4' wdx4Mi-°ho/a;instantaneous;manualreset;fourdiammtgholesonl^'x7]4'ctriJi"~20

studsprotruding1•frombase;Trumbull#ATB32100.

CIRCUITBREAKER:thermal;3pole;90amp,220vAC,50/60eye;bakelitecase;h%'lgx4"^'

wdx41^jj"ho/a;instantaneous;manualreset;four%"diammtgholesonl%"x714°ctr;"—20

studsprotruding1*frombase;Trumbull#ATB32090.

CLEANER,air:metalscreen;steelcontainer;19%"x24%"xl7/i";mtdinsteelframe;Air-Maze

type"AirMaze."

COIL,RF:choke;singlewndplugsintotwo60amp,600vfuseclips;singlelayerwnd;unshielded;
83turns#20SCE;7%"lgxlHi"diam;glassform,aircore;form1"ODx7%"lghasferruleonea end%"lgclampedw/#6-32x%"lgscrew;fuseclipmtd;markedRF-1,RF-2;tropicalized;Coil

WindersIncpart#CW944-2-3.

COIL,RF:choke;singlewndplugsintotwo60amp,600vfuseclips;singlelayerwnd;unshielded;
81turnsspaced5%turnsperinch#16SCE;17"lgx1lg"diam;glassform,aircore;form1"ODx

17"lghasferruleoneaend%"lgclampedw/#6-32xs,£"lgscrew;fuseclipmtd;markedRF-3,

RF-4;tropicalized;CoilWindersIncpart#CW1007-2-5.

COIL,RF:gridtank;2wnd,singlelayerwnd;unshielded;13turnscadpicoppertubing%"OD;

H'ij"lgx4%"approx;ceramicform,0,"ODx12"lg-proxaircore;tappedat1-,,2,3,

5,7,13turns;2bracketsoneaend,w/2}4"mtg/c;13termlugs;CoilWindersIncpart#C\V13147-

3-2.

COIL,RF:platetank;singlewnd;singlelayerwnd;nocoilform;unshielded;20turnsparallel

coppertubingV^"ODx3s"ID;mtgblockontop;left-handwnd;approx22A"Igx6'OD;w/10"

freelgonbottomand28"freelgontop;selfsupported,aircore;adjtaptuningmarkedL2-1;"water

cooled;Lewytpart#7543-78.

Functionofpart

SignalCorps

stockNo.

Voltageregulatorphaseshift. Voltageregulatorphaseshift. High-voltageinsulatingwater

coils.

MAINON-OFFlinecontrol

switch.

PLATEON-OFFpowercon

trolswitch.

Airfilter.

Gridcircuitr-fchokecoils. Platecircuitr-fchokecoils.

Gridtuningcoil.

Watercooledplatetuning

coil.



L -AC

F-ACF-AC-
F-3,F-4....

F-5through

FAC.

F-9through

F--.

A-9. A-6. A-4.

-B-

B-27 D-23

COIL,RF:platetank;singlewnd;singlelayerwnd;nocoilform;unshielded;20turnsparallelcopper tubingl{-"ODx%"ID;mtgblockontop;right-handwnd;approx221.;"lgx6"OD;\v/10*free lgonbottomand28"freelgontop;selfsupported;aircore;adjtaptuningmarkedL-2-2;water

cooled;Lewytpart#7543-77.

FUSE,cartridge:SigCFuseFUAC2;20amp,250v;renewable;fibrebody;ferruleterm;nonindicating;

2°lgx%"diam;Jeffsonelec#B-0-020.

FUSE,cartridge:3amp,opensin60minat135%loadand2minat200%load,ratedcontinuous 110%load;250v:renewable;fibrebody;ferruleterm;nonindicating;2"lgx>fg"diam;Jeffsonelec

#380-003.

FUSE,cartridge:6amp,250v;renewable;fibrebody;ferruleterm;nonindicating;2"lgx%"diam;

Jeffsonelec#B-0-006.

FUSE,cartridge:SigCFuseFU-15;40amp,250v;renewable;fibrebody;ferruleterm;nonindicating;

2"lgx%*diam;Jeffsonelec#380-040.

FUSELINK:3amp,250v;2]4"lgxH"wd;renewallinkforJeffsonelec#B-0-003fuse;Jeffsonelec

#B-1-003.

FUSELINK:6amp,250v;2)4"lgxM'wd;renewallinkforJeffsonelec#380-006fuse;Jeffsonelec

#B-1-006.

FUSELINK:20amp,250v;2Y-"lgxM"wd;renewallinkforJeffsonelec#B-0-020fuse;Jeffsonelec

#B-1-020.

FUSELINK:40amp,250v;2)4'lgx%'wd;renewallinkforJeffsonelec#B-0-040fuse;Jeffsonelec

#B-1-040.

GASKET:pipejoint;asbestos;singlehole;rectangular,\%"lgx1)4"wdxIfa"thk;w/elliptical

hole1M°lgx13^"wd;u/wconnector,Lapp#10648;Lapppart#9806.

GASKET:pipejoint;lead;singlehole;round,1]/2"ODx1*IDxHe'thk;u/wLappporpipe#10920;

Lapppart#11B-1.

GASKET:ins;lead;singlehole;round,%"ODxY-"IDxthk;u/wfeedthrubushingB-23;

FedTele&Rad#F-4192-1-19.

GASKET:vacuumtube;neoprenerubber;round,2%"ODx2%'IDxthk;u/w#129Btubes;

FedTele&Rad#F-1679-1.

INSULATOR,standoff:sqpillar;JANtypeNP2W1208;specJAN-I-21

LIN0,water;connectsplatecoilstowatersystem;straight,1OD,301^"lg;solidwall,portubing;

Lappswivelfitting;mtsw/three}<£"holesforboltsoneaend;Lapppart#10920.

Watercooledplatetuning

coil.

Filamentcircuitfuses.

Biasandcontrolcircuitfuses.
F-5andF-6:Poweramplifier

blowerfuses.

F-7andF-8:Rectifierblower

fuses.

Watercoolingunitdriving

motorfuses.

SpareforF-3orF-^.

SpareforF-6-F-6,F-7,or

F-8.

SpareforF-lorF-2.

SpareforF-9,F-10,orF-ll.

Porcelainwatercoilgasket.

Oneinchporcelainpipegasket.

Antennainsulatorgasket.

JAN-12andJAN-13tube

seatinggasket.

Stand-offmountinginsulator.

Waterpipe.



Rof
yiub-il

B-37. B-31. B-28. B35 B59 B-23. B-34. B-24. B-25. B-26.

-9..

PL-1through

PL-6.

Nameofpartanddescription

INSULATOR,feedthru:conicalshape;JANtypeNP2W4601;specJAN1-21 INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;JANtypeNP2W0316;specJAN-I-21

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;GradeL-3,whiteporglazed;2'lgx1diam;one]4"-20hole,

Yi"dineaend;nickelpicapononeend;Isolantite#407-L2.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;JANtypeNP2W0524;specJAN-I-21

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;GradeL-4,whiteporglazed;4"lgx1M"diam;ovalflangew/2

mtgholesdiamon2%"mtg/ccompletew/elampingpiandscrews;Isolantite#414-C4.

INSULATOR,feedthru:umbrellashape;GradeL^,whiteporglazed;5%"lgx2U'h,hole;

six%i"holesequallyspacedona4^£"diamboltcircle;Isolantite#306.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;JANtypeNP2W0420;specJAN-I-21

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;GradeL-4,whitesteatiteglazed;4s/g"lgx1'diam;bronzecap bothends,1"lgx1H"diam,onecaptappedhole,onecaptwo%"-20tappedholes,n/(t"

mtg/c;p/ovariablecapacitorassembly,Lewytpart#D7543-41;Lewytpart/dwgi'7543-3.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;GradeL-4,whitesteatiteglazed;45j-"lgx1"diam;1'lgx1Y2"
diam;bronzecapw/%"-18tappedholeinctr,atoneend,flangedbronzecapw/two%"diam

holes,2}4"mtg/catotherend;p/ovariablecapacitorassembly,Lewyt#D7543-41;Lewyt

part/dwg07543-11.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;GradeL^,whitesteatiteglazed;3"lgx\%"diam;lgx

\%"diam;bronzecapsw/%'-18tappedholeinctrofbothends;Isolantite#BR247.

INDICATOR,waterflow:steel,blackfinishmercuryswitchcont,250v,20wadtocloseat8GPM;

metalscale0-12GPM;413"dx6"hx4"wd;completew/1'#157Asteamorificeand#158Aorifice

plate;two\i°mtgholeson4>a"mtg/c;Morey-Jones#98,ClassB.

LAMP,pilot:240v10w;bulbS-6clear;1>4"lg1/a;candelabrabase;tungstenfilament;burnany

position;GEMazda#S-6.

Functionofpart

Feedthruinsulator.

Stand-offmountinginsulator. Stand-offmountinginsulator. Stand-offmountinginsulator. Stand-offmountinginsulator.

Antennafeedthruinsulator.

Stand-offmountinginsulator. Capacitor(C-5)assembly

stand-offinsulator.

Capacitor(C-5)assemblyin

sulator.

Capacitor(C-5)assembly

stand-offinsulator.

WATERFLOWmeter.

PL-1:MAINONsignallight. PL-2:WATERONsignal

light.

PLAC:FIL.ONsignallight.
PL-4:BIASONsignallight.

PL-5:PLATEOFFsignal

light.

PL-6:PLATEONsignallight.

SignalCorps

stockNo.



METER,ammeter:DC;0-3amp;JAXtypeMR36W003DCAA;specJAN-I-6;HS
METER,ammeter:DC;0-800ma;JAXtypeMR36W800DCMA;specJAN-I-6;HS

METER,voltmeter:DC;JANtypeMR36W001DCKV\v/0-1000vDC,50divisionscale;specJAN-

1-6;HS.

METER,voltmeter:AC;50to60eye;0-300vAC;JANtypeMR36W3O0ACUV

METER,ammeter:DC;0-50ma;JANtypeMR36WO50DCMA;specJAN-I-6;HS

METER,time:elapsedtimeindicator;synchronousself-startingelecclock;directreading;automatic startandstop;hx41^"wdx3!^"d;5rotatingdrumcounters,eacalibrated0-9;calibrated inhr;operateson220v,60eye,operableon50eyebyapplicationofconnectionfactorof6/5to

allreadings;steeldacqueredgray;2#10-32studson3?■>"mtg/c;GEtype#8KT-2A6.

MOTOR,AC:split-phasetype;1/6hp,1750/1425rpm;closedframe;50°C.temprise;pulleynot
incl,plainshaft;S%"lgx6%'wdx6%*h,shaft?,-'diamprotruding1%'fromframe;220vAC, 60/50eye,singleph,2.6amp,63%pf;GEframe#45solidbase;4mtgholeson4yB"x3"mtg/c;

tropicalized;GEtype#KH,GEdwg#GE-850B;IlgElecblowerB-12.

REACTOR,filterchoke:4hyat0.60amp;32ohmsDCresistance;3000vRMStest;HSmetalcase;
6J4"Igx5*hx4>^"wdjfour%"-20studsxY2"lgon3"and5%'mtg/c;2studtermontop;spec

JAN-T-27;Lewytpart#7204.

REGULATOR,voltage:steel,grayfinish;input,220v,±10%,50/60eye,13amp,output220v, ±2%,2,500va,1%regulation;approx23\i"lgx16"wdxU%"h;4mtgslotson22*x7}i'

mtg/c;specJAN-T-27;Lewytpart#7208B.

RELAY,armature:SPST;normallyopen;cont4amp220vAC;diamsilvercont;singlewind coil,DC;closesat0.6ampbutmustnotopenat0.15amp;4ohmsDCresistance;4#8-32studs

oncoilandcont;2%'lgx3'wdx1%'h;\£"thkbakelitebasew/30.144"holeson2"x1%"

mtg/c;fastacting;Leach#1251,coil#366.

RELAY,armature:singlecont,singlethrow;doublebreak;normallyclosed;contrating20amp,
220vAC;Y%"diamsilvercont;coilsinglewnd220vAC,50/60eye;0.098amp;4107ohmsim

pedance;ins;#10-32studsoncoilsandcont;5'lgx3*wdx2%"h;four0.169"holeson2%"x

43A"mtg/c;fastacting;Dunco#BBUK-8or#84XXH.

RELAY,armature:DPST;normallyopen;SPSTauxiliarycont,normallyclosed;doublepolecont rated0.5amp,220vAC50/60eye;singlepole0.5amp;7000vDCinsulation;%*diamsilver eont;singlewndcoil;220vAC,50/60eye;coilins;#10-32studsoncoilandcont;7"lgx5"wdx

4"h;4mtgholes6%"x4y8'mtg/c;fastacting;Dunco#CXE1324.

-l:PLATE1currentofV-l.

-4:PLATE2currentofV-2.

GRIDcurrent.

GridBIASvoltage.

Primaryvoltageoffilament

transformers.

LEAKAGEcurrentatwater

coiltarget.

Filamentoperatingtime.

Blowermotor.

Biasrectifiercircuitfilter

choke.

Filamentcircuitvoltageregu

lator.

Gridbiasinterlock.

Waterinterlock.
B+grounding.



Ref
symbol

RL-AC

RL-8. RL-1... RL-2.

--1

R-lACR-12

R-l

R-2

R^t,R-5

R-6through

R-9

R-10 B-50

Nameofpart,amidescription

RELAY,armature:3PST;normallyopen;contrating25amp,220vAC;Y%"diamsilvercont;coil,

singlewnd,220vAC,50/60eye;0.098amp;4107ohmsimpedance;ins;8studterm;4J4'lgx3*

\vdx2%'h;4mtgholestoclear#10-32screws,2onfronton1%"mtg/c,2onrearon2%"mtg/c,

2%"betweenctr;fastacting;Dunco#8CXX.

RELAY,armature:DPST;normallyopen;contrating3amp,220vAC;}4"diamsilvercont;single

wnd,220vAC,50/60eye;0.041amp:9700ohmsimpedance;ins;#6-32studterm;2%"lgx1%'

wdx2*h;4mtgholestoclear#6-32screw,2-%'x1Y2"ctr;fastacting;Dunco#1BXX.

RELAY,timedelay:dustproofcover;SPSTnormallyopen;220vAC;6amp,mercurytomercury cont;multiplewndcoil220vAC,50/60eye;1100ohmsnoninductive;ins;pigtailleadsoncoil
andcont;fourmtgholeson3,'s"horizctr;23/s"verticalmtg/c;6"lgx2%'dxZ%"wd;

Adlake#902-72-1.

RELAY,timedelay:dustproofcover;SPST,normallyopen;220vAC;3amp;mercurytomercury cont;multiplewndcoil,220vAC,50/60eye;1100ohmsDCresistance;wireleadsoncoiland

cont;6"lgx2J4"dx3M"wd,15-30secmake,3/10secrelease;Adlake#902-72-2.

RELAY,timedelay;dustproofcover;SPSTnormallyclosed;cont3amp,220vAC;mercuryto mercurycont;multiplewndcoil220vAC50/60eye;1100ohmsDCresistance;wireleadsoncoil
andcont;6"lgx27-g"dxZ%"wd;fourJ4"mtgholeson3}'g"horiz,2%"vertical;60seemake,

3/10secrelease;Adlake#902-72-3.

RESISTOR,fixed:comp;1000ohms±10%;20w;6*lgx1"diam;uninsulated;2sprayedmonel

metalferrulesonends,1"ODxlg;noninductive;CarborundumCo,GlobartypeA.

RESISTOR,fixed:WW;310ohms±5%;120w;JANtypeRW11F311;specJAN-R-26 RESISTOR,fixed:WW;1000ohms±5%;120w;JANtypeRW11F102;specJAN-R-26 RESISTOR,fixed:WW;6.3ohms±5%;120w;JANtypeRW11F6R3;specJAN-R-26 RESISTOR,fixed:WW;250ohms±5%;120w;JANtypeRW11F251;specJAN-R-26.

RESISTOR,variable:WW;4ohms±10%;1900w;two%'-20screwterm;stampedsteelframe, 13"diamroundcadpisteel;shaftapprox4'lg;lineartaj)er;inscontarm;normaltorque;mtson

panelw/two#8-32screwson2\i"mtg/c;WL#63-009.

SOCKET,tube:4contabovechassisbasemtg;2holesdiamon2i/i"mtg/c;ceramicbase;3%"

diamx1*h;brassnickelpishell;2)4"ho/a;phosphorbronzecont;cadpi;nomarkings;Johnson

EF#211.

Functionofpart

Waterflowcontrol.

Filamentcircuitcontrolrelay.
Plateandgridbiascircuittime

delay.

Filamentcircuittimedelay.

Waterflowshut-downtime

delay.

Gridcircuitparasiticsup

pressors.
Gridbias.

B+groundingcircuitcurrent

limiting.

Filamentvoltagedropping.

Biasrectifiercircuitbleeders. FILAMENTvoltagecontrol.

TubesocketsforV-3andV-4.

SignalCorps

stockNo.



S-6.

S-7,S-8.

8-1.

S-1
TH-1... SW-12.

S-4. S-5.

8-9. B-AC B-AC

SWITCH,push:1form"C"break-make;8amp,600vAC;bakelitebody,Ws"lgx2%"wdx43%'d o/a;nonshorting;normallyclosed;screwterm;wallorpanelmtg;3jntgholes%"kdiamon6'x6"x
2%"ctr;covermarked"START-STOP"on2buttons;GEdwg#K7866222,part#CR2940-NB-

102A.

SWITCH,push:SPST;3amp,250v;(iamp,125v;closecktwhendepressed;normallyopen;por;

mtdinsteelbox;plate4%'x\\i';holerequiredl'/fe*wdx2H"lgx1}■/d;AH&H#2023.

SWITCH,rotary:2pole,6position;6contharddrawncopper;cadpi;14"diamxJfi"thk;shorting cont,mycalexins;o/adimen13^g"lgx6"wdx1%"thk;2holesdrilledfor#10-32machscrews;

4Ji"mtg/c;lgshaft;FedTele&Rad#F-20077-14,AFS#XMP10-SWT1.

SWITCH,rotary:DPDT;1cont,coppercoilpi;Hs"thkx}■>*diam;shortingtypecont;mycalexins,

%'thk;9H'Igx10%'hxb%'wd;lugterm;13J4"lgx%"diam;2brassmtgbrackets;four%*

holeson11'x4'mtg/c;FedTele&Rad#F-13173-14(antennachange-over).

SWITCH,thermostatic:SPST;opens160°F.,closes140°F.;nonadjustable;4amp,250v;metalcase; 2J-jj'diamx2%"maxwdx-5^"thk;nonshortingsolderlugterm;mtgholesdiamon2%t"

diam90degapart;normallyclosed;operatesontemprise;SpencerThermo"Klixon"#C-2851-1.

SWITCH,toggle:3PDT;bakelitebody;2%'x2y%"x2%"d;30amp,110v;10amp,250v;lock ing;mtgbracketw/2mtgholesdiamon3jHi'mtg/c;bindingscrewterm;bakelitetogglearm

His"x%"x1Wlg;AH&H#80891(forVR-1).

SWITCH,toggle:DPST;phenolic;3%"lgx1%'wdx2%"do/a;

bakelitehandleapprox}6-"lg;two#18-32tappedmtgholes,3%"

panelslot;AH&H#6808-U.

30amp,250v;20amp,600v;

mtg/c;screwterm;%'x1%"

SWITCH,toggle:DPDT;30amp,250v;bakeliteinsulation;2%"wdx3*lgx2%"d;bakelite handleapproxlg;locking,normallyclosed;lugterm;two%'diammtgholesonZl%,"mtg/c;

Ke*x1%'panelslot;AH&H#8807-U.

SWITCH,toggle:SPST;3amp,250v;bakelitebody;3%'lgx1'wdx2'd;bakelitehandleapprox

l-"lg;nonshorting;locking,normallyopen;#10-32screwterm;2holesclear#10-32on3J4"

mtg/c;panelslotxl?.-";AH&H#80149.

TRANSFORMER,power:platetype;input220v,50/60eye,singleph;tappedfor240v;1out
putwnd;556va,1310vCT;2500vpri,4000vseedinsulation;aircoolant,potted;HSmetal ca.se;7%"lgx6M*wdx514"h;6sealedstudtermontop,1"hx%"wd;fourM"-20xy-"studon

3%"x3%"mtg/c;Lewytpart#7201;specJAN-T-27.

TRANSFORMER,power:filtype;input220v,50/60eye,singleph;tappedat216vand224"v;

1outputwnd;5v,13.5ampCT;5000vinsulation;aircoolant,potted;HSmetalcase;5"lgxi%"

wdx4"h;7sealedstudtermontop,1'hx%"wd;four}4'-20xH"lgstudson3%'x3%*

mtg/c;Lewytpart#7203;specJAN-T-27.

Platecircuitpush-buttoncon

trol.

Doorinterlocks.

GRIDRANGEselector.
Transmissionlineselector.

Operatingtemperaturecon

trol.

Linefrequencyswitch.

BiasrectifiercircuitBIAS

ON-OFFcontrolswitch.

FILAMENTON-OFFcon

trolswitch.

WATERON-OFFcontrol.

Biasrectifierplatesupply.

Biasrectifiercircuitfilament.



Nameofpartanddescription

TRANSFORMER,power:filtype;input220v,50/60eye;singleph;1outputwnd;18.2v,58amp (T;2.300vinsulation;aircoolant,potted;HSmetalcase;8,'-"lgx8*wdx614"h;5sealedstud term,2onside,3ontop;topterm1*hx%,"wd;sideterm,l^'hxl"wd;four%"-20x]4".lg

studson6%"mtg/e;Lewytpart#7202;specJAN-T-27.

THERMOMETER:generalobservationtype;mercurythermalelement;0-100°C;mercuryfilled bulb5"o/a;2X-"sensitiveportion,2J4"extensionw/electricalcontrated1/10ampat110v,
7\v;mtgflange6%"diam;body51j^"diam;5"ironcase;w/1'unionconnectionand0J/£ftof stainlesssteelflextubingusedtocontrolwaterinlet;blackfacew/yellownumerals;Tagliabue

#14600.

THERMOMETER:generalobservationtype,mercurythermalelement;0-100°C;mercuryfilled bulb5°o/a;2J^"sensitiveportion,2J^"extension,noelectricalcont;mtgflange§%"diam;body 5lr,s-"diam:5"ironcase;w/1"unionconnectionand&}■>"ftofstainlesssteelflextubingusedto

controlwaterinlet;blackfacew/yellownumerals;Tagliabue#14600.

TUBE,electron:JAN^B32;half-waverectifier„-..

TUBE,electron:JAN129B;triode.

Functionofpart

Sygn&lCorps

BtockNo.

TubeJAN-129B(V-ACV-2)

filaments.

Measurestemperatureofout
goingwater;alsowater

temi>eraturecontrol.

Measurestemperatureofin

comingwater.

Gridbiasrectifiercircuit, mercuryvaporhalf-wave

rectifiers.

Watercooledr-famplifier

vacuumtubes.

3.I0,nt0,ic0,0,nTabl6-ofParnnrR6--Pe-R85--c-AC-E-F3-EaF3F3

Rof
Bymhol

C-l

Model
designation

Nameofpartanddescription

RECTIFIERSRA-22-Aand-D:electronic;output7500vDC,3.45amp;input220

v,60eye,3phregulated:7914'x53%'x98%'o/a;6typeFAC72Arecttubes; 3phfull-waverectification;filterreactorandcapacPorincl;mtdinmetalcabinet;

controls(exceptvoltage)locatedonPowerAmplifierBC340-(-7.

RECTIFIERSRA-22-C,-E,-F,and
input220v,50/60eye,3phregulate

-G:electronic;output7500vDC,3.45amp;

1:79J

98k

6typeF-872A recttubes;3phfull-waverectification;filterreactorandcapacitorincl;mtdin

metalcabinet;controls(exceptvoltage)locatedonPowerAmpli1^ierBC-340-().

CAPACITOR,fixed:paper;4uf±10%;10,000vdew;oilimpr;steelcase;13*hx12'

lgx6*wd;4%"pillartypeterm;w/%'-14thdstuds,%"h;6"mtg/c;Dubilier

type#TK-10040.

Functionofpart

Filtercapacitor.

SignalCorps

stockNo.

3H4662

3H4662C

3DB4-62.1



COIL:relay;200to240vat8.3ma,50/60eye;22ohmDCresistance;tapewnd hollowsolenoid;2J/£"*2)4"*2J^'o/a;two2%"lgflexinspigtailleads;Monitor

Cont#23069(forcontrollerassemblySW-l).f

CONTROLLER:opentype;50/60eye;c/oone100amp,220v,3polemagnetic
contractorw/Adlake#902-72-5mercurytime-delayrelayattached;3secdelay;

one100amp,220v,3poleresistorshortcircuitingcontactor;3intermittentduty resistors3.5ohmsineachph,35ampratedtocarry70amp;ControllerCo

#6632AS2.

CLEANER,air:glasswool-fiber;papercntr;20'x25*x2",steelframemtd;Owens-

Illtype#DUSTOP.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;whiteglazedsteatite,Grade#L-3;3"lgx1*

diam;1holeeaendtappedJ4"-20xd;JANtypeNS3W0316.

INSULATOR,standoff:ceramic:6"lgx1"diara;1holeineaendtapped]4'-20x

%"d;Isolantite#348-L-6.

MOTOR,blower:AC;220v,50/60eye,singleph;1/6hp;1400/1750rpm;Ilg

Elec#KH-45;GE#5KH45AB2273(u/wllgElecVentBlower#B-12).

METER,voltmeter:0-10kvDC;1000ohmsperv,accuracy2%;blackonwhite scale2.36"lg;50scaledivisions;rectangularbakelitecase;flange3"x3J^g*;body

2%"diamx1%"d;4mtgstuds0.112"diam;2%"apartmtg/c;Westontype#301. Meter,voltmeter:0-300vAC;roundbakeliteflushmtg;3!-^"diamflangex2.80"

maxdiamx1.66"maxdiambody;2%accuracy;approx167ohmsperv;calibrated

for0.09"thksteelpanel;JANtypeMR34W300ACVV.

REACTOR:filterchoke;integraltype;0.9hyat220ma,0.13hyat3amp,0.2hy

at3.45amp;1.1ohmDCresistance;19,000vRMS,60eye;drawnsteelease11"
lgxb%"wdx7%"h;2flangemtgfeetw/4slottedholes\i"wdon7J^*x6%"

mtg/c;Amertran#S-4927-l.

CIRCUITBREAKER:overload;solenoid;contarrangement1A1B;2-8amp,110v ACorDC;glasscase;approx5%"hx4J4"dx2%"wdo/a;instantaneous;manual indicatorreset;two#10-32insertsmoldedintocaseformtgon2\■>"mtg/c;6tapped

studttiminback;Wemcotype#SC-1,st&e#1096945A.•

COIL:relay;singlewnd;minoperv0.3vDC;6ampmaxcontcur;0.16ohmDC resistance;2%"ODx%"IDx1-%"lg;2000vAC,60eyeinsulationtest;no
case;2leadsw/wirepreformedtofitrelayterm;forWemcotype#SC-1relay;

Wemco#1003988(forRL-1,RL-2).

High-voltagetime-delaycon

trol.

Airfilter

Stand-offmountinginsulator.. Stand-offmountinginsulator.

Operatesblowerfan.

Rectifieroutputvoltage.

-l:Primaryoffilament

transformers.

M-2:Linevoltage.

Filterchokewithprotective

spark.

A-coverloadrelays.

3C1117-6 3H1098

B-B-56E

3G3504-24 3G1250-96.6

3H300O-98

B-19899-1.2 B-8300-59
3C315-12 2Z7588-6

2Z7590-20ar



Ref
symbol

RL-3.

Model
dt'*i|/nation

Nameofpartanddescription

Functionofpart

CONTACT:setof2;forDCto60eyeoverloadrelay;1ampDC,5ampAC;brass;

1'x2"x%'wdspringcont;doublecontoninsstrip1%'x1ys";WECo#1055993

(forRL-1,RL-2,RL-3).

RELAY:overload;DPST;pick-upamprange0.5to2amp;continuous1.5amp;
AC-DC;selfresettingcont5ampat125vDCor115vAC;glasscover;x 2%'x5'^";3"termstudsbackofpanel;forWemco#SC-1;FedTele&Rad

#F24259-1,Wemco#1096943A.

COIL:relay;magneticcoil;0.5-2amp,60eye;2'ODx1%"thk;forWemcotype

#SC-1;Wemcostyle#1003986(forRL-3).

RELAY,thermal:mercury;SPST;2cont,normallyopen;slowmake3sec,quick

break;nonind2ti-;contrating220vAC,10amp,50/60eye;6-'xZ%"x3"

o/a;4mtgholesinmtgplateon3H'x2%'mtg/c;Adlake#902-72-5(p/oSW-1-.

COIL:relay;200-240v,50/60eye;60ma;1090ohmsDCresistance;wndonbakelite spool2J4'OD;IDxIX"wd;twohY2"lgleads;Adlake#1040-62-23(p/o

Adlake#187-1-102).

CONTACT:relay;starterswitch;220v,10amp,50/60eye;noninductive;lg

w/12*leads;metalsleeve;Adlake#PC^63924.

RELAY,thermal:mercury;contactor;3polesilvercont;1-100amp,220v;coil 220v,AC;bakelitecase16"x19'x21V2";chassismtd4holes%"diamon18%'x

19}^"ctr;MonitorCont#6632AS2(p/oSW-1).

CONTACT:relay;stationary;220v,100amp;coppercont;foruseonMonitor

ContStarter#6632AS2;MonitorCont#19879or#5-32-3.

CONTACT:relay;stationary;220v,5amp;silvercont;forMonitorCont#235B-

or#3-75-2;MonitorContStarter#6632AS2.

CONTACT:relay;movable220v,5amp;silvercont;normallyclosedforMonitor

ContStarter#6632AS2;MonitorCont#23540or#3-66.

CONTACT:relay;movable;220v,100amp;coppercont;forMonitorContStarter

#6632AS2;MonitorCont#20431or#5AC2-2.

CONTACT:relay;movable;220v,5amp;silvercont,normallyopen;forMonitor

ContStarter#6632AS2;MonitorCont#23598or#3-65.

D-COVERLOADrelay

SignalCorps

stockNo.

2-196-5

2Z759020 3C1118-1 2Z7587-64 3C1113-3 2Z7587-64/1 2Z7593-23 2Z7593-23/1 2Z7593-23/2 2Z7593-23/3 2Z7593-23/4 2Z7593-23/5



RESISTOR,fixed:WW;1.4ohms±5%;120w;8%"lgxlr;{-"maxdiam;JANtype

RW11F1R4.

RESISTOR,fixed:WW;2000ohms±5%;120w;8^'lgx1%'maxdiam;JAN

typeRW1IF202.

RESISTOR,fixed:WW;5meg±V-%;1mamax;8%'lgx1%'diam;JANtype

MFA-505.

SPARKGAP:approx1\i"lgxJ^'diam;o/oAmertransupport#S-34410andsphere

gap#S-34411;forprotectionofset;Amertrandwg#8-34409.

SWITCH,door:pushbutton;SPST;6amp,125v;3amp,250v;closecktwhen

depressed;por;mtdinsteelbox,plate4%"x1holerequired1J^-*wdx2%"

lgxlj^'d;AH&H#2023.

SWITCH,rotary:4positionw/offposition;3ckt;3stagevoltmeter;3ph;phtoph; contrating20amp,600v;case2l34-"x4%*x3%"dbehindpanel;3pointmtgby

machscrewsto}4"thkpanel;GE#16-SB1CF-1.

TRANSFORMER:fil;pri216,220,224v,50/60eye;test2500v;seed5.0vat 20.25amp;1OK"lgx7M"«dx6M"ho/a;4mtgholesYB-"diam;four#8-32screws;

Kenyon#S7768.

TRANSFORMER:fil;pri216,220,224v,50/60eye;seed5.0v,6.75ampCT;pri
test2500v;seedtest19,000v;10^'lgx5J^'wdx4J^'h;four#8-32screws,

4mtgholes%'diam;Kenyon#S-18713.

TRANSFORMER,power:platetype;deltapri220v,50/60eye,3ph,30kva;seed
6150/5620/5050/4500/9840/2820v;60eyeoutput;pritestedto2500vRMS;

seedtestedto19,000vRMS;steelcase32"lgx23*wdx48^'h;Amertran

#S-49376.

TRANSFORMER,power:currenttype;unshielded;pri150amp,seed5amp; 5C00vimpulse;opentype,coilwndonframe,9J^"lgx4^"wdx6ll&"ho/a;

mtsby2mtgft,eawtiopenings;2holes,2slotson2n,485,rc",and1%"

mtg/c;Wemco#KO,style#S-651911.

THERMOSTAT:500w;230vAC;bimetalcartridgetype;2}4'x%"diam;cont,

heavyelectrolyticsilver;adjto700°F.maxtemp;Ulanet"Firecracker"type|F.

TUBE,electron:JAN-47592-..

Overloadresistor- Bleederresistors.

Multiplierresistorsfor-3...

Sparkgap-
Interlock.

Selectorswitch,throws-2

acrossanyphase.

FilamenttransformerforV-l,

V-2,andV-3.

T-3:V-4filamenttransformer T-4:V-5filamenttransformer. T-5:V-6filamenttransformer.

High-voltagesupply

Operatea-coverloadrelays...
Operatingtemperaturecon

trol.

Mercuryvaporhalf-waverec

tifiers.

3RW7201

3RW26I01

3Z6805-17 2Z8808-1 3Z9824-31.3 3Z9825-74.12 2Z9600.43 2Z9600.46
3II5630-1

2Z9959-1911 2Z9489.15

2J4P32



4.IdentPicationTableofPart-forRe-PierR85--H

Ref
symbol

Nameofpartanddescription

c-i.

CH-l.
R-l.

SW-lw/R-22
R-23,R-24. RL-1,RL-2-

RL-3......
B-7

HI1 -AC-2.. -3

RECTIFIERRA-22-H:electronic;output7500vDC,3.45amp;input220v,B-0/60eF3,3m,regu lated;79%"x53%*x98M"o/a;6typeJAN872-Arectifiertubes3phfull-waverectification;
filterreactorandcapacitorincl;mtdinmetalcabinet;controls(exceptvoltage)locatedonPower

AmplifierBC-340-().

CAPACITOR,fixed:paperdielectric;4tf±10%;10,000vdew;HSmetalcan;13'hx12'lgx6*
wd;oilimpr;two4ns"pillartypeterm,wti(j-Hthdstuds;h;nomtg;Dubiliertype#TK-

10040;specJAN-C-25.

CONTROLUNIT:opentype;c/oone100amp,220v,3polesolenoidtypecontactor;one100

amp,220v,3poleresistorshort-circuPingcontactor;3intermittentdutyresistors,3.5ohmsinea phrated15ampcontinuous,70ampintermPtentand1Adlake#902-72-5mercurytime-delay relay;ste,,grayf2ish;220vAC,100amp,3ph;approx21.lgx19"wdx16°d;fourholes

on19%"x22'mtg/c;Lewytpart#7559-100.

CIRCUITBREAKER:magnetic;contarrangement1A1B;2-8amp,50/60eye;glasscase;5%"hx 4%"dx2J4"W(J°/a;instantaneous;manualreset;two#10-32insertsmoldedintocaseformtgon

2Yi"mtg/c;6tappedstudterminback;Wemcotype#SC-1,stne#1096945A.

CIRCUITBREAKER:magnetic;DPST,0.05to2amp,DC;glasscase;h\i"hx4%"dx2%"wd o/a;instantaneous;manualreset;two#10-32insertsmoldedintocaseformtgon2J4"mtg/c;

6tappedstudterminbactsWemcotype#Src1,stne#10969inA.

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;JANtypeNP2W0448;specJAN-I-21..

Functionofpart

INSULATOR,standoff:roundpost;JANtypeNP2W0424;specJAN-I-21.

METER,voltmeter0-300vAC;JANtypeMR36W300ACVV

METER,voltmeter:DC;JANtypeMR36VVO10DCKVw/0-10kv,.50divisionscale;specJAN-I-6;

HS.

RELAY,timedelay:dustproofcover;SPST;normallyopen;220vAC;10amp;mercury'tomercury;
singlewndcoil,220vAC,50/60eye;1100ohmsDCresistance,wireleadsoncoilandcont;6"

lgx2%"dx3%"wd,3secmake,quickbreak;4mtgholeson3%"x2%'mtg/c;Adlake#902-72-5.

REACTOR,filterchoke:swingingtype;0.9hyat220ma,0.13hyat3amp,0.2hyat3.45amp;
1.1ohmDCresistance;19,000vRMStest;HScase;7%"lgx8K"wdx6"h;four%"-20studsx y-"lgon6%"x7%"mtg/c,2studtermonside,2%"lgx1%'diam;specJAN-T-27;Lewytpart

#7205.

RESISTOR,fixed:WW;1.6ohms±5%;120w;JANtypeRW11F1R6;specJAN-R-26

Filtercapacitor.

High-voltagetime-delaycon

trol.

A-coverloadrelays.

D-COVERLOADrelay.

Stand-offmountinginsulator. Stand-offmountinginsulator.
-l:PrimaryofFilament

transformers.

-2:Linevoltage.

Rectifieroutputvoltage.

Time-delayrelayofcontroller

(SW-l).

Filterchokewithprotective

sparkgap.

Overloadresistor.

SignalCorps

stockNo.



R-2through

R-9

R-20,R21---

S-2
SAC

T-l

T-2

B-3through

T-5.

T-6,T-7-

TH-1.

V-lthrough

V-6.

RESISTOR,fixed:WW;2000ohms±5%;120w;JANtypeRW11F202;specJAN-R-26.
RESISTOR,fixed:WW;5meg±>A%\1mamax;JANtypeMFA-505;specJAN-R-29^

SWITCH,door:pushbutton;SPST;coppercont;steelcase;1Vie"w'dx1%"lgx114"d;momentary,

normallyopen;screwtypeterm;mtgvv/two#6-32screwsonZ%"mtg/c;AH&Hpart#2023.

SWITCH,rotary:2pole,3positionw/offposition;coppercont;bakelitebody;case2l%,"x4%*x 3%"dbehindpanel;screwterm;3pointmtgbymachscrewsto%"thkpanel;3stagevoltmeter;

3ph;phtoph;GEpart#16SB-1CF11,w/roundknob.

TRANSFORMER,power:platetype;deltapri220v,50/60eye,3ph,30kva;seed6140/5600/

5030/4470/9820/2810v;2500vpri,19,000vseedinsulation;oilcoolant;steelcase;32*lgx48J4'hx

23"wd;8studtermontop,5%"lg;nomtg;Lewytpart#7212perLewytdwg#B-7194.

TRANSFORMER,power:filtype;input220v,50/60eye,singleph;tappedat216vand224v;
singleoutputwnd;5v,20.25amp;2500vpri,19,000vseedinsulation;aircoolant,potted;HS metalcase;714"lgx6%"wdx7"h;studterm,2ononeside1"lgx%"diam,4onotherside

2%"lg;four^"-20xV2"lgstudson6%"xZ%"mtg/c;Lewytpart#7206.

TRANSFORMER,power:filtype;input220v,50/60eye,singleph;tappedat216vand224v;
singleoutputwnd5v,6.75amp;2500vpri,19,000vseedinsulation;aircoolantpotted;HSmetal

case;lgxhyB-"wdx514"h;studterm2ononeside1*lgx%"diam,4onotherside2%"

lg;four^"-20xV2'lgstudson4'%'x4!^"mtg/c;Lewytpart#7207.

TRANSFORMER,power:instrcurrent;permanentinstallation;150amppri,to5ampseed;50/60

eye5000vmax;singleph;currentratio150:5,compensatedfor2]/-va,90%pfat60eye;barpri;

steelframe,uncased;9J^"wdx6%"hxd4"do/a;2busbarpriterm,2*wd,thkw/0.562*

holeateachend;2lugtermonseed;40slotsfor%"bolton214."xZ%"ctrformtg;Wemcotype

#KO,part#S651911.

SWITCH,thermostatic:adjto7O0°F.maxtemp;500w,230vAC;ceramiccase;2H'xV%"diam
eontheavyelectrolyticsilver;normallyopen;screwtypeterm;Ulanet"Firecracker"type#F.

TUBE,electron:JAN-4B32;half-waverectifier

Bleederresistors.

Multiplierresistorsfor-3.
Doorinterlockswitch.

Selectorswitch,throws-2

acrossanyphase.
High-voltagesupply.

FilamenttransformerforV-l,

V-2,andVAC.

T-3:V-4filamenttrans

former.

T-4:V-6filamenttrans

former.

T-5:V-6filamenttrans

former.

Currenttransformersoperate

a-coverloadrelaysRL-1

andRL-2.

Operatingtemperature

control.

Mercuryvaporhalf-wave

rectifier.



5.Identification

TableofPart-forWat-CoolingUniaRU-2-EcaF3-B

Model
desig

nation

Nameofpartanddescription

WATERCOOLINGUNITSRU-2,-B:watercoolant;2hp,220v,60eye,3phmotor;48*x 4r>3/$"x42>£"o/a;1J4"pipeinletandoutlet;pipetosurgetank;dual"V"beltdriveto fanandpump;mtsinsteelframe;4%"diamholesforanchorboltson23l34e"x463^"mtg/c;

ua/wPowerAmplifierBC-340-().

WATERCOOLINGUNITRU-2-A:watercoolant;2hp,220v,50/60eye,3phmotor;var sheavesonmotor;48"x45%"x42IE2"o/a;1J^"pipeinletandoutlet;J^"pipetosurge tank;dual"V"beltdrivetofanandpump;mtsinsteelframe;diamholesforanchor

boltson23%"x46^"mtg/c;u/wPowerAmplifierBGAC40-().

BEARING,ball:self-alining;extendedinnerring;bore,3.937"OD,0.9832"wd;Fafnir

#SMN112.

BEARING,ball:singlerowradial,plain"steel;30mmbore,72mmOD,19mmwd:Fafnir

#306K.

BEARING,ball:steel;singlerowradial,1.378'ODx0.5906"IDx0.4431"thk;p/oSturtevant

Westco#BR-515Pump.

BELT:"V"type;86.4'lg;topxWthkx40degangle;WorthingtonPump#B-85

BOLT,eye:bronze;%"-2Q\2"lg;Westco#57;p/oSturtevantWestco#BR-515Pump

CUP,grease:forpump;bronze:1"diamcapx\Yi"h;Jjj'diambase;WestcoDivPomona

PumpCo#13;p/oSturtevantWestco#BR-515Pump.

GASKET:pumpcover;gasketsheetcork;9"ODx7]/2'IDxH»'thk;WestcoDivPomona

PumpCopart#4;p/oSturtevantWestco#BR-515Pump.

HOSE:moldedrubber;1IDx50"lg;endsextend2"beyondwireend;wireencl;USrubber

perSturtevant#1713.

rt

HOSE:specialgrease;heavycanvas;50"lg;1%"IDx2"OD,StuevantCo#BF-5105

Functionofpart

MOTOR,AC:2hp;220vAC,3ph50/60eye;5.8ampfullload;1750rpm;Sturtevant#225

IMK.

PACKING:pump;cottonwick;flakegraphitecovered;sqx3"lg;Wemco#55

Driveswaterpumpandfan.

PUMP,water:complete;11"hx14"lgx11"wd;inletandoutletopeningforl'/£"stdpipe;
stdpipethd,Iliathdsperinch;900galperhrcapacity;JoshuaHendyIronWorks;Model

#BR-515,WestcoSeries"E."

Pumpgasket- Drivesmotor.

Coolingmotorpump.

SignalCorps

stockNo.

2ZA1002

2ZA1002A

3H304-8 3H320-51 3H305-1
2ZA1002/2

6L304-4
2ZA1002/5 2ZA1002/16

B-6015

2ZA1002/17

3H3002-I

2ZA1002/9

2ZA1002A/1



6.IdentificationTableofPart-forWat-CoolingUnitRU-2-C

SignalCorpB

stockNo.

•

Functionofpart

Connectsmotortopump.

Partofmotortopumpcon

nection.

Partofmotortopumpcon

nection.

Fanandpumpdrivemotor.

Waterpump.

WATERCOOLINGUNITRU-2-C:watercoolant;3hp,220v,50/60eye,3phmotor;48"x46"x 54"o/a;1%"pipeinletandoutlet;Y2"pipetosurgetank;mtsinsteelframe;u/wPowerAmpli

fierBC-340-().

BEARING,ball:singlerowradial;plain;medduty;bore0.787",1.8504"OD,0.5512"outerring wd;l1!^"innerwd;packedw/stdgrease;stdfit;ABEC-1stdtol;wdinnerring;Fafnirpart

#SM1012K-2;Lewytpart#B-5102-14.

COUPLING,flexible:c/o2steelzincpijawbodiesseparatedbyLovejoyFlexCplg#1A-100neo-
prenespiderloadcushion;5hpmaxload;2%"ODx3]4"lgo/a1)4"diamboreatoneendw/slot

for%*sqkey;0.7875"diamboreotherendw/slotfor#8Woodruffkey;2tappedmtgholes-Hi"-16

thdspaced90degapartoneachend;Lewytpart#D-7559-101-15couplingw/LovejoyFlexCplg

#1A-100spider.

GASKET:p/oLewytpart#B-5102pump;sealpumpcoverstoshell;%"diamsolidrubbertubing;

circulargasketID;Lewytpart#B-5102-20.

IMPELLER,centrifugal:p/oLewytpart#B-5102pump;bronze;approx0.758"borex-%"wdx6"

diamx1%"wdhubo/a;single5-f-"-24mtgholeonhub,slotforSAEWx%"WoodruffKey

Lewytpart#B-5102-9.

KEY,machine:sq;carbonsteel;\i"sqx2%"lg;Lewytpart#6762---

KEY,machine:Woodruff#8;carbonsteel%"diamx%"thk;Lewytpart#6748

MOTOR,AC:squirrel-cagetype;3hp1800rpmat60eye,1500rpmat50eye;closedframe;40°C.

tempriseat60eye;keyedshaftfor%"sqx2%"lgkey;17%"lgx1214"wdx12%'ho/a;shaft \ab"diamprotrudingZab"fromframe;220/4.vAC50/60eye,3p,7.o3.9amp;85%pf; GEframe#254;fixedbase;4mtgholeson8%"x10"mtg/c;GEmodel#SK254D2271;Lewyt

part#D-7559-101-14.

PACKING:p/oLewytpart#B-5102pump;graphiteimpr;asbestosbraid;approx%"sqx3}^"o/a;

Lewytpart#B-5102-11.

PUMP:liquidcentrifugal;electricmotordrivenhorizmtg;cap16galpermin,200fthead,1750

rpm;\%"femalepipethdinletandoutletfittings;14%*lgx8"wdx12%"do/a;3hp220/240v AC,50/60eye3phmotor;allbronzeconstructionexceptshaft;exteriorpaintedbronze;shaft
stainlesssteel;four%"mtgholeson4'x8"mtg/c;motortotallyend,tropicalized;Lewytpart/

dwg#B-5102.

RADIATOPi,coolingsystem:steelcasing,aluminumfins,coppertubes,paintedgrey;capacityto cool8galperminofwaterfromI50°F.to140°removing40,000Btuperhrw/2850cfmofair enteringat122°F;28)4"hx30"lgx93^"wd;mtsw/2%"diamholeson18"mtg/coneaside

and2'%"holeson21"mtg/conbottom;Lewytpart#7559-101-11.

Nameofpartanddescription

Ref
symbol
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